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Abstract
The frontline employees (FLEs) that are often referred to as boundary spanners play a dual
role as ‘voice of the firm’ and ‘voice of the customer’. FLEs face complex challenges in
responding to the idiosyncratic needs of customers. With the advent of digital technologies,
service providers can interact with customers through a myriad array of channels, and capture
their digital footprints (e.g. internet, click-stream, and social media) using big data analytics.
In an equal footing, these technologies are empowering consumers with information on the
competition, alternate choices and shared experiences. Customers are demanding (near) realtime responses and adaptable services. It is echoed that empowerment of frontlines as an
enabler to enhance their dynamic adaptive abilities. Scholars argue that organisations need to
be analytics-driven, cascade information and decision making downward, and internally orient
FLEs to make effective decisions and enhance service performance.
Despite these important insights, there exists very limited know-how on FLE empowerment in
an analytics-driven environment. To quantitatively assess and introduce change, organisations
require measurement scales. To date, the prominent empowerment scale belongs to industrial
contexts of the 1990s. There is a pressing need to reconceptualise and empirically validate an
FLE empowerment model to address the changing internal and external realities. In
comprehending these insights, this dissertation addresses two research questions: 1) What are
the dimensions of FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven environment; and 2) What is the
influence of FLE empowerment on dynamic capabilities and firm performance?
In phase one, this investigation synthesised the insights gathered from a systematic review of
relevant literature with those of a qualitative study of 30 in-depth interviews of FLEs to inform
a conceptual model of empowerment and its impact on firm performance. In phase two, a
detailed questionnaire was developed covering empowerment, dynamic capabilities, and firm
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performance. Data was collected from 304 FLEs through an online survey. The research model
was examined using Partial Least Squares – Structural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) or
Confirmatory Composite Analysis (CCA). The results confirmed the hypothesised
empowerment scale as a second-order construct consisting of six subdimensions decision
making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies,
and training & development. The structural model assessment supported the hypotheses
associated with FLE empowerment’s positive impact on dynamic capabilities and firm
performance.
This research makes some significant extensions to the existing body of services marketing
literature by estimating important linkages among empowerment, dynamic capabilities, and
firm performance in an analytics-driven services context. Theoretically, this seminal research
contributes to the frontline employee empowerment literature, but also extends its realm to
analytics-driven services contexts by developing and validating relevant scales. It extends the
application of micro-foundations of dynamic capabilities to services marketing. The model
also assesses the interactions among market-sensing, customer-linking and market-seizing.
On the methodological front, the study uniquely contributes to a scale development research
based on the evolving CCA technique which has several advantages over factor-based
approaches. The research provides a detailed scale development procedure and demonstrates
through an application. The scale development procedure can successfully be applied in other
disciplines of human endeavour. The scale provides a tool for managers to assess the
empowerment perceptions of FLEs.
For practice, the study advocates managers to empower their frontlines, cascade insights from
big data analytics, and internally orient them. This enables FLEs to effectively sense market
needs, link with customers, make decisions in (near) real-time and seize marketing
opportunities. This potentially contributes to both individual and organisational performance
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goals. Another important insight is that FLEs need empowerment to dynamically (re)assemble
discrete service components to meet the idiosyncratic needs of customers during service
encounters. Thus, the study sheds light on how analytics insights and frontline empowerment
initiatives can enact a competitive edge for service firms.
Keywords: analytics-driven services; big data analytics (BDA); confirmatory composite
analysis (CCA); customer-linking; dynamic capabilities; empowerment; firm
performance; frontline employees; internal market orientation, market sensing;
market seizing; PLS-SEM.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
Background to the Research
In service organisations, frontline employees (FLEs) are rightfully referred to as boundary
spanners (Bettencourt & Brown 2003; Bettencourt et al. 2001; Wirtz & Jerger 2016) because
they represent the face of the provider organisation to the customers. The FLEs play a vital
role in not only echoing the ‘voice of the firm’, but also in communicating up the managerial
layers of the ‘voice of the customer’ (Bettencourt et al. 2005; Griffin & Hauser 1993). FLEs
face complex challenges in responding to the idiosyncratic needs of customers. FLEs are
routinely expected to balance the conflicting demands of their firms and customers (Beatty et
al. 2016; Hartline et al. 2000; Singh & Saatcioglu 2008). High contact services such as banking,
financial, healthcare, information and communication technology, and professional services,
are also characterised by volatility and risk. Additionally, in high contact services, consumers
demand adaptive solutions in (near) real-time (Jeffery 2010). Theoreticians and practitioners
have advocated FLE empowerment to alleviate this role-stress. The gap model of service
quality highlights the importance of autonomy and information to FLEs (Beatty et al. 2016;
Berkley & Gupta 1994; Bettencourt & Brown 2003; Zeithaml et al. 2010).
Moreover, FLEs face newer challenges with the dual-acting force of information and
communications technology (ICT). On the one hand, ICT has enabled service providers to
interact with their customers through a myriad array of digital channels than before (e.g.,
internet, and social media). The integration of data from multiple channels has allowed
organisations to visualise customer buying patterns (Baker 2016; Kilcourse & Rosenblum
2014) through a granular capture and cross-correlation of data from multiple sources, for
example, the internet, click-stream, peer networks, and social media (Chaffey & EllisChadwick 2016). Financial firms are said to rely on as many as 18 data sources in 2019
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compared to 10 in 2017 in the hope of achieving better outcomes (Salesforce 2019). On the
other hand, ICT has also contributed to consumer awareness about the competing service
offerings and alternate choices through the internet, discussion groups, peer networks, publicly
shared information and social media (Kilcourse & Rosenblum 2014; Pires et al. 2006). These
empowered customers, especially in high-contact services, have been demanding faster and
(near) real-time solutions (Demirkan & Delen 2013; Jeffery 2010; Wielki 2015b), which has
put pressure on FLEs to offer adaptable services (Wilder et al. 2014).
The amplifying factors of large amounts of data to the inherent service delivery challenges
imply that organisations needed to enhance the adaptive abilities of their FLEs through
empowerment, access to information, and dynamic capabilities (Brown et al. 2014; Sun et al.
2017; Teece 2007; Zeithaml et al. 2010). Scholars contend that organisations need to be agile,
analytics-driven, internally orient their frontlines, and cascade information and organisational
power downward so that decisions can be made by FLEs in (near) real-time (Conboy,
Dennehy, et al. 2020; Kiron et al. 2014; Rust & Huang 2014). Practically, granting access to
information, resources, tools, and requisite autonomy to FLEs have been argued to result in a
win-win solution (Berkley & Gupta 1994; Bowen & Lawler 1992, 1995).

Research Gap and Problem
To compete in a dynamic economy, successful analytically matured organisations cascade
insights to their frontlines, thus empowering them to make decisions based on analytical
insights while enhancing customer experiences (Kiron 2015; LaValle et al. 2011; Ransbotham
& Kiron 2018). From a different perspective, it is argued that dynamic capabilities (DCs) and
its micro-foundations enable organisations to retain their competitive vitality (Felin & Foss
2012; Felin et al. 2012; Felin & Powell 2016; Teece & Leih 2016). There have been some
studies that have explored the positive linkages between FLE empowerment and adaptive
outcomes (Wilder et al. 2014), empowerment and dynamic capabilities (e.g. Sprafke 2013;
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Sprafke et al. 2012), and dynamic capabilities and firm performance (e.g. Kachouie et al. 2018;
Wilden et al. 2013). However, there have been no studies that have integrally tried to assess
empowerment, dynamic capabilities, and organisational performance. Despite the importance
of FLE empowerment (Wirtz & Jerger 2016), there exists very limited know-how on
empowerment and its impact on organisational performance in the analytics-driven services
environment (Bowen 2016; George & Zakkariya 2018a; Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008).
There are multiple gaps in the existing literature that limit the understanding of FLE
empowerment in the analytics-driven environment. These are discussed next.
First, there have been no studies on FLE empowerment conceptualisation in an analyticsdriven environment. The existing conceptualisations of empowerment do not integrally
investigate the need for tools, training, and access to information, which are essential
ingredients for analytics-driven services (Kiron et al. 2014; Wielki 2015b). Second, to
quantitatively assess the success of empowerment programs and implement any corrective
steps, organisations require measurement scales (Hayes 1994). To date, the noted scale for the
measurement of empowerment dates back to the industrial contexts of the 1990s (Spreitzer
1995). There is a pressing need to reconceptualise and empirically validate an empowerment
model for FLEs to address the changing internal and external realities and the environmental
dynamism (Larivière et al. 2017; Teece et al. 2016). Third, the internal market orientation
(IMO) literature has not focused on the capability development of FLEs to manage analyticsdriven service environments (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Boukis 2019; Boukis et al. 2017; Fang et
al. 2014; Rafiq & Ahmed 1998). Fourth, it is not apparent how empowerment, dynamic
capabilities, and firm performance are related (Felin et al. 2015; Teece 2018; Xiao et al. 2020;
Žitkienė et al. 2015). To bridge these significant gaps in the literature, this doctoral research
addresses the following research questions:
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RQ1) What are the dimensions of FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven services
context?
RQ2) What is the influence of FLE empowerment on dynamic capabilities and firm
performance?

Justification for the Research
Market leaders need to maintain their vitality to retain their market-leading position in a world
characterised by a volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) environment
(Bennett & Lemoine 2014). For example, the ‘Fortune Future 50 Index’ corporations like
Workday, Alibaba and Valve recognise that they need to embark on new opportunities and
continually refresh strategy by sensing the market needs, linking with customers via flatter
hierarchies, and operating like ‘self-tuning enterprises’ (Felin & Powell 2016; Reeves et al.
2018). Giant corporations like Rolls-Royce, Transport for London, Coca-Cola, Starbucks, and
Glaxo-Smith Kline have all successfully leveraged their vast pool of data in gauging and
responding to the market trends and customer needs, reconfiguring their processes, and
introducing new products in striving to transform the customer experience to newer heights
(ITSVIT 2017; Markman 2018; Marr 2017, 2018). Additionally, analytics innovator firms
(Demirkan & Delen 2013; Kiron & Shockley 2011; Mikalef et al. 2017) are gaining a
competitive edge through dynamic capabilities (Teece 2007).
The extant literature emphasises that frontline empowerment eases the burden of the FLEs and
contributes to better outcomes to both customers and organisations (Heskett et al. 2003; Zemke
& Schaaf 1989). An organisation’s IMO efforts coupled with empowering work design are
enablers 1 to dynamic capabilities (sensing, linking, and seizing) (Birkinshaw et al. 2016; Felin
et al. 2012; Felin & Powell 2016; Sprafke et al. 2012). The emerging stream of the literature

In a personal communication with the doctoral candidate, Prof. David J. Teece observes that “Dynamic
capabilities an entrepreneurial management culture, not just at the top. So indeed, frontline empowerment is an
enabler for dynamic capabilities.”

1
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of big data analytics visualises that organisational transformation to analytics-driven decision
making flattens organisational hierarchy and places critical information in the hands of the
FLEs, thereby contributing to market sensing and customer linking abilities during service
encounters (Kiron et al. 2014; Ransbotham et al. 2015a; Shibata & Kurachi 2015).
Furthermore, managers, by shifting organisational power downwards to frontlines, can impact
their organisational dynamic capabilities of sensing and linking (Felin et al. 2012; Kiron et al.
2014). However, there is a dearth of studies integrating these two perspectives about FLEs
(Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a). In such situations, gaining firsthand information from the key
informants, who directly perform or assist frontline delivery will likely shed valuable insights
from which new knowledge can be constructed (Campbell 1955; Kumar et al. 1993; Seidler
1974).
Furthermore, in the context of services marketing, analytics may imply derivation of insights
about customers’ preferences and market conditions, which facilitate FLEs to adapt a service
to suit the individual customer (Ostrom et al. 2015; Rust & Huang 2014). Thus, for a financial
consultant, having prior insights (Wilder et al. 2014) about a customer beyond transactional
data (Cambra-Fierro et al. 2014) form an excellent basis for the consultant to offer an effective
solution during service encounters. Similarly, a retailer may well provide a better discount to
a loyal customer; and an airline may propose a flexible itinerary for a frequent traveller. Aptly,
Ostrom et al. (2015) have identified big data (BD) as one of the 12 key research priorities for
services marketing.
In summary, actionable insights must be made available for the customer-facing employees so
that they can translate an organisation’s service promise into an enriched customer experience.
Axiomatically, big data analytics (BDA) can help FLEs in service delivery (Kiron, Prentice, et
al. 2012; Kiron & Shockley 2011), as it lessens service adaptation challenges (Di Mascio 2010;
Sony & Mekoth 2014; Wirtz & Jerger 2016). These views about BDA (Dubey et al. 2015;
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MGI 2011; Wamba et al. 2015) and its promise to FLEs (Kiron, Prentice, et al. 2012; Kiron &
Shockley 2011; Wirtz & Jerger 2016) are the key driving forces behind this current research
investigation.

Research Methodology
Research Design
The research investigation is philosophically rooted in a quantitative positivist perspective.
The doctoral candidate deductively addressed the research problem by employing a two-stage
research design, comprising a qualitative and quantitative phase. A qualitative study can help
ascertain and complement insights from a systematic literature review with in-depth interviews
of subject matter experts in that domain (eg., Bhattacherjee 2012; Creswell 2014; Dagger et al.
2007; Jarratt & Fayed 2001; Saunders et al. 2015). This approach is highly useful in an
emerging area such as analytics-driven services as there is a dearth of the extant body of
knowledge (Ostrom et al. 2015). The candidate ascertained and complimented insights from a
systematic literature review with in-depth interviews of practitioners (Jarratt & Fayed 2001;
Jones 1985). Figure 1.1 depicts the overall adapted research process of this investigation
(Bhattacherjee 2012; Creswell 2014; Kumar 2014; Malhotra 2014; Neuman 2011).
The unit of analysis for this research is individual frontline employees working in the services
industry. For the qualitative phase of the research, key informants or interviewees were
selected to gather their perceptions on empowerment, its dimensions, and its likely influence
on the organisational performance. A semi-structured interview guide (Appendix-C) was
developed to conduct in-depth interviews. Adopting a purposive sampling approach, 30 indepth interviews (Table 4.1) were conducted, with respondents chosen based on their
knowledge and work circumstances that constituted analytics-driven customer-facing roles.
Insights from the extant literature and in-depth interviews helped in devising a survey
instrument to collect data from frontline employees working in the services industry in
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Australia (Section 6.4, Appendix-F). The quantitative phase utilised an online research panel
to complete an online questionnaire. The survey utilised the Qualtrics platform to collect data
(Qualtrics 2019). The respondents were screened with screening criteria on their experience in
high-contact data-driven services (Appendix-G). Only respondents meeting the criteria
completed the survey. After accounting for speeders, straight-liners and invalid input, the
survey obtained a sample of 304 valid responses (Table 7.8).

Figure 1.1 Research Process of the Study

Data Analysis Technique
The interviews were transcribed and were analysed employing thematic analysis to identify
perceptions about empowerment and its dimensions (Section 4.7). The quantitative survey data
analysis followed five stages. In the first stage, data from Qualtrics was imported into Excel,
was analysed for response quality, i.e., elimination of speeders, straight-liners, and invalid
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input. In the second stage, SPSS was used to calculate construct means and standard deviations
(SD). In the third stage, the data was loaded into SmartPLS 3.0, and the empowerment and its
constituent constructs measurement model were specified. The pilot sample was utilised to test
item reliability, construct reliability, and convergent and discriminant validities. In the fourth
stage, empowerment as the second-order construct was revalidated with the main data sample.
In the fifth stage, the full conceptual model was tested for its significance and predictive
relevance.
The conceptual model had multiple mediators resulting in a multi-step multi-mediator model
(Hayes et al. 2011; Preacher et al. 2008). Partial least squares – structural equation modelling
(PLS-SEM) or confirmatory composite analysis (CCA) was a natural fit to employ for its
versatility in handling such complex models and facilitated both explanation and prediction
(Hair, Risher, et al. 2019; Hair, Sarstedt, et al. 2019; Hayes et al. 2011; Preacher et al. 2008).
In a way, this research made a pioneering attempt to employ CCA in developing and validating
an empowerment scale (Hair et al. 2020; Morgado et al. 2017; Motamarri et al. 2020).

Summary of Theoretical and Managerial Contributions
The research makes several contributions to theoretical, practical, and methodological fronts.
First, the investigation confirms FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services is an integral
of six dimensions namely decision making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge
& skills, tools & technologies, and training & development, reflectively operationalised by 22
indicators (Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2). In clear contrast to previous studies, the empowerment
measure considers analytically distinguishable dimensions like tools and information access to
assist decision making with the knowledge being imparted via training and development. This
conceptual development is distinct from prior scales reported in the literature (Menon 2001;
Spreitzer 1995). Second, on the methodological front, the study presents an FLE empowerment
scale development procedure (MacKenzie et al. 2011; Morgado et al. 2017; Motamarri et al.
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2020). The procedure is an adaptation of the evolving confirmatory composite analysis (CCA)
technique which has several advantages over factor-based approaches (Hair et al. 2020; Hair,
Risher, et al. 2019; Henseler 2017; Rigdon et al. 2017). Third, it demonstrates the positive
impact of the extended empowerment scale on dynamic capabilities, and internal market
orientation (Fang et al. 2014; Teece 2007). Fourth, it estimates the effects of empowerment on
firm performance via dynamic capabilities. Empowerment has a strong impact on marketsensing, customer-linking, and market-seizing (Figure 8.1) as it explains variance of 32.9%,
52.3% and 70.1% per cent, respectively. Overall, the conceptual model confirms the positive
impacts of empowerment and dynamic capabilities on firm-performance, as it explains 60.7%
variance (moderate to substantial) of firm-performance. The research also supports the theme
that individual dynamic capabilities as a manifestation of empowerment contribute to a firm’s
organisational abilities to sense customer needs, link with its customers and seize the
opportunity, thus contributing to organisational outcomes. Finally, the current study offers
implications for practice. The important message to the managers is that it is of no use to
acquire data and derive insights but to fail to deliver the needed insights to customer serving
employees. So, a key implication is to enable frontlines to enhance their service delivery and
achieve better customer satisfaction (Brown et al. 2014; Psoinos et al. 2000; Rafiq & Ahmed
1998, 2000). Additionally, the findings imply that service organisations need to not only invest
in technology and tools but also ensure their frontlines can leverage them and make decisions
on customer-related issues in (near) real-time and achieve a competitive position over peers.
In summary, this research made significant contributions towards the understanding of
frontline employee empowerment in an analytics-driven services context and empowerment’s
enabling role on dynamic capabilities and its impact on firm performance. This study
represents a unique scale development case study employing CCA in articulating FLEs’
perceptions.
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Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter

Brief Description
Literature Review
Chapter Two develops the theoretical foundation to understand FLE
empowerment in an analytics-driven services context and challenges
being faced by frontline employees. The discussion unfolds by looking
at big data analytics in services context. It assesses big data analytics its
characteristics, frontline application, and its impact on FLEs and
organisations. It progresses to investigate frontline employees and
empowerment in analytics-driven services. The analysis identifies gaps

Chapter Two

in empowerment construct conceptualisations and measurement. Based
on the literature, the study derives the FLE empowerment construct and
its dimensions. Then, the review encompasses pertinent theories of
internal market orientation, dynamic capabilities, and micro-foundations
of DCs. It analyses the role of dynamic capabilities in services marketing.
The review identifies gaps in each of the literature streams and the overall
gaps in the literature concerning the research questions and paves the
way for the qualitative investigation to ascertain insights drawn from the
literature review.
Overall Research Methodology
Chapter Three presents the overall research method adopted for this

Chapter Three

investigation i.e., research philosophy and design. Chapter Six details the
quantitative research methodology.
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Chapter

Brief Description
Qualitative Research Methodology and Results
Chapter Four focuses on the qualitative phase of the investigation, the
rationale behind in-depth interviews to confirm the empowerment and its
dimensions deduced from the literature review in Chapter Two. Then, it
explains the purpose of the qualitative phase, justification of in-depth
interviews and the data collection procedure and analysis technique. The
chapter also covers ethical considerations governing the qualitative data

Chapter Four

collection and administration. Finally, the chapter synthesises the FLE
empowerment

construct

and

its

dimensions

and

summarises

respondents’ views on dynamic capabilities and analytics-driven culture.
This enables to move forward with one of the objectives of the
investigation to understand the nature of the FLE empowerment
construct to be dealt with in Chapter Seven after covering the quantitative
methodological approach described in Chapter Four.
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Chapter

Brief Description
Conceptual Model and Hypothesis Development
Chapter Five focuses on the conceptual model and hypotheses
development to address the research questions, building on the
foundations laid in the preceding chapters covering the literature review
and deductions from the qualitative study. Following the research

Chapter Five

questions and insights derived thus far, a conceptual model of the
investigation is proposed. In all, the conceptualisation proposes 12
research hypotheses, comprising three direct effects of empowerment;
three effects about interactions among dynamic capabilities; three direct
effects of dynamic capabilities on firm performance, and three mediation
effects.
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Chapter

Brief Description
Quantitative Research Methodology
Chapter Six presents the quantitative methodology employed in this
research to test and validate the conceptual model and the associated
hypotheses presented in Chapter Five. This chapter is built on the overall
research design outlined in Chapter Three. The discussion encompasses
aspects like justification for the online research technique, sampling plan,
survey instrument or questionnaire development, scales, the data-

Chapter Six

collection procedure, and finally the data analysis technique, i.e., partial
least squares – structural equation modelling or confirmatory composite
analysis. The chapter also covers ethical considerations governing the
survey data collection and administration. Thus, the chapter lays the
foundation for the FLE empowerment scale development and validation,
and subsequently nomological validity of the empowerment scale by
testing the conceptual model, to be addressed in subsequent Chapters
Seven to Nine.
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Chapter

Brief Description
Scale Development
Chapter Seven is devoted to FLE empowerment scale conceptualisation,
development, and validation following the insights from the literature
review, qualitative study, methodological foundations, and the analysis
technique outlined in Chapter Six. The seminal approach to the scale
development procedure is an amalgamation of prior methodologies and
the emerging analysis technique, confirmation composite analysis. The

Chapter Seven

chapter validates the FLE empowerment structure proposed in Chapter
Four and conceptualised in Chapter Five. This addresses one of the
research questions of the investigation, i.e., FLE empowerment construct
and its sub-dimensions. The reliability, convergent validity, and
discriminant validities of the sub-dimensions and FLE empowerment as
a second-order construct are validated. This leads to the validation of the
full conceptual model built to address the research hypotheses presented
Chapter Five.
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Chapter

Brief Description
Results
Chapter Eight investigates the validation of the full conceptual model,
following the confirmation and validation of the FLE empowerment
scale in Chapter Seven. The chapter presents the reliability, convergent
validity, and discriminant validity of all the constructs in the conceptual
model. This chapter analyses the structural model to validate the
hypotheses proposed in Chapter Five, i.e., path coefficients, direct,

Chapter Eight

indirect and mediation effects. The outcomes of CCA are complemented
with a bootstrap run of 5,000 samples to assess the t-stat and p-values to
ensure statistical power of the predictions. Finally, the chapter also
complements these results with PLSpredict algorithm estimates to arrive
at the out-of-sample predictive power of the conceptual model. This
leads to the analysis of the results, implications to theory and practice,
and the contributions of this research investigation, presented in the next
Chapter Nine.
Discussion and Implications
Chapter Nine delves into the interpretation of the results of prior
chapters. It draws implications to services marketing theory and practice.
It investigates the contributions to the knowledge on FLE empowerment,

Chapter Nine

scale development, internal market orientation and dynamic capabilities
in the context of analytics-driven services. The discussion also reviews
the methodological contributions of this research, i.e., scale development
and validation. It reflects on the limitations of this research investigation
and future directions.
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Chapter

Brief Description
Summary of Findings and Conclusions
The chapter takes the entire investigation into perspective, and reconciles

Chapter Ten

with the research questions and hypotheses presented in Chapter Five.
Finally, the chapter concludes the thesis reflecting on the entire research
journey.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter has introduced the research context and gaps in the existing literature and
provided an overview of the research problem and its importance for both academia and
practice. The discussion laid out the overall research process and analysis technique of the
investigation. The chapter then summarised the theoretical and managerial contributions of
this research. Finally, the chapter outlined the organisation of the rest of the thesis into various
chapters along with a brief note about the purpose of each of the chapters.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
“What do researchers know? What do they not know? What has been researched and
what has not been researched? Is the research reliable and trustworthy? Where are the
gaps in the knowledge? When you compile all that together, you have yourself a literature
review.”
― (Ollhoff 2011)

Overview
Chapter 1 has outlined the context, the motivation for the research, research domain, gaps in
the literature, and the research questions, i.e., frontline employee empowerment in an analyticsdriven services context and its influence on organisational performance.
This chapter reviews salient literature about the research context frontline employees in
analytics-driven services context, and related theories empowerment, internal market
orientation and dynamic capabilities. The review of the extant conceptual and empirical work
provides the theoretical basis for the investigation and guides the methodological basis for the
research investigation.
The chapter is organised as follows: Sections 2.1 – 2.3 review literature pertaining to big data
analytics, characteristics and frontline application. Section 2.4 focuses on frontline employees.
Sections 2.5 – 2.9 review Theoretical Foundations: Empowerment, Internal Market
Orientation, and Dynamic Capabilities. The reviews deduce FLE empowerment dimensions
and dynamic capabilities in the context of a service. Section 2.10 summarises overall gaps in
the literature and Section 2.11 provides a summary of the chapter. The comprehensive
coverage on the interconnected streams of literature guides the subsequent investigation. The
next chapter, Chapter 3 presents the overall research methodology.
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Frontline Employees
The divergence in the variety of services delivered in the marketplace is a contributing factor
to the diversity of names associated with frontline employees. For example, FLEs are also
referred to as frontline staff, frontline personnel, frontline service employees, frontline service
staff, customer support, customer support staff, customer service executives, help desk
operators, receptionists, service desk employees, service desk consultants, and in many more
different ways, depending on the country, firm and industry. Zeithaml et al. (2012) define
frontline employees as those at the boundary of a firm, interacting with the customers on behalf
of / representing the firm. For the reasons FLEs role spans across firm-customer boundaries,
they are also referred to as boundary spanners. Firms typically maintain several touchpoints as
a form of interaction with their customers. In the context of this current study, frontline
employees are treated synonymous with all the titles listed above or implied thereof. A
frontline employee interacts with a customer at one or several touchpoints.
Typology of Frontline Employees
The above operational definition of FLEs fits a great number of roles. However, to better
understand the generic group of FLEs, it is necessary to categorise them. Di Mascio (2010)
premises that each FLE is unique in terms of how they deliver their service. This might mean
there could be as many service models as there are FLEs. Through an empirical enumeration,
Di Mascio (2010) concludes that three distinct service models exist among retail FLEs, namely,
efficiency, means, and win-win (Di Mascio 2010 p.67). Firstly, efficiency means the act of
giving customers what they ask for, efficiently and courteously; secondly, means conveys a
method to accomplishing immediate objectives, such as sales quotas; and finally, win-win
reflects the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with customers through problemsolving. In contrast to this classification, based on the creative discretions of FLEs during
service encounters, Kelly et al. (1996) categorise FLEs into three categories as creative,
routine, and deviant discretion.
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Coming from a different end of the analysis, Bowen (2016) explicitly addresses the evolving
position of FLEs, suggesting four roles namely a) innovators: technology cannot substitute for
human creativity as the source of new ideas for services and their delivery; b) differentiators:
the non-substitutable personal touch avoids the commoditisation of service; c) enablers:
employees, including and understudied back office, ensuring that both customers and
technology can perform their roles in co-production and value creation, overall; and d)
coordinators: integration of resources and collaboration across multiple actors in the service
system.
Empowering Frontlines with Analytics – Gaps in a Services context
Scholarly research on BDA can be classified into five themes (Dubey et al. 2015; Ji-fan Ren
et al. 2017; Wamba et al. 2015): decision making and performance improvement, needs
identification, creating infrastructure and transparency, new product/business model
innovation, (Cadwallader et al. 2010; EIU 2015; Santos-Vijande et al. 2015) and market
segmentation (Shibata & Kurachi 2015; Wamba et al. 2015). The extant literature is
predominantly centred on return on investment or monetary value of BDA to the firms rather
than on the firm’s creation of value with analytics. There exists a wider gap between the
importance and the knowledge about BDA (Ostrom et al. 2015) and between the importance
and frontline application (Beaujean et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2014). Thus, there is a significant
opportunity to study how a firm’s frontline leverages analytics in assessing the needs of
individual customers.
Scholars contend that firms should align their BD programs to strategic goals like improved
service delivery and value creation (Lavalle 2009; Wilder et al. 2014). BD may consist of
several streams of data elements, and thus, its analysis and impact to the firm also have many
dimensions. For the success of BDA, firms also require multi-pronged tools like statistical,
contextual, quantitative, predictive, cognitive, and other models (Kiron, Prentice, et al. 2012).
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There has been considerable focus on how to analyse BD or understand the value/ utility of
BD (Wamba et al. 2015). However, there has been a lesser emphasis on assessing how BDA
enables FLEs and its value creation potential. There have been studies on the impact of BDA
on firm performance (Akter et al. 2016; Maroufkhani et al. 2019; Mikalef et al. 2019; Wamba
et al. 2017; Wilden & Gudergan 2017). However, from a services marketing perspective, there
has been a lesser emphasis on assessing how BDA enables FLEs and its value creation potential
in serving customers in (near) real-time.
While BD tools are important functional aids, the extraction of knowledge/ insights (Chang et
al. 2014; Kiron 2015) is far more complex and hitherto less explored especially from the
individual FLE’s perspective. There has been a considerable argument in the literature that
analytics and market volatility increasingly influence the empowerment and autonomy of
frontlines (Felin & Powell 2016; Kiron et al. 2014; Ransbotham & Kiron 2018). However,
there have been no significant qualitative or quantitative assessment of FLE empowerment in
services delivery. There is a dearth of studies that assessed what constitutes to FLE
empowerment, dimensions and scales to measure empowerment levels in analytics-driven
services context (Motamarri et al. 2020).

Big Data and Services Context
In an elaborate article on a spectrum of services research, Ostrom et al. (2015) argue that there
is a fundamental shift on how service is delivered and experienced, primarily due to the
influence of the information revolution. They deduce 12 key research priorities based on the
gap between importance and current knowledge level. Among them, “using big data to advance
service” and “leveraging technology to advance service” appeared prominently (Ostrom et al.
2015 p.127). The respondents recognised the complementary role being played by humans and
technology at the interface of service delivery or service encounters (Bowen 2016; Larivière
et al. 2017; Ostrom et al. 2015; Schneider & Bowen 2019). Thus, this study is motivated to
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investigate the impact of big data analytics or simply analytics (used interchangeably from now
on) on frontline employees (Kiron et al. 2014; Shibata & Kurachi 2015; Wamba et al. 2015).
In high-contact service contexts, the FLEs have a significant challenge in facing the customers
who are increasingly aware of the market and alternate or competing offerings through the
multiple information channels (Demirkan & Delen 2013; Pires et al. 2006; Tiu Wright 2006;
Wielki 2015a). Analogous to typical information and communications technologies (ICT)
adoption by users (Delone & McLean 2003; Venkatesh et al. 2011), cascading analytics
insights to the frontline, and ensuring FLEs adopt these emerging tools & technologies
effectively are a major challenge (Barton & Court 2012; Brown et al. 2014). While BDA
literature is highly fragmented, anecdotal evidence overrides empirical evidence (Akter &
Wamba 2016; Kumar et al. 2013; Maroufkhani et al. 2019), and it multiplies every day. For
example, a typical search string “big data” gets over 86,466 hits in Scopus and 982,000 hits in
Google Scholar. In comparison, a search for “frontline employees” in Scopus produces 883
hits and in Google Scholar presents over 21,500 results. Table 2.1 presents a comparison of
these searches between 2015 and 2020, which constitutes the investigation period. Over this
period of five years, there is nearly a seven-fold increase in BDA content. A systematic
approach is required to scour this voluminous section of articles and synthesise the extant
literature and identify any gaps thereof. Literature search, analysis, deduction and synthesis is
a hermeneutic process, and continuous engagement with the literature is essential to refine and
re-refine the findings, conceptual formalisations and draw an action plan to address the
research gaps (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic 2014; Jennex 2015; Palmatier et al. 2018; Snyder
2019).
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Table 2.1 Popularity of Terms: Big Data and Frontline Employees
Search Term
“big data”
“frontline
employees”

Scopus

Google Scholar

11-Nov-15

29-Jul-20

11-Nov-15

29-Jul-20

11,586

86,466

149,000

982,000

369

883

9,640

21,500

The initial exploratory search of analytics-driven services stream pointed to analytics
capabilities and frontline employee empowerment and highlighted the related theories, internal
market orientation and dynamic capabilities. In the ensuing sections of this chapter, salient
research is reviewed. This is followed by a summary of identified gaps in the literature and
how this research addresses these gaps.

Growth and Characteristics of Big Data Analytics
It is apparent from Table 2.1 that the buzz around big data is ever multiplying. The progressive
digitisation of organisational processes and socio-technical interactions is elevating the role of
‘data’. Some term data as ‘oil for digital economy’ (Wedel & Kannan 2016) and others term
data as an ‘asset’ (Davis & Patterson 2012; EIU 2015). According to the International Data
Corporation (2019), the momentum for big data analytics is well on course to achieve
US$274.3 billion revenues by 2022, with a 13.2% compound annual growth rate. More than
half of all these BDA revenues will be from the service sector, including ICT ($77.5 billion)
and business services ($20.7billion) as the two largest contributors. It is estimated that total
data storage worldwide will reach 44 zettabytes (44 trillion gigabytes). It is also said that the
data created over the last two years is equivalent to the entirety of data mankind produced up
to that time (hostingtribunal.com 2020). These findings substantiate the explosive growth and
interest in harnessing the power of data and analytics for operational efficiencies in the digital
economy (Ransbotham & Kiron 2018). In tune to the growth and interest in big data analytics,
its definition and characteristics are themselves evolving from 3Vs to 4Vs to 5Vs, 5Vs to 7Vs,
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namely: volume, velocity, variety, veracity, value, variability, and visualisation (Mikalef et al.
2017; Seddon & Currie 2017). The Table 2.2 highlights the evolving nature of big data, while
Table 2.3 provides various definitions of analytics or BDA.

Table 2.2 The Evolving Nature of Big Data
Characteristics

Source(s)

7Vs

Volume + Velocity + Variety + Value + Veracity +
Variability + Visualisation

(Mikalef et al. 2017; Seddon &
Currie 2017)

5Vs

Volume + Velocity + Variety + Value + Veracity

(White 2012)

4Vs

Volume + Velocity + Variety + Value

(Forrester 2012; IDC 2012; Oracle
2012)

3Vs

Volume + Velocity + Variety

(Gartner 2012; Kwon & Sim 2013;
McAfee & Brynjolfsson 2012)

Note: Partially adapted from (Wamba et al. 2015)

Table 2.3 Definition of Big Data Analytics or Analytics
Source

Definition of analytics

(APICS 2012)

“A collection of data and technology that accesses integrates, and
reports all available data by filtering, correlating, and reporting
insights not attainable with past data technologies.”

(Kiron et al. 2014
p.4)

“Analytics refers to the use of data and related business insights
developed through applied analytical disciplines (e.g., statistical,
contextual, quantitative, predictive, cognitive and other models)
to drive fact-based planning, decisions, execution, management,
measurement and learning.”

(Wamba et al.
2015 p.235)

“A holistic approach to manage, process and analyse 5Vs (i.e.,
volume, variety, velocity, veracity and value) in order to create
actionable insights for sustained value delivery, measuring
performance and establishing competitive advantages.”

(Akter & Wamba
2016 p.178)

“... as a holistic process that involves the collection, analysis, use,
and interpretation of data for various functional divisions with a
view to gaining actionable insights, creating business value, and
establishing a competitive advantage.”

This research

This study defines big data analytics or simply analytics as to the
collection, organisation, analysis, visualisation, interpretation,
dissemination, governance, deriving actionable insights from
data, routinely applying it in decision-making, and creating
business value by establishing a competitive advantage.

Note: Partially adapted from (Wamba et al. 2015)
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Big Data Analytics and Frontline Application
“It is no use having the brilliant insight unless we can deliver it to the point at which it
can be used.” - (Marsella et al. 2005 p.301).
Big Data Analytics and Organisational Impacts
In 2011, Sloan Management Review, in cooperation with IBM Institute of Business Value,
conducted the First Intelligent Enterprise Global Executive Survey to assess and advise
organisations on the opportunity of analytics. As part of that investigation, 3,000 business
executives from a diverse set of 30 industries operating in 108 countries were surveyed. The
investigators also conducted several interviews of academics and subject matter experts.
(LaValle et al. 2011). The study ascertained that organisations can be classified as aspirational,
experienced, and transformed based on the maturity of their analytics programs and operational
usage. The three key findings emerging from the study by La Valle et al. (2011) are that 1)
transformed organisations use analytics twice that of aspirational ones; 2) managerial and
cultural issues are the major challenges in leveraging analytics, and 3) data-visualisation from
different perspectives contribute to beneficial value. Table 2.4 on Page-29 provides a summary
of the salient literature about big data analytics and frontline services delivery.
The varying characteristics described in Table 2.2 and the definitions provided in Table 2.3
raise a fundamental question on how BDA is different from traditional analytics? To
understand this, it is necessary to dissect what encompasses BDA and how the analytics
insights alter the business strategy of the organisations. It yields valuable lessons for others to
emulate (Davenport et al. 2012; McAfee & Brynjolfsson 2012). Corporations like Google and
Amazon have secured a competitive position in their respective line of business by
significantly and continually altering their business models based on the insights from their
massive pools of data (Barton & Court 2012; McAfee & Brynjolfsson 2012). Big data
essentially conveys that business environments are constantly changing, and successful
businesses build an ‘information ecosystem’ to continuously make it accessible and support
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decision making at the points needed in the organisational hierarchy (Davenport et al. 2012;
McAfee & Brynjolfsson 2012). Barton & Court (2012) provide a three-pronged approach to
benefit from big data: 1) organisations need to innovatively blend internal and external data
sources; 2) build predictive models that help visualise performance drivers, and 3) transform
organisational processes and develop capabilities by delivering easy to understand tools to the
frontlines.
Kiron et al. (2014) surveyed 2,037 professionals and conducted 30 executive interviews which
revealed interesting facts about how organisations are competing in analytics. The study
revealed a) existing challenges for the organisations in making timely decisions; b) internal
frustrations in deploying analytics insights; and c) how their organisations leverage analytics
in attaining superior performance. The other observations are that: 1) employees continue to
make decisions on intuition; however, they are embracing analytics-driven processes; 2)
availability and accessibility of data for decisions are on the rise; 3) analytical innovator firms
witness performance gains; 4) culture plays an important role over skills and data governance;
5) innovator firms alter business processes to be analytics-driven; and 6) analytics shift power
downwards. The study also identified that analytics culture consists of four dimensions,
namely behaviours, values, decision-making norms, and outcomes.
Akter & Wamba (2016), through their comprehensive review of big data, its applications and
opportunities in the eCommerce arena, provide a very useful summary. The prominent areas
of applications are found to be needs identification, market segmentation, decision making and
performance improvement, new product or market or business model innovation, and
transparency. The research also anecdotally details how certain corporations are creating
business value in understanding and improving various business activities like customer
choice, customer service, dynamic pricing, predictive analytics (using customer analytics),
product or service innovation, security and fraud detection, and supply chain visibility. From
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a service perspective, these strategic and operational applications resulted in raising customer
satisfaction and retention and altering the business processes.
Big data and Frontline Employees
Kiron et al. (2012) develop an integrated focus on statistical, contextual, quantitative,
predictive, cognitive, and other aspects of analytics in dealing with BD. Organisational
leverage of analytics commences at the top of the command in the hierarchy. Kiron et al. (2012)
argue that analytic innovator firms cascade the insights of analytics to the FLEs so that they
can better serve the customers. Studies reveal that FLEs are not yet fully benefited by this range
of new tools and insights (Vesset & Olofson 2014). Senior executives recognise this disconnect
and are deeply concerned about the little support from analytics at the frontline (Brown et al.
2014).
The strategic decision making and successful cascading of a defined strategy to the frontline
determines the success/ failure of a firm as it reflects on the firm’s service offerings to capture
a profitable segment of the market. Firms need to clearly identify their business drivers for
customer relationship management objectives and then strive to cascade them down to the
frontline effectively (Beaujean et al. 2006). Those objectives may also influence a firm’s
service portfolio, i.e., the breadth and depth of service offerings. FLEs need to deal with the
empowered customers (Kilcourse & Rosenblum 2014; McKinsey 2015; Pires et al. 2006), by
blending firm objectives, service offerings, differing characteristics of a service (service
typology), customer intelligence, and customer needs to be enumerated through the service
encounters (Joseph 1996). The services marketing literature widely recognise the vast
heterogeneity associated both with services and service delivery (Lai et al. 2014).
Increasing digital transformation is placing an unprecedented pressure on service providers to
dynamically adapt their services to suit the varying needs of customers in (near) real-time
(Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a). There are two reasons for this. The first one is the
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multiplicative effect of the internet, social media and big data, which, while enriching service
providers with deeper insights about customers, also empowers the consumers with insights
on competing alternatives (Hartmann et al. 2018; Kilcourse & Rosenblum 2014; Pires et al.
2006; Tiu Wright 2006). The second reason is that the power of demanding customers
potentially undermines the discretionary power of FLEs (Christensen & Bower 1996;
Hartmann et al. 2018; Yoo 2017). In this context, Wedel & Kannan (2016) suggest that big
data, coupled with analytics, presents a value continuum that ranges from information-value
to decision-value. Firms might need to develop dynamic service analytics to sense market
needs, link with the customers and seize the service opportunity through service adaptiveness
and innovation (Akter, Motamarri, et al. 2020; Teece et al. 2016). Thus, by strategically
making available the dynamically generated analytical insights, organisations can equip their
frontlines to cope with the environmental dynamism and achieve superior performance
(Bowen & Lawler 1992; Kiron et al. 2014; Williamson 2017). For example, a longitudinal
analysis of 300 multinational corporations and 120 interviews of senior management revealed
that vigilant corporations through their foresight initiatives (identifying, interpreting, and
acting in understanding the factors that are driving industry and market change) achieved 33%
more profitability over their peers (Rohrbeck & Kum 2018).
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Table 2.4 Salient Literature on Big Data and Analytics and Frontline Service Delivery
Study type

Study

Main findings

Case

(Marsella et al. 2005)

Talks about smart dialogue, a blend of analytics and operation in which insights are made available during
service encounters at every touchpoint and decision level so that service delivery is enhanced.

Conceptual

(Barton & Court 2012)

Providing anecdotal evidence on how analytics impacts operational performance, recommends multiple sources
of data; the building of prediction models; and delivery of insights in an easy to understand way and tools to
frontlines.

Report

(Bollier 2010)

An elaborate analysis of big data and how it be being used in finance, healthcare, and other domains. Raises
questions about theory and prediction, ethical use and associated perils with a menagerie of data collection
assets.

Report

(Kiron & Shockley 2011)

Analytics-driven organisations treat data as an asset, driven from top and insights are widely available to those
who need them like FLEs. Culture, information management and tools are the three characteristics of
transformed firms.

Report

(Kiron, Shockley, et al.
2012)

Analytically transformed organisations are gaining a competitive advantage over peers with a data-driven focus
on the areas of strategic, service innovation, operational and financial activities through tools, processes and
newer skills.

Survey

(Kiron, Prentice, et al. 2012)

From a survey of business executives, deduces that analytical innovator firms manage data capture to insights
dissemination in a systematic manner to the frontlines and are achieving superior performance over peers.

Conceptual

(Shah et al. 2012)

Analytics tools and information are confined to ‘experts’ and until all levels are trained to use information in
decision making, benefits of BDA may not be realised. Provides InsightIQ framework to self-assess analytics
skills.

Report

(CompTia 2013)

Assesses BD market size, challenges of data management, where data is used, opportunities for businesses.

Empirical

(Germann et al. 2013)

Explains how organisations can attain superior performance with marketing analytics using RBV and upper
echelon theories. Analytics culture, data quality, technology and skills play a vital role in marketing analytics.

Review

(Kumar et al. 2013)

Synthesises data-driven service marketing literature provides a framework to tap the potential of data for tactical
and strategic decisions, outlines challenges like management support and the need for dashboards for metrics.

Conceptual

(Ross et al. 2013)

Organisations by empowering frontlines with insights can improve decision making and performance. Cites
examples of Seven-Eleven and how they achieved better store performance with product innovation and
planning.

Report

(Ernst & Young 2014)

Narrates that BD will fundamentally change the way businesses compete and operate. Based insights from
customer cases, provide the kind of opportunities leveraged by leading adopters and outlines opportunities and
challenges.

Report

(Kilcourse & Rosenblum

Reports that successful retailers leverage customer insights from analytics, utilise it to offer better services, react
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2014)

quickly, strive for simpler tools, data visualisation and predictive models for frontlines to deliver effective
solutions.

Report

(Kiron et al. 2014)

As organisations compete on analytics, the competitive edge diminishes. Organisations need to cultivate
analytics culture to embark on data-driven decision making to leverage advantages of analytics.

Whitepaper

(Vesset & Olofson 2014)

Analytics insights are expected to contribute faster decision making especially at customer-facing level;
however, this doesn’t seem happening. Organisations have vast opportunities like fraud detection and improved
processes.

Conceptual

(Zwitter 2014)

BD has four qualities, volume, organic, global and relies on correlations over casualty, is causing concerns to the
traditional individual morality based ethical principles (causality, knowledge and choice). This concerns
individual and group privacy, propensity, and research ethics shall be accounted for to prevent abuse of datafied
world.

Review

(Wamba et al. 2015)

Presents a systematic review, example case, taxonomy of BD, and avenues for business value. Advises that
organisations can realise business value through better customer insights and improved decision making.

Report

(EIU 2015)

Survey of 550 senior executives reveal that since 2011 data has become an asset; data usage is correlated to
performance; helping solve business problems while challenges of quality, quantity and security persist.

Report

(Heyns 2015)

The EY report says that organisations recognize the value of data-driven decision making, however only a third
of them are prepared to use analytics; the main drivers are understanding on customers and to improve products
and services.

Interview

(Kiron 2015)

Outlines how Cathay Pacific leverages analytics and know-how to enhance fuel-efficiency, customer experience,
crew scheduling and many more operational aspects of air-travel.

Report

(McKinsey 2015)

Drawing on cases and company examples, this collection highlights that analytics-driven organisations have 56% performance advantage by leveraging insights to transform processes, products, and service delivery.

Conceptual

(Shibata & Kurachi 2015)

Provides interesting example cases on BD to assist in marketing/ planning, demand/inventory management,
customer behaviour analysis, management analysis, facility maintenance and achieve better performance.

Review

(Akter & Wamba 2016)

A detailed review of BDA in E-commerce and delves into future opportunities and directions. Highlights how
analytics play a role in dynamic pricing, personalisation, customer service, visibility, and fraud detection,
emphasises that FLEs be provided access to crucial information to improve decision making and service
delivery.

Empirical

(Akter et al. 2016)

Models BDAC as a 2nd Order construct consisting of three dimensions (management, technology, and talent) and
11 sub-dimensions, and tests its impact on FPER using the principles of RBV and socio-materialism.

Conceptual

(Erevelles et al. 2016)

BDA enables seeing unmet needs of consumers, enhances dynamic and adaptive capabilities, helps in value
creation across 4Ps of Marketing Mix. Processes of BD collection, insight extraction and utilisation define value
generated.

Empirical

(Gupta & George 2016)

Using RBV conceptualises and validates BD Analytics Capability as a 3rd order construct consisting of data,
technology, resources, managerial skills, technical skills, data-driven culture, and organisational learning.
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Report

(HBR 2016)

Citing a few customers cases how organisations are leveraging analytics in managing service encounters,
touchpoints and achieving superior customer relationships and competitive advantage by “moving from data to
action”.

Conceptual

(Lemon & Verhoef 2016)

Understanding customer journeys (pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase) are vital for services marketing.
Channels and customers differ in several characteristics and their interaction helps optimize the customer
experience.

Qualitative

(Schroeder 2016)

Provides big data business models; identifies challenges like data quality and protectiveness. BD enables
prediction without the theoretical shackles. It presents the perspectives of practitioners on BD and its impact on
policy.

Conceptual

(Wedel & Kannan 2016)

Defines marketing analytics; Traces history of marketing data and analytics; data types, analytics categories;
breadth of analytic insights; and talks about mass, segment and individual-level personalisation opportunities.

Case

(Winig 2016)

Details GE’s massive development of Data Analytics Platform (PREDIX) to monitor environment of oil wells,
flows, useful life of well and oil field performance.

Empirical

(Ji-fan Ren et al. 2017)

Basing on RBV and IS literature, examines the role of system and information qualities of BDA on value and
FPER.

Empirical

(Wamba et al. 2017)

Proposes BDAC as a 3rd order construct consisting of infrastructure flexibility, management capabilities and
personnel expertise capability and their respective sub-dimensions. Tests its effects on FPER.

Review

(Mikalef et al. 2017)

This systematic review identifies the changing definitions, characteristics (3Vs to 7Vs), views BDAC from RBV
ad DCs perspectives and summarises that we are yet to understand the mechanisms through which competitive
gains accrue.

Review

(Balducci & Marinova 2018)

Distinguishes and characterises unstructured-structured data; explores the substantial questions this data can
answer; formalises a framework to assess the state of literature and gaps; and details it relevance to various
marketing tasks.

Case

(Pikkarainen et al. 2018)

Explains how a Finnish Smart City via Service Network innovating data collection and dissemination among
healthcare actors in achieving personalised, high-quality preventive care and optimising future societal costs.

Survey

(Ransbotham & Kiron 2018)

Analytical innovators are improving customer engagement across touchpoints, gaining competitive edge,
customers are willing to forego privacy and share data to enhance service delivery and data sharing helps all
stakeholders.

Review

(Maroufkhani et al. 2019)

Provides a systematic review of the fragmented extant works on BD and FPER. Identifies reasons for BD
adoption and contribution to performance areas, and chalks out directions for future research;

Report

(Salesforce 2019)

Based on a survey of 518 financial services market leaders, highlights that firms are adopting customer journey
strategies; increasing data sources; engaging with customers real-time and personalisation gaining momentum.

Case

(Conboy, Dennehy, et al.
2020)

Focuses on a unique and sparsely addressed aspect of analytics, time, probably the more important than volume
as data have time value and discusses on temporal categories and its application using a case study.
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Review

(Conboy, Mikalef, et al.
2020)

Reflects on the low empirical work on BD in operations research. Identifies 14 analytics-enabled microfoundations of DCs and six cross-cutting propositions for research and improve value of analytics in uncertain
environments.

Empirical

(Mikalef & Krogstie 2020)

Despite wide-spread discussion about BDA contribution to performance, it is unclear which resources drive
outcomes. Resources, environment and organisational factors influence process innovation capabilities.

Legend: BD: Big data; BDA: Big data analytics; BDAC: Big data analytics capabilities; DC: Dynamic capabilities; FPER: Firm performance; RBV: Resource-based view.
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Theoretical Foundations
The current day service organisations face even more complexities than were debated in the
literature, and Porter’s response is to have a competitive strategy. In Porter’s view, “a
competitive strategy is developing a formula for how a business is going to compete, what its
goals should be, and what policies will be needed to carry out those goals” (1980 p.xxiv).
Unlike product marketing, services marketing has some distinct characteristics, the reason
being customers may form an opinion on a service organisation based on the experience with
the service production/ delivery as well as the value of the service (Gummesson 1991).
Moments of truth or points of person-to-person interactions between FLEs and customers come
to the fore in determining the efficacy of a service organisation’s strategy. Gummesson (1991)
explains why sometimes every employee in a service organisation becomes a marketer eliciting
through some service scenarios. Thus, FLEs, the focal point of this investigation, do become
crucial players as part-time marketers. In addition to the FLEs’ conducive interaction with the
customer, the servicescape, information, technology, organisational routines and procedures
all have an impact on the successful outcome of the interaction (Gummesson 1991; Heskett et
al. 2003). For the same reasons, Grönroos (1995) stressed that service firms need to concentrate
on relationships over transactional marketing approaches, and Zemke & Schaaf (1989),
through a series of case scenarios from a divergent set of services, emphasised the need to
empower FLEs. While empowerment determines the decision-making abilities of FLEs, the
organisational procedures and routines determine how well the service organisations are
prepared to manage the dynamism associated with analytics-driven services. Felin & Foss
(2012) building on the foundations of dynamic capabilities (Teece 2007; Teece et al. 1997),
have suggested that DCs should not necessarily be centred at executive level, they must be
distributed within the organisational fabric and more so at an operational level too, to facilitate
service delivery. Besides FLE empowering programs and DCs, an organisation must also
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internally orient its staff to realise the fruits of its strategy (Heskett et al. 2003; Rafiq & Ahmed
1998, 2000). In the internal marketing or orientation process, organisations treat service staff
as customers and train them on the tools, systems, and routines (De Smet et al. 2009; Kiron et
al. 2014). The training on routines helps FLEs to dynamically adapt the service elements in a
way to enhance the customer-provider dialogue, and achieve customer satisfaction leading to
sustainable performance (Felin et al. 2015; Gwinner et al. 2005).
The foregone insights point to the critical role played by the important theoretical frameworks,
empowerment, internal market orientation, and dynamic capabilities. A deeper look into the
relevant stream of literature will aid in gaining insights and identify gaps in the existing
literature. In fulfilling this objective, the following sections discuss these theories and their
foundations relevant to this research. Thus, Sections 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 will focus on
empowerment, internal market orientation, and dynamic capabilities, respectively. The
following discussion reviews these theories from the perspective of the research agenda. Each
section provides a comprehensive list of extant literature consulted and distils gaps in the
literature concerning the research problem. The discussion also synthesises insights deduced
from this analysis that was going to aid in the conceptual model formulation and validation to
be addressed in the following chapters.

Empowerment
“Most discussions of decision making assume that only senior executives make decisions or
that only senior executives’ decisions matter. This is a dangerous mistake.”
Peter Drucker (Vesset & Olofson 2014 p.3).
Over the history of 70 years of research, the primary driver for empowerment has been to
enhance employee performance, well-being, and inculcating positive attitudes so that the
employees deliver a superior customer experience which in turn contributes to organisational
performance (Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008; Wilder et al. 2014). Empowerment is
investigated at an individual, team, and organisational levels, and it has been analysed both in
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work as well as social contexts (Calvès 2009; George & Zakkariya 2018a; Maynard et al.
2012). This review is primarily concerned about FLE empowerment, that is, at an individual
level in the context of work and services business. The following sub-sections describe the
relevance of empowerment and its enhanced role in the changing context of analytics-driven
services, its measurement and limitations, and opportunities to address identified gaps in the
literature.
This section is organised as follows: Section 2.6.1 defines empowerment. Section 2.6.2 covers
empowerment conceptualisations. Section 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 reviews FLE empowerment and
related studies. Section 2.6.5 empowerment dimensional validation. Section 2.6.6 examines
the effects of empowerment in an analytics-driven services context. Section 2.6.7 reflecting on
the gaps in the literature, identifies the need to re-examine the empowerment concept.
Following this, Section 2.6.8 analyses FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services. Section
2.6.9 conceptualises FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services, and finally, Section
2.6.10 proposes a definition and dimensions of empowerment.
What is Empowerment?
Rappaport views empowerment “as a process: the mechanism by which people, organisations
and communities gain mastery over their lives” (1984 p.3). Conger and Kanungo define
empowerment “as a process of enhancing feelings of self-efficacy among organisational
members through the identification of conditions that foster powerlessness and through their
removal of both formal organisational practices and informal techniques of providing efficacy
information” (1988 p.474). Bell & Zemke interpret empowerment as “the act of vesting
substantial responsibility in the hands of people nearest the problems to be solved” (1988 p.78).
Zemke & Schaaf treat empowerment as “turning the frontline loose, and empowerment in
many ways is the reverse of doing things by the book” (1989 p.65). On the other hand, scholars
like Thomas & Velthouse (1990) maintain that empowerment is multifaceted and its essence
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cannot be captured by a single concept. Spreitzer (1995 p.1444) defines empowerment “as a
motivational construct manifested in four cognitions: meaning, competence, selfdetermination, and impact.” Randolph interprets empowerment as “recognising and releasing
into the organisation that power that people already have in their wealth of useful knowledge,
experience and internal motivation (1995 p.20). Menon (2001 p.161) defines empowerment
“as a cognitive state characterised by a sense of perceived control, competence, and goal
internalisation.” Wilder et al. (2014 p.4) interpret empowerment as “a practice or set of
practices involving the delegation of the responsibility down the hierarchy so as to give
employees increased decision-making authority in respect to the execution of their primary
work tasks.” Moving beyond these notions, the (Business Dictionary 2019) defines
empowerment as “a management practice of sharing information, rewards, and power with
employees so that they take initiative and make decisions to solve problems and improve
service and performance.”
Empowerment Conceptualisations
The earliest conceptual works on empowerment date back to the 1970s (Bandura 1977; Kanter
1977) and have prominently appeared in the discussions of Total Quality Management (TQM)
and research on employee involvement and participation (Korukonda et al. 1999; Lewin 1947).
A summary of key-related works on empowerment, its measurement, frontline empowerment,
and its impact on organisational performance is presented at the end of this section (Table 2.6).
Empowerment, as a psychological experience of power results in perceived control, perceived
competence, and goal internalisation for the employee and energise h[im/er] to achieve goals
(Menon 2001). Empowerment is a complex phenomenon, multi-faceted and has its roots in
several organisational and motivational approaches viz., “job design, employee involvement,
participation, personal control, and socio-technical systems” (Liden & Arad 1996). The last
several decades of research settled on the fact that empowerment has two perspectives, namely,
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macro and micro (George & Zakkariya 2018a; Hardy & Leiba-O'Sullivan 1998; Liden & Arad
1996; Spreitzer 1995). Macro (relational or structural) orientation to empowerment focus on
structural conditions that enable employees to perceive greater power, and while micro
(motivational or psychological) orientation mobilises factors related to intrinsic motivation
(Conger & Kanungo 1988; Liden & Arad 1996). Structural empowerment was highly
influenced by the classical book ‘Men and Women of the Corporation’ of Kanter (1977).
Kanter theorises that organisational structures alone, over individual traits, determine
empowerment experienced by employees (Bradbury-Jones et al. 2007; Orgambídez-Ramos &
Borrego-Alés 2014). Kanter advocated for structural changes at an organisational level so that
employees behave in an empowered manner (Kanter 1977, 1987).
Bowen & Lawler (1995) proposed an empowerment framework based on social-structural
perspective. They consider employees as empowered when organisations disentangle
traditional hierarchy and distribute power, information, knowledge, and rewards across the
organisation. They also recommend that organisations need to adopt a contingency approach
to empowerment as no two organisations are unique. They also highlight the need for
organisational structures, practices, and policies to coherently echo identical messages to make
empowerment programs succeed. In all, the structural orientation of empowerment does not
focus on the employee’s perspective (George & Zakkariya 2018a).
Conger & Kanungo (1988) pioneered the concept of psychological empowerment founding on
the self-efficacy theory (Bandura 1986; Bandura & Walters 1977). They were critical about
structural aspects of empowerment which only considered power-sharing and delegation. The
core premise of the self-efficacy theory is that “psychological procedures, whatever their form,
serve as means of creating and strengthening expectations of personal efficacy” (Bandura &
Walters 1977 p.193). George & Zakkariya (2018b) interpret that people who are confident in
their abilities can work toward challenging goals. Conger & Kanungo further clearly
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distinguish between organisational empowerment interventions and the employee’s perception
of being empowered (George & Zakkariya 2018b). Thomas & Velthouse (1990) contended
that empowerment is a complex phenomenon and that it cannot be expressed in a single
construct like self-efficacy (George & Zakkariya 2018b). Thomas & Velthouse offered an
extension in three ways: “1) The empowerment is defined as intrinsic task motivation; 2) Task
assessment has been identified in which self-efficacy is only one of the four cognitions; 3) An
interpretive perspective is given to empowerment” (George & Zakkariya 2018b p.50).
Perceptions of empowerment are also influenced by factors like leadership, job design,
delegation and rewards (Thomas & Velthouse 1990).
Building on the prior foundational works, Spreitzer (1995) proposed and validated a scale to
measure empowerment consisting of four dimensions, namely, meaning, competence, selfdetermination and impact. Spreitzer renamed the meaningfulness and choice dimensions of
Thomas & Velthouse as meaning and self-determination, respectively. Menon (2001) argued
that there was some ambiguity in the literature about empowerment, as it was used to describe
two distinct views, 1) empowering others to do something and 2) psychological state of feeling
of being empowered to do something. In dispelling these notions, Menon proposed and
validated an integrative measure of empowerment consisting of three dimensions: 1) perceived
control, 2) perceived competence, and 3) goal-internalisation. As summarised in Table 2.5,
since 1995, these were the more prominent scales, however, the work contexts on which these
models relied have changed since then. Over the last decade, service organisations are in the
middle of vast pools of data and derived insights that have changed the abilities of not only
services providers, but also the customers. In her review of two decades of empowerment
research, Spretizer (2008) reflected that both social-structural and psychological perspectives
have inherent limitations as the former is organisational-centric and the latter individualcentric. She hoped that an integral approach to empowerment at work would enhance our
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understanding of the empowerment concept. However, there is no research as such that reflects
both perspectives in developing an empowerment scale in the literature (Maynard et al. 2012;
Morgado et al. 2017; Motamarri et al. 2020).
The following subsections look into FLE empowerment, related studies and empowerment
scale dimensional validation aspects. Then, it highlights the role of empowerment in analyticsdriven services context following which a discussion on the need to reexamine the FLE
empowerment conceptualisation along with synthesis on FLE empowerment construct in an
analytics-driven services context.
FLE Empowerment
Bowen & Lawler (1992 p.31) in a seminal article attempted to clarify a series of interrelated
questions related to service workers empowerment, “why to empower there are costs, as well
as benefits), how to empower (there are alternatives), and when to empower (it really does
depend on the situation)”. Bowen & Lawler interpret empowerment as “encouraging and
rewarding employees to exercise initiative and imagination and reversing doing things by
book” (1992 p.32). Bowen & Lawler (1992 p.32) further support their argument for
empowerment quoting the words of Jan Carlzon, CEO of Scandinavian Airlines Systems:
“To free someone from rigorous control by instructions, policies, and orders and to
give that person freedom to take responsibility for his ideas, decisions, and actions is to
release hidden resources that would otherwise remain inaccessible to both the
individual and the organisation.”
In response to why to empower, Bowen & Lawler (1992) cite empowered employees: 1) feel
confident to serve customers as necessary resources were made available, 2) feel confident to
fix and satisfy angry customers during difficult times, 3) have a sense of control over their
work and find their work meaningful, 4) show courtesy and empathy and quickly respond to
customer needs, 5) are happier to provide insights and innovative ideas to management and
contribute to process improvements, and 6) help contribute to positive word-of-mouth and
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customer retention. In answering how to empower, Bowen & Lawler (1992 p.32) define
empowerment as “sharing with frontline employees four organisational ingredients: 1)
information about the organisation’s performance, 2) rewards based on the organisation’s
performance, 3) knowledge that enables employees to understand and contribute to
organisational performance, and 4) power to make decisions that influence organisational
direction and performance.” In a subsequent update, Bowen & Lawler (1995 p.77) assert that
“… organisations must see empowerment as a significant, sustainable competitive advantage.”
Table 2.5 includes a summary of Bowen & Lawler’s conceptualisation of FLE empowerment.
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Table 2.5 Empowerment Dimensions, Antecedents and Outcomes: Seminal Studies
Investigation /
Comparative
Element
Dimensions

(Bowen & Lawler
1992)
Power
Information
Knowledge
Rewards

Antecedents/
Organisational
Context

(Spreitzer 1995)

(Spreitzer 1996)

Meaning
Competence
Self-determination
Impact

Meaning
Competence
Self-determination
Impact

Access to Information
Locus of Control
Rewards
Self-Esteem

Access to Information
Access to Resources
Role ambiguity
Socio-political
Support
Span of Control
Work Climate

(Menon 2001)

Perceived Control
Perceived Competence
Goal Internalization

Outcome
Variables

Not applicable

Performance

Analytical
Methodology
Study domain

Conceptual

2nd Order, CFA

EFA

Service workers

Managers from
Fortune 50 Industrial
Organisations; and
lower-level
employees in
insurance industry

Managers
Fortune 50 Industrial
Organisations

Part-time business
students
Validation: Employees
from Financial
Services

Sample Location

Not applicable

USA

USA

Canada

Size

Not applicable

Primary n=393
Validation n=128

n=393

Test n=94
Primary n=311
Validation n=66

Organisational
Commitment
Job Involvement
Citizenship Behaviour
PCA, CFA

Legend: EFA: Exploratory factor analysis; CFA: Confirmatory factor analysis; PCA: Principal component
analysis; PLS-SEM: Partial least squares – structural equation modelling.

FLE Empowerment Studies
Table 2.6, presented at end of this Section 2.6, provides a summary of the important literature
reviewed concerning empowerment, concepts, measurement, and frontline application.
Maynard et al. (2012) performed a comprehensive review of two decades of research on
empowerment-related studies. The review has multiple categorisations of the extant research,
the important one being the division of empowerment studies at the individual, team, and
organisational level. They considered antecedents, outcome variables, constructs and their
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operationalisation and methodological approaches. This comprehensive review by Maynard et
al. (2012) relied on a prior meta-analytic study conducted by Seibert et al. (2011). Of
importance here is the analysis of empowerment studies at the individual level. The review
identified 29 exemplar studies, out of which 16 studies are related to the services industry.
However, there is only one study that examined scale development and validation (i.e.,
Spreitzer 1995), and 28 out of 29 studies relied on the measures developed by the scale
development work of Spreitzer. On the one hand, the meta-analysis of Seibert et al. (2011) sees
stability of the four-dimensional empowerment formulation, while on the other hand, it is
reported that not all constructs are found to have a statistically significant impact on the
outcome variables. Considering these insights, Maynard et al. (2012) recommend reexamining the stability of the second-order empowerment construct and the impact of
knowledge, skills, and abilities on empowerment.
In the extant literature, empowerment has been attributed to contributing to job satisfaction
and thereby to better service delivery (Hechanova et al. 2006; McDonald & Siegall 1992; Riggs
& Knight 1994; Seibert et al. 2004; Snipes et al. 2005; Spreitzer et al. 1997). However, there
are very few studies that have attempted to link FLE empowerment and the service quality
perceived by customers (Gazzoli et al. 2010; Hartline & Ferrell 1996; Snipes et al. 2005).
Gazzoli et al. (2010) surveyed 474 restaurant contact employees and 1,259 customers to assess
perceptions of employee empowerment and customer’s perceptions of service quality using
the SERVQUAL model. The empirical analysis supported the hypothesis that empowerment
has a bearing on employees’ job satisfaction which in turn contributed to the customer’s
perceptions of service quality.
Kim et al. (2012) have investigated the motivational effects of empowerment and its impact
on organisational commitment. They collected data from 29 upscale hotel restaurants in Seoul,
and their sample constituted 330 employees. The empowerment consisted of two dimensions
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(influence and attitude). Management trustworthiness is shown to mediate between
empowerment dimensions and organisational commitment.
Kim et al. (2017) in a cross-national study (New Zealand and South Korea) investigated the
contextual factors (leader-member exchange and schedule flexibility) of empowerment. The
empowerment construct is constituted by the two dimensions, influence, and attitude. The
study revealed that employees who had a good exchange with their supervisors and who
perceived their schedules flexible reported better levels of empowerment and that contributed
to better customer service.
Empowerment Dimensional Validation
Important studies that conceptualised and/or empirically measured empowerment are tabulated
in Table 2.5. The table lists the salient characteristics of the studies, namely, empowerment
dimensions, antecedents, outcome variables, analytical methodology, empowerment theme,
study domain, the geography of respondents, and sample size. Bowen and Lawler (1992) did
not empirically examine their conceptualisation of service worker empowerment that consisted
of four dimensions, namely power, information, knowledge, and rewards. However, Melhem
(2004) empirically examined them as antecedents to the empowerment of service employees.
There are attempts to measure empowerment levels in the manufacturing sector based on an
employee empowerment questionnaire (Hayes 1994). Following the ideas of intrinsic
motivation (Thomas & Velthouse 1990), Spreitzer’s (1995) study conceptualised
empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of four dimensions, namely meaning,
competence, self-determination and impact. Through this seminal study, Spreitzer confirmed
that all four dimensions are integral to empowerment in predicting performance. This model,
while initially tested with middle-level managers in an industrial setting, was later applied in
different contexts (Maynard et al. 2012; Seibert et al. 2011; Spreitzer 2008).
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Spreitzer (1992) proposed a conceptual model of empowerment in her doctoral dissertation
consisting of four sub-scales. Subsequently, Spreitzer (1995) published a study that confirmed
the validation of the empowerment model. Spreitzer (1995) assimilating prior research (Conger
& Kanungo 1988; Kanter 1977) on empowerment, conceptualised that psychological
empowerment consists of four dimensions, namely meaning, competence, self-determination
and impact. The scale consisted of 12-items, where each dimension was operationalised using
three items. To test and validate the scale, Spreitzer collected two samples. The primary sample
consisted of 393 managers randomly selected from diverse functional areas and regions from
a Fortune 50 Industrial Organisation. The second sample consisted of 128 non-managers
recruited through a stratified sampling approach from a different organisation.
Around the same time, Fulford & Enz (1995) attempted to validate Spreitzer’s original
empowerment conceptualisation of empowerment scale. In that study, Fulford & Enz found
that only 10 items satisfied the indicator reliability and convergent validity criteria. The
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) derived only two dimensions instead of four, namely task
meaningfulness and freedom to perform.
Siegall & Gardner (2000) surveyed 203 manufacturing employees to assess the impact of
contextual factors on psychological empowerment (4-Dimensions of Spreitzer’s Model). The
analysis observed that the contextual factors (communication with the supervisor, relations
with the company, and teamwork) are differently associated with the empowerment
dimensions. The study noted that except competence, meaning, self-determination, and impact
have a relation to the contextual factors. Additionally, the analysis supported a threedimensional model for empowerment rather than the four-dimensional structure.
Menon (Menon 2001) on the premise that the psychological experience of power underlies
empowerment, developed an integrated approach to empowerment. The empowerment
construct has three dimensions, namely: a) power as perceived control, b) perceived
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competence and c) goal internalisation. To develop the construct, data was collected using a
15-item instrument where the respondents provided their ratings on a six-point Likert scale.
The study collected 311 responses (88% response) from part-time business students in Quebec,
Canada. The scale consisting of the three dimensions was validated with a second sample of
66 employees drawn from the financial sector in the same geography. Thus, this research
provided the measurement of empowerment along three dimensions differing from the fourdimensional model of Spreitzer (1995).
Hancer & George (2003) examined the 4-dimensional structure of empowerment in a study of
non-supervisory employees working in restaurants. They collected a large sample (n=917)
from 66 units of a restaurant chain in the US. The factor analysis revealed a three-dimensional
structure where competence did not figure, similar to the outcomes of Siegall & Gardner
(2000). In a study on empowerment by Hancel et al. (2005), responses were collected from
173 restaurant service employees working at 20 restaurants in the USA. The analysis of the
sample data revealed empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of influence and
attitude.
Melhem (Melhem 2004), extending the prior theories on empowerment (Bowen & Lawler
1992), investigated the antecedents to FLE’s empowerment. Melhem’s conceptual model,
consisting of the dimensions of knowledge & skill, communication, trust, and incentives, was
empirically tested with a sample of 517 FLEs drawn from 14 retail banks. Trust and knowledge
were found to be determinants to FLE empowerment. While incentives were found to have
less influence, communication appeared as an important predictor.
The Effect of Empowerment in an Analytics-Driven Services Context
After a critical review of 101 services, Zemke & Schaaf (1989) highlighted that service
employee empowerment plays a significant role in impacting service quality perceptions of the
customers. Zemke & Schaaf (1989 p.15) were far-sighted when they stated “service
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satisfaction is the result of a dynamic, not static, encounter. To create a distinctive level of
customer service, management must understand, and even on occasion shape, the customer’s
pre-purchase expectations, influence customer’s evaluation of post-purchase quality, and
ensure that the process of being served is not only painless and easy but when possible,
enjoyable.” The positive impact of FLE empowerment on service quality, customer
satisfaction, and firm performance is well established in the literature (Bowen & Lawler 1992;
Chebat & Kollias 2000; Hechanova et al. 2006; Melhem 2004; Parasuraman et al. 1988; Sood
& Lings 2010; Subramony & Douglas Pugh 2015; Tatikonda & Tatikonda 1996; Zemke &
Schaaf 1989). Empowerment contributes to adaptive service delivery, thereby contributing to
the satisfaction for customers as well as FLEs (Chebat & Kollias 2000; Wilder et al. 2014;
Yavas & Babakus 2010).
Scholars have advocated that organisations need to treat their FLEs as their customers and
market their products and services (Gummesson 1991) so that the staff can effectively market
to external customers (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Boukis 2019; Grönroos 1989). The utility of
analytics diminishes when a customer departs the premises without making a deal as the
customer may approach a competitor. It may be a situation where known insights about a
customer are not being made available to the frontline at the right time (Conboy, Dennehy, et
al. 2020), resulting in an unsuccessful service encounter. This implies organisations or their
FLEs failed to sense and/or seize the opportunity, thereby impacting their firm performance.
Thus, scholars from multiple disciplines, for example, services marketing (Ostrom et al. 2015;
Rust & Huang 2014), big data streams (Kiron 2015; Kiron et al. 2014), internal market
orientation (Rafiq & Ahmed 1998), and dynamic capabilities (Felin & Powell 2016) visualise
that organisations would shift organisational power downwards and empower their FLEs. This
would facilitate making decisions based on data, improve the quality of service delivery,
organisational effectiveness, and customer satisfaction.
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As noted in the extant review of the literature related to FLEs, empowerment, and big data
analytics (Table 2.4 and Table 2.6), scholars contend that employee empowerment is a
differentiating factor between analytically matured vs. lagging organisations (Davenport et al.
2010; Ransbotham et al. 2015a). Empowerment also plays a mediating role between the
psychological climate and job satisfaction (Carless 2004). Some recent scholarly work
supports that FLEs are better positioned in making decisions and predicting short to medium
term organisational performance than senior executives (Hallin et al. 2012a, 2012b, 2013,
2017).
The Need to Re-examine the Empowerment Concept
In recognising the shortcomings of the existing empowerment conceptualisations and the
advent of analytics, there is a need to have a fresh look at the FLE empowerment concept. It is
analysed from two perspectives, a) empowerment conceptualisation and dimensionality
perspective, and b) from FLE empowerment in the context of analytics-driven services. This
subsection will focus on former perspective and the next subsection will present an argument
from the perspective of the analytics-driven services. Then, the discussion turns to
conceptualising and proposing an FLE empowerment structure for examination in this current
doctoral study.
The foregone sections presented a discussion on empowerment, FLE empowerment, its
relevance, measurement and its role in employee job satisfaction, service delivery, and
organisational outcomes. Despite the voluminous literature on empowerment, scholars like
Cooney (2004 p.677) reflect that “… and yet for all this discussion of empowerment, there is
no settled idea of what it actually is.” The extensive review of nearly two decades of research
on empowerment (Maynard et al. 2012; Seibert et al. 2011; Spreitzer 2008) presents as many
answers as questions. In reviewing second-order models of empowerment, especially of
Zimmerman’s model (Peterson & Zimmerman 2004; Zimmerman 1995), Peterson (2014 p.96
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) observes that “Unfortunately, empowerment also represents a largely untested theory.” But
none of these studies investigated the changing landscape of services industry due to
globalisation, technological revolution, outsourcing, and the newest challenges being placed
by the internet, social media and big data analytics (Huang & Rust 2017; Larivière et al. 2017;
Lovelock & Wirtz 2017; Ostrom et al. 2015; Teece & Leih 2016; Wirtz & Jerger 2016). These
outcomes echo some scholars’ view that the concept of empowerment is still allusive (Argyris
1998; Rappaport 1981; Spreitzer 2008).
The heavy reliance of Spreitzer’s measures on intrinsic task motivation did not capture the
whole concept of empowerment in totality, like the allusion of empowering leadership (Menon
2001). Conceiving empowerment as an integrative psychological concept, Menon (2001)
proposed an alternate measurement model for empowerment consisting of three dimensions,
namely, perceived control, perceived competence, and goal internalisation. This model has
been empirically examined with a sample of employees from financial services. However,
Menon (2001) concluded that neither his nor prior conceptualisations (Spreitzer 1995, 1996;
Spreitzer et al. 1997) are complete in capturing the gamut of empowerment. It is also reported
in the literature that Spreitzer’s four-dimensional scale was converging to three or even twofactor structure in contexts such as hospitality industries (Fulford & Enz 1995; Gazzoli et al.
2010; Hancer & George 2003; Hancer et al. 2005; Kim & George 2005; Kim et al. 2017; Kim
et al. 2012). Some of the empirical studies that tested the role of empowerment on customeroriented selling and performance have even treated empowerment as a first-order construct
(Martin & Bush 2006). Furthermore, some investigations did not fully apply/ adapt Spreitzer’s
scale and reported only a subset of the measures in their research (Maynard et al. 2012; Wilder
et al. 2014). These observations rhyme with Spreitzer’s assessment that rigorous scrutiny is
needed on the discriminant validity of the four dimensions of the empowerment scale (Siegall
& Gardner 2000; Spreitzer 1995).
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Despite the emphasis on the role of FLEs and their empowerment, systematic empirical works
are lacking in conceptualising empowerment and its impact on services marketing (Maynard
et al. 2012; Melhem 2004). Cook & Campbell (1976) suggest that multiple measures of a
construct enable a deeper understanding of a concept and in defining boundary conditions (c.f.,
Menon 2001). Surprisingly, the volume of extant literature relied on a single measure for a
long time and many extant works did not fully utilise or report the reliability of all the
indicators or dimensions (Maynard et al. 2012; Morgado et al. 2017). Furthermore, there exists
sparse attention on FLE empowerment and its measurement in analytics-driven services
(George & Zakkariya 2018b; Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008).
In light of technological changes, and gaps in the extant empowerment literature, there is a
strategic and urgent need to study the impact of knowledge, skills and abilities on
empowerment at an individual level (Maynard et al. 2012), taking into account developments
such as internal market orientation (IMO) and dynamic capabilities (Boukis 2019; Day &
Schoemaker 2016; Fang et al. 2014; Felin et al. 2012; Lemon & Verhoef 2016; Teece & Leih
2016). A diverse and integral view on empowerment enhances our understanding (Cook &
Campbell 1976; Menon 2001; Spreitzer 2008). Furthermore, the empowerment construct needs
to provide mechanisms for organisational programs to effectively manage diverse challenges
coming forth from BDA (Davenport et al. 2010; Lashley 1999; Overby 2013; Ransbotham et
al. 2015b). This has substantial implications for services marketing. For example, a Harvard
Business Review report asserts that lack of adequate training, resources and analytics tools for
frontline managers hinders firm performance (HBR 2014).
The discussion thus far highlighted the multi-faceted nature of the empowerment and
illustrated significant gaps in the literature that require urgent attention from the services
marketing researchers.
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FLE Empowerment in Analytics-Driven Services
The service delivery is increasingly being challenged with the vast pool of data streams that
are possibly available for both providers and customers alike. Empowerment the ‘downward
movement of authority and relaxing the boundaries of vertical control’ (Melhem 2004; Menon
2001; Motamarri, Akter, Yanamandram, et al. 2017; Singh & Saatcioglu 2008), is critical in
high contact analytics-driven services as it demonstrates the provider’s preparedness to
manage customer expectations in (near) real-time. The positive impact of FLE empowerment
on service quality, customer satisfaction, and firm performance has been well established in
the extant literature (Bowen & Lawler 1992; Chebat & Kollias 2000; Melhem 2004;
Parasuraman et al. 1988; Sood & Lings 2010; Tatikonda & Tatikonda 1996; Zemke & Schaaf
1989). In the changing landscape of the competitive globalised services market, FLEs’ job
performance may be impacted and become stressful due to inadequate empowerment,
information, training, resources, tools, recognition, and pressure to exceed targets and perform
the jobs, meeting or exceeding quality expectations (Bettencourt & Gwinner 1996; Brown et
al. 2014; Dean & Rainnie 2009; Devi & Sharma 2013; Gwinner et al. 2005; Kiron 2015; Kiron
et al. 2014; Lovelock & Wirtz 2017; Oh et al. 2014; Rafiq & Ahmed 2000; Rust & Huang
2014; Wilder et al. 2014). Over the last few years, both practitioners and academics have
placed enormous emphasis on BDA as one of the avenues to help the frontlines (Brown et al.
2014; Germann et al. 2013; Kiron 2015).
BDA is poised to help FLEs with its intricate extraction of insights about market and customer
information (Kiron & Shockley 2011). Traditionally, leveraging of information is confined to
the top of the hierarchy in organisations. However, analytically matured organisations are
preparing their strategies to cascade critical insights to the customer-facing staff and service
touchpoints (Davenport et al. 2010; Overby 2013). Thus, executives have also started to think
that there shall be better information support for frontline staff (Brown et al. 2014). To gain
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fruitful outcomes from the investments on BDA, organisations need to articulate their business
drivers and cascade down insights to frontlines to achieve effective service to the customers
(Beaujean et al. 2006). While extracting actionable insights from internal and external data is
a significant challenge, to effectively utilise those insights for the benefit of serving a customer
while s/he is in the provider’s premises is an even more complex organisational and
behavioural issue. A systematic review of literature pointed out that empowerment of FLEs
differentiates mature vs. transforming organisations (Davenport et al. 2010; Motamarri, Akter,
et al. 2017a, 2017b; Ransbotham et al. 2015b). Despite this valuable knowledge, the impact of
FLE empowerment on service delivery in high contact analytics-driven services is poorly
understood (Bowen 2016; Brown et al. 2014; Gwinner et al. 2005; Kiron et al. 2014; Ostrom
et al. 2015; Rust & Huang 2014; Wilder et al. 2014). Furthermore, empowerment as a construct
needs more meticulous examination, considering there is not a standardised empowerment
program for organisations that are characterised by the new challenges such as BDA
(Davenport et al. 2010; Ransbotham et al. 2015b). An analytical framework based on several
key dimensions may well be needed before implementing an empowerment program (Lashley
1999).
The Conceptualisation of FLE Empowerment in Analytics-Driven Services
While empowerment as such is a well-debated concept in the disciplines of psychology and
management, its relevance is not well articulated for high contact analytics-driven services
(Davenport et al. 2010; Overby 2013). Furthermore, the empowerment construct has not been
well explored for high contact services (Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008; Wirtz & Jerger
2016). In filling this important gap in the literature, the following sections propose an
empowerment construct which will be empirically tested in the latter part of this thesis.
Empowerment may enable employees to achieve their goals through perceived control,
competence, and goal internalisation (Menon 2001). Kanter (1993) argues that organisational
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structures alone determine the empowerment experienced by employees. As per Kanter, six
critical elements namely 1) opportunity for advancement; 2) access to information; 3) access
to support; 4) access to resources; 5) formal power, and 6) informal power are needed for the
success of empowerment programs. These elements need to be adapted for analytics-driven
services context, as both customers needs and task complexity vary across customers. At times
when FLEs simultaneously comply to organisational goals (or vice versa), this may leave them
at odds with a customer’s demands (Bettencourt & Brown 2003). By “turning the frontline
loose” (Zemke & Schaaf 1989 p.65) organisations permit FLEs’ initiative and innovation for
solutions that balance customer needs with their organisational objectives (Bowen & Lawler
1992; Melhem 2004).
An organisation’s dynamic capabilities enable them to integrate, build, and reconfigure
internal and external competencies amidst environmental dynamism (Teece et al. 1997) 2. As
the front-runners of executing organisational strategy, FLEs are expected by their organisations
to dynamically to bundle service components to satisfy their customers in (near) real-time.
Failure to assemble service a service offering to fulfil key customer needs may not capture key
segments of the market. Organisations must derive insights from consumer empowerment
(Pires et al. 2006) and the digital footprints of their customers, and cascade those insights to
frontlines so that FLEs can make effective decisions to ensemble solutions and contribute to
customer satisfaction (Gwinner et al. 2005). For example, corporations like Valve are a step
ahead of other companies, permitting their employees to define their job roles and articulate
projects to solve customer problems (Felin & Powell 2016). The synthesis of the extant
literature on empowerment, analytics (Table 2.4 and Table 2.6), and dynamic capabilities

In a personal communication to the author, Teece observers that “Dynamic capabilities an entrepreneurial
management culture, not just at the top. So, indeed, frontline empowerment is an enabler for dynamic
capabilities.”
2
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(Berkley & Gupta 1994; Psoinos et al. 2000; Ransbotham et al. 2015b) assert that
empowerment contributes to service quality.
Bowen and Lawler (1992 p.32) advocated four important ingredients of FLE empowerment,
namely, “1) Information about the organisation’s performance, 2) rewards based on the
organisation’s performance, 3) knowledge that enables employees to understand and
contribute to organisational performance, and 4) power to make decisions that influence
organisational direction and performance.” Spreitzer (1995, p. 1444), synthesising preceding
research (Conger & Kanungo 1988; Thomas & Velthouse 1990), conceptualises empowerment
as a “motivational construct manifested in four cognitions: meaning, competence, selfdetermination, and impact… The four dimensions are argued to combine additively to create
an overall construct of psychological empowerment.” On the other hand, Menon’s (2001)
premise is that psychological experience of power underlies empowerment. Menon’s integral
approach to the empowerment construct has three dimensions, namely a) power as perceived
control b) perceived competence and c) goal internalisation. Melhem, (2004) extending the
prior theories on empowerment (Bowen & Lawler 1992; Spreitzer 1995), investigated the roles
of skill, communication, trust, and incentives as antecedents to empowerment. The extant
empirical research based on Spreitzer’s theme crystallises that empowerment is a gestalt of the
four dimensions. It conceives empowerment as an interplay and integral of all the dimensions,
as such, all the four dimensions must present for the psychological feeling of empowerment
(Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008).
As noted in the preceding sections, the work contexts in which the extant empowerment
formulations (Table 2.5) relied on have drastically changed. The modern work environment is
predominantly driven by ICT (Psoinos et al. 2000), where technology complements human
action (Bowen 2016; Larivière et al. 2017), and FLEs need to access the necessary sources of
information within their organisational or external information systems (Ashrafi et al. 2019).
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FLEs are expected to be conversant in interpreting the data and the insights provided to them.
They need intricate knowledge of their work domain and skills to perform service delivery
tasks (Bowen 2016; Larivière et al. 2017; Wirtz & Jerger 2016). FLEs must make decisions on
behalf of the organisation within the discretionary authority entrusted to them. Ongoing and
continuous learning and training are essential to achieve these objectives (Voegtlin et al. 2015).
Proposed Dimensions of FLE Empowerment
In sum, the forgone elaboration and summary of salient investigations on empowerment
(Table 2.5 and Table 2.6) Table 2.6 highlight the gaps in the extant literature, which are: a)
there is a dearth of studies on FLE empowerment; b) the existing empowerment measures have
short-comings; c) current day service contexts are engulfed with massive market uncertainty
and unknowns; d) analytics-driven environments demand a rapid response, i.e., (near) realtime decision making; and e) knowledge, information, tools and training play a vital role, and
they are not represented in the FLE empowerment construct.
To bridge these gaps, this doctoral study proposes the following definition of FLE
empowerment and dimensions:
FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven services context is defined as bestowing knowledge,
information, tools, training, and discretion to deliver services in (near) real-time, respecting
the interests of both firms and customers.
The FLE empowerment is envisaged as a construct consisting of six dimensions namely,
decision making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools &
technologies, and training & development.
This doctoral investigation progressively unpacks these concepts, performs a qualitative study
to confirm these deductions, formulates a conceptual model and validates it. Then, it discusses
the theoretical and practical contributions to services marketing.
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Table 2.6 Selected Research on Empowerment Concepts and Measurement
Focus
Empowerment
Concepts and
Measurement

Study type

Study

Main findings

Conceptual

(Bandura 1977)

Self-efficacy theory has motivated Conger & Kanungo in formulating their perspectives on empowerment.

Conceptual

(Kanter 1977)

Argues that the organisational elements play a vital role over an individual’s qualities in defining empowerment.

Conceptual

(Conger & Kanungo 1988)

Empowering employees is seen as a five-step process with identification of powerlessness and its elimination through
participatory management, information access, rewards and competence development.

Conceptual

(Thomas & Velthouse 1990)

Defining empowerment as an intrinsic task motivation identifies the cognitive elements (sense of impact, competence,
meaningfulness, and choice) through which employees experience empowerment.

Conceptual

(Bowen & Lawler 1992,
1995)

Discusses on FLE’s empowerment, provides definitions, argues why it is necessary, examines how it can be
implemented and finally, the contexts when it is suitable.

Empirical

(Hayes 1994)

Employee Empowerment Questionnaire (EEQ) to measure empowerment levels experienced in an organisation.

Empirical

(Spreitzer 1995)

Extending theories of Conger & Kanungo have developed and validated that psychological empowerment consists of
multiple dimensions: meaning, competence, self-determination, and impact.

Conceptual

(Zimmerman 1995)

Proposes that empowerment consists of interpersonal, interactional, and behavioural components. It may not be
feasible to have a universal and global measure of empowerment.

Conceptual

(Liden & Arad 1996)

The roots of empowerment lie in the earlier debates on job design, participation and control. Empowerment is
complex as well as has micro and macro determinants.

Empirical

(Kelley et al. 1996)

Proposes and tests routine, creative and deviant discretions within services marketing and how these are influenced by
formalisation, centralisation, and organisational support.

Empirical

(Spreitzer 1996)

Assesses and confirms the influence of social-structural elements (access to information and resources, role
ambiguity, socio-political support, span of control and work climate) on psychological empowerment.

Empirical

(Spreitzer et al. 1997)

Empirically tests the relationship between individual dimensions of empowerment (meaning, competence, selfdetermination, and impact) on effectiveness, satisfaction and strain. Identifies that all dimensions must present to
achieve the anticipated outcomes of empowerment.

Empirical

(Hardy & Leiba-O'Sullivan
1998)

Contends that programs that fail to recognise the interlinking nature between empowerment and power may fail as
power is multifaceted. Offers a four-dimensional model of power and addresses the noted shortcomings.

Conceptual

(Wilkinson 1998)

Discusses historical context, roots, meaning and issues of empowerment. Highlights five forms of empowerment:
information sharing, upward problem solving, task autonomy, attitudinal shaping, and self-management.

Conceptual

(Rafiq & Ahmed 1998)

Provides a framework to assess the level of empowerment needs for services employees accounting for complexities
of customer needs and task, and elaborates the typology of these complexities. Empowerment and procedures’
flexibility may not be applicable across all ranges of service settings.
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Focus

Dimensions of
Empowerment

Study type

Study

Main findings

Empirical

(Menon 2001)

Employee empowerment is a cognitive state reflected in the characteristics of perceived control, perceived
competence, and goal internalisation.

Review

(Spreitzer 2008)

Reviews two decades of research on structural and psychological empowerment reflects that integration, testing the
reverse influence of performance on empowerment and concludes a holistic work is needed.

Empirical

(Seibert et al. 2011)

A meta-analytic assessment of psychological assessment and validation of Spreitzer’s scale at both team and
individual levels examining over 1,000 abstracts and shortlisting to 142 articles published till 2010.

Review

(Maynard et al. 2012)

Examines two decades of the extant literature on psychological empowerment at the individual, team and
organisational levels, how it is conceived, its antecedents and outcomes. Concludes that empowerment is not a fad
but fab.

Report

(HBR 2014)

Frontline managers are considered as the linchpin for organizational success; however, they lack requisite training and
tools, and it seems organizations have failed to invest in long-term sustainability.

Review

(Wirtz & Jerger 2016)

Reviews the challenges in managing boundary-spanners, identifies research directions, recommends human resource
strategies like empowerment, training, technology etc.

Review

(George & Zakkariya 2018a)

Traces the origins of employee empowerment and summarises the theoretical perspectives of empowerment:
relational and motivational approaches.

Review

(George & Zakkariya 2018b)

Reviews extant literature on psychological empowerment, definitions, variations and how different researchers have
pursued over yeas.

Conceptual,
Empirical

(Bowen & Lawler 1992;
Melhem 2004)

Decision making: Autonomy and authority to make decisions about the customer needs within the defined
boundaries.

Conceptual
Empirical

(Kelley 1993; Kelley et al.
1996; Spreitzer 1995;
Tummers & Bekkers 2012)

Discretionary skills: Front-line employees feel empowered and confident to handle complex situations and exercise
the right organisational power delegated to them.

Conceptual,
Empirical

(Bowen & Lawler 1992;
Melhem 2004)

Information Access: Access to information about the company, market, competition, service portfolio and customer
feedback to understand customer needs and service boundaries.

Conceptual,
Empirical

(Bowen & Lawler 1992;
Melhem 2004)

Knowledge and skills: Ability to interpret data, application of business processes, and evaluation of outcomes.

Conceptual

(HBR 2014; Johnson 1996;
Lytle et al. 1998; Teece et al.
1997)

Tools and technologies: Provision of requisite tools and technologies to enable FLEs to interact with customers and
access, process and register interactions.

Conceptual

(HBR 2014; Lawler 1996;
Training and development: Periodic ongoing training and developing capabilities of FLEs to maintain the currency
Rogg et al. 2001; Teece et al.
of their skills and maintain their skill-differential.
1997; Vargo & Lusch 2004;
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Focus

Study type

Study

Main findings

Voegtlin et al. 2015)
FLE and
Consumer
Empowerment
and Related
Studies

Conceptual

(Christensen & Bower 1996)

Successful organisations in satisfying their powerful consumer base may fail to adapt themselves to the emerging
technologies and markets. Technical progress at times may exceed the required performance of a market.

Empirical

(Chebat & Kollias 2000)

Empowerment is an effective managerial tool to affect the behaviour of FLEs and thereby allowing FLEs to adapt
their service to meet the idiosyncratic needs of each service customer

Empirical

(Siegall & Gardner 2000)

With a sample from Manufacturing examines relationships between contextual factors and 4-Factor Empowerment
model and notes that they are differently associated. Finds 3-Factor structure for Empowerment.

Empirical

(Vardi 2000)

Identifies that 26% of variation in Empowerment (4-Factor Model) is explained by 4-personality types.

PhD Thesis

(Melhem 2003)

Examines the role of empowerment, the relationship between employers, employees and customers in high-quality
service delivery. Specifically, the role of empowerment in enhancing the satisfaction of employees and customers.

Empirical

(Carless 2004)

Studies the links between psychological climate (not same as organisational climate), empowerment and job
satisfaction in Australian call centres context. Empowerment found to be a mediator.

Empirical

(Melhem 2004)

Examines the roles of trust, communication, incentives and knowledge and skills as antecedents to the empowerment
of customer contact employees

Empirical

(Hancer et al. 2005)

Examines Spreitzer’s 4-factor empowerment structure in the hotel industry. The results yield a 2-factor model
consisting of influence and attitude. They report some prior research of finding 3-factor models.

Empirical

(Kim & George 2005)

Examines the relationship between leader-member exchange and psychological empowerment with a sample of 173
employees from restaurants in the USA. Spreitzer’s 4-factor model forms as 2-factors as attitude
(meaning+competence) and influence (self-determination+impact).

Empirical

(Seibert et al. 2004)

Specifies and validates a team level construct, empowerment climate, and concludes of a positively correlated to
manger ratings and empowerment mediates the link between climate and individual performance.

Empirical

(Martin & Bush 2006)

Examined the roles of leadership, empowerment and customer-oriented selling on salesperson performance.
Empowerment modelled as a single construct found to be influential on sales orientation and performance.

Empirical

(Gazzoli et al. 2010)

Empowerment (meaningfulness and freedom) and its impact on job satisfaction and customer’s perceived service
quality are tested. Study confirms relationships among empowerment, satisfaction, and service quality.

Empirical

(Sood & Lings 2010)

Explores empowerment’s impact on role stress, job satisfaction and employee’s willingness to serve.

Empirical

(Yavas & Babakus 2010)

Examines the relationship between six organisational support mechanisms and work outcomes. Service technology
and empowerment found to have a significant impact on job performance.

Empirical

(Kim et al. 2012)

Studies the impact of empowerment (2-dimensions: Attitude, Influence) on commitment with management
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Focus

Study type

Study

Main findings
trustworthiness as the mediator. Trustworthiness fully mediates the relationship between influence and commitment.

Empirical

(Auh et al. 2014)

Empowering leadership enhances service-oriented citizenship behaviours of FLEs, and psychological empowerment
and customer learning climate mediate this relationship.

Empirical

(Namasivayam et al. 2014)

Confirms a positive relation between leader empowering behaviours and customer satisfaction empowerment being a
mediator.

Empirical

(Wilder et al. 2014)

Service climate and empowerment enable FLEs to recognise the customer needs and innovate for a solution through
their creativity by adapting the service offering.

Empirical

(Kim et al. 2017)

Focused on contextual determinants of empowerment (2-dimensional construct), the study finds that employees with
quality relations with supervisors feel more empowered and likely perform better in customer service.

Empirical

(Proenca et al. 2017)

FLE structural empowerment contributes to customer satisfaction and intrinsic motivation mediates the relationship
between structural and psychological empowerments.

Empirical

(Yoo 2017)

Test the relationship between customer power, psychological empowerment and FLE voice behaviour. Customer
power observed to impact FLE voice behaviour; managerial openness enhances perceptions of empowerment.
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Internal Market Orientation (IMO)
In the wake of rising consumerism during the 1970s, both organisations and academic scholars
stressed the need to internally orient the customer contact personnel as the nature of their
service delivery patterns might impact on the reputation of the services and firms either
positively or negatively. Berry et al. (1976) advocated for an FLE capability development
program terming it as internal market orientation (IMO) specifying its objective as “making
available internal products (jobs) that satisfy the needs of a vital internal market (employees)
while satisfying the objective of the organisation.” The Virgin Group’s strategy echoed by its
chief Sir Richard Branson sounds in sync as: “Clients do not come first. Employees come first.
If you take care of your employees, they will take care of the clients.” This is the same premise
put forward by George (1977 p.91) when he said: “… to have satisfied customers, the firm
must also have satisfied employees.” Booms & Bitner (1981) with their extended marketing
mix (7Ps), ‘people’ brought to the fore the necessity of internal focus apart from the external
or customer and competitor focus. Their ‘process’ element highlighted the importance of
routines and procedures during service delivery or a service encounter. Progressing on these
propositions, Kolter (1994) had put forward the ‘services marketing triangle’ representing the
triad of relationships among the three stakeholders, company, employees, and customer. The
services marketing triangle highlights three relationships among these players, 1) customer and
the company, i.e., external marketing; 2) customer and the employees, i.e., interactive
marketing; and 3) company and employees, i.e., internal marketing. Progressing on these
conceptual foundations, scholarly work emerged to define the IMO constructs and empirically
validate IMO’s impact on organisational outcomes (Fang et al. 2014; Lings 2004; Lings &
Greenley 2005). Scholars have also said that “Organisations that select, develop, manage and
motivate their workforce to produce outstanding business results have an extraordinary
competitive advantage” (Papasolomou 2006 p.195). For these reasons, service organisations
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need to focus not only on internalising knowledge of products and services but capitalise their
internal assets, securing an edge over the competition (Teece 2007). Salient research related to
IMO is summarised in Table 2.7.
This section is organised as follows: Section 2.7.1 The Expanding Scope of IMO; Section 2.7.2
IMO Evolution; Section 2.7.3 IMO Constructs and Empirical Studies; and Section 2.7.4 Gaps
in the IMO Literature.
The Expanding Scope of IMO
After Berry et al.’s (1976) proposition of IMO, scholars have extended this core theme with
insights from human resources management, total quality management, dynamic capabilities,
and learning theory (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Boukis 2019; Day 1994; George 1977; Hurley &
Hult 1998; Lings 2004; Lings & Greenley 2005). This is evident from the following
interpretations from various scholars.
Gronroos (1981 p.237) who considered the role of contact staff in interactive marketing, stated
the objective of IMO as “… to get motivated and customer-conscious personnel.” Gronroos
(1982) later provided a more generic and widely accepted definition for internal marketing
(IM) as “The internal marketing concept holds that an organisation’s internal market of
employees can be influenced most effectively and hence motivated to customer consciousness,
market orientation, and sales mindedness by a marketing-like internal approach and by
applying marketing like activities internally” (as quoted by Lings 2004 p.408).
Berry (1984 p.272) defines the concept of IMO as “Viewing employees as internal customers,
viewing jobs as internal products, and then endeavouring to offer internal products that satisfy
the needs and wants of these internal customers while addressing the objectives of the
organisation.”
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Kotler (1972 p.51,47) broaden the scope of marketing and talked about “employee directed
marketing” when he said that “… marketing is a relevant subject for all organisations in their
relations with all their publics, not only customers.” Following these principles, Gronroos
(1985 p.42) said: “… holding that an organization's internal market of employees can be
influenced most effectively and hence motivated to customer-consciousness, market
orientation and sales-mindedness by a marketing-like internal approach and by applying
marketing-like activities internally.”
Berry & Parasuraman (1991 p.151) define IM as "attracting, developing, motivating, and
retaining qualified employees through job products that satisfy their needs. Internal marketing
is the philosophy of treating employees as customers . . .and it is the strategy of shaping jobproducts to fit human needs."
In a similar spirit, Fang et al. (2014 p.176) discuss that “IMO facilitates the generation and
dissemination of market information, i.e. market-sensing, and inspires employees, especially
frontline staff, to provide better customer services, i.e. customer-linking.”
Boukis et al. (2017 p.691) interpret IMO as “a dynamic capability and is manifested in a set of
corporate strategies and actions, that enables the firm to align the behaviour of employees with
the company’s market and service delivery objectives.”
Subsequently, these frontline employees proactively collect information about customers'
current and future needs and about the influential factors of customers' behaviour. This
information is captured through the organisation's market intelligence system and helps a
market-oriented organisation align its external marketing efforts with market conditions.
IMO Evolution
Reflecting on over two decades of internal marketing conceptual and empirical debates, Rafiq
& Ahmed (2000 p.450-452) trace the evolution of the concept over time as “Phase 1) Employee
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motivation and satisfaction; Phase 2) Customer orientation; and Phase 3) Broadening the
internal marketing concept – strategy implementation and change management.” By
synthesising the extant literature, they deduced five key characteristics of IM and offered the
following definition: “Internal marketing is a planned effort using a marketing-like approach
(4) to overcome organisational resistance to change and to align, motivate and interfunctionally coordinate and integrate (3) employees towards the effective implementation of
corporate and functional strategies (5) to deliver customer satisfaction (2) through a process of
creating motivated and customer-oriented employees (1)” (Rafiq & Ahmed 2000 p.454). They
provide a model for IM for services assimilating the relations among concepts like interfunctional coordination, employee motivation, marketing approach, customer orientation,
service quality, employee motivation, job satisfaction, and empowerment in achieving the end
goal of customer satisfaction. Finally, they offer three recommendations to managers, namely
1) regular communication to employees about marketing and other strategies; 2) provision of
training to effectively perform jobs, and 3) discretion of FLEs for effective outcomes during
service encounters.
In their commentary on internal marketing issues and challenges in the knowledge era, Ahmed
& Rafiq (2003) stress the need for relationship marketing, internal communication and
development of organisational competencies. They discuss pertinent issues of IM in relations
to cross-functional processes, internal relationships, strategic alignment, using it as a strategy
or philosophy, enhancing intimacy, trust and commitment between the organisation and its
employees, organisational culture and behaviour, internal communication, customer care vs.
control, and competences. They opine that the new world is in a state of constant flux which
requires flexible and open processes, collaboration, connectedness, and continual learning to
sense and convert opportunities towards organisational advantage. Finally, they stress that for
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IM to be successful, managers must first understand the value of IM and integrate various
perspectives and implement effective strategies.
Marketing scholars recognised the importance of internally orienting FLEs to achieve superior
results (Booms & Bitner 1981; Lings 2004). For service providers, it is equally important to
manage both internal marketing factors (people, processes) and external marketing factors
(customers and competitors) (Carter & Gray 2007; Teece et al. 1997). Once FLEs are satisfied
through internal marketing orientation, then they will be motivated to attend to customer needs
in a much more adaptive way (Fang et al. 2014). Fang et al. (2014 p.172) refer to IMO as “the
process of generating and disseminating intelligence about internal market needs and then
responding to and satisfying these needs.” The idea that internal marketing needs to
complement external marketing efforts originated in services marketing literature (Booms &
Bitner 1981; Lings 2004). Firms that concentrate on market orientation structure their activities
to create superior value for their customers (Fang et al. 2014). Market-driven organisations
exhibit distinct capabilities over their competition along the dimensions of market sensing and
customer linking (Day 1994). The resource-based view (RBV) distinguishes resources from
capabilities (Makadok 2001; Teece et al. 1997). Capabilities are embedded in organisational
resources, are non-transferable and help in the productive use of other organisational resources
(Makadok 2001).
In sum, scholars from different fields such as marketing, services, and BD advise that
organisations need to continuously learn new ideas, skills, and processes for orientating the
firms to manage the changing needs of customers and increasing competition (Brown et al.
2014; Day 1994; Hurley & Hult 1998; Kiron et al. 2014; Rust & Huang 2014; Vargo & Lusch
2004). Moreover, BD is intrinsically geared to capture granular information about customers
and markets. Thus, IMO plays a vital role in disseminating analytics insights and enabling the
market sensing and customer linking capabilities of FLEs.
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A firm’s market orientation is observable on three distinct aspects: 1) emphasis on customer
needs; 2) collection and dissemination of intricate customer and market information; and 3)
internal cross-departmental collaboration to create value for customers (Day 1990, 1994).
Market orientation can be understood in two distinct parts: Internal Marketing Orientation and
External Marketing Capability (EMC) (Fang et al. 2014). Market-oriented organisations
concentrate on market-sensing and customer-linking to signify their EMC (Day 1994). The
market sensing capability enables an organisation to transform its service offerings to address
customer needs (Day 1994; Fang et al. 2014). Customer linking capability enables service
providers to go beyond the identification of target customers and their needs utilising effective
linking and relationship management (Day 1994; Fang et al. 2014).
Boukis (2019) following the service-dominant logic (SDL) (Vargo & Lusch 2004) positions
IMO as a value creation mechanism. Boukis points out that current day competition and
demanding customers resurface the importance of FLEs as value creators. He critiques that the
extant IMO literature has been firm-centric, rather than what value it imparts to the internal
employees. He argues that IMO shall shift its focus from managerial driven initiatives towards
enhancing and sustaining value creation for internal employees. In essence, Boukis (2019
p.236) argues that “IMO is viewed as an interconnected resource which includes a set of
intertwined activities, processes, and routines that aim towards enhancing and sustaining value
for the firm’s internal stakeholders. Three groups of activities are embedded in the revised
notion of IMO: value-identifying, value-generating and value-enhancing activities.”
IMO Constructs and Empirical Studies
There is significant conceptual literature on IMO concept since its initial advocation. Empirical
studies involving IMO and EMC have validated their positive linkage to firm performance
(Fang et al. 2014; Lings 2004). Relying on this foundation Lings (2004) attempted to
conceptualise the IMO construct by drawing parallels between external marketing and internal
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marketing. This paves the way for the empirical development and validation of IMO and its
impact on firm performance. Lings considered the linkage of the IMO construct with internal
aspects of performance, external marketing orientation and external aspects of performance.
Based on this model, Lings made a set of hypotheses 1) IMO positively influences internal
performance; 2) internal performance enhances external performance, and 3) internal IMO
efforts influence the external marketing orientation of the firm. Subsequently, Lings &
Greenley (2005) developed a scale to measure IMO and tested its impact on compliance,
retention and attitudes of staff, customer satisfaction, and competitive advantage. They
sampled 766 store managers of retail outlets (like supermarkets, clothes retailers, department
stores and health products) in the UK. The sample was subdivided into two sets, A and B
(n=516 and n=250), one for item reduction/ scale refinement and the other as a holdout sample
for confirmatory analysis. The computations confirmed the nomological validity of IMO and
its impact on organisational outcomes.
Taking insights from prior IMO formulations (Kohli & Jaworski 1990; Lings 2004; Lings &
Greenley 2005), Gounaris (2006) formulated IMO as a third-order hierarchical construct
consisting of three sub-dimensions, namely, internal market intelligence generation, internal
intelligence dissemination, and response to intelligence. Again, these three sub-dimensions are
formed by 10 first-order constructs. Gounaris hypothesised tested three hypotheses, 1) degree
of IMO and employees’ participation are positively related; 2) higher levels of IMO enhances
employee empowerment, and 3) employees’ job satisfaction is positively related to the
company’s IMO adoption. To validate the model, data were from 583 respondents working in
four- and five-star hotels in Rhode Island. The data analysis found that all three propositions
were supported.
Boukis et al. (2017) argue that service success is highly dependent on the FLE’s ability to fulfil
the marketing promise made by the company through external marketing. They argue that IMO
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is a dynamic capability and in high contact service contexts, organisational investments in IMO
enables FLEs to serve the customers in a manner congruent to brand enactment. Their
conceptualisations rely on the equity theory (Adams 1963) and much different from the extant
interpretations of IMO. The study interprets IMO “as a capability that has the potential to
reconfigure the organisation’s internal stakeholders and align them with its brand values and
promise” (Boukis et al. 2017 p.691). The equity theory logic “draws on exchange, dissonance,
and social comparison theories to make predictions about how individuals manage their
relationships with others” (Huseman et al. 1987 p.222). Boukis et al. formulated their
conceptual model, which links the IMO construct (Lings & Greenley 2005) to brand enactment
via a set of employee and job-fit relations, brand knowledge and brand identification. They
collected data from 305 FLEs “from high contact service industries, namely, hotels, restaurant
chains, travel agencies, banks, and airline companies” (Boukis et al. 2017 p.695). They found
support to their hypotheses. The authors ascertain the dynamic nature of IMO of “generating,
disseminating and responding to information about employee’s wants and needs. … confirms
the impact of an employee-oriented managerial approach, conceptualised and measured at the
individual level on individual brand-related behavioural outcomes” (Boukis et al. 2017 p.698699).
Fang et al. (2014), studied the linkage between IMO and organisational performance,
considering EMC as a mediator. Their study involved collection of data through a
questionnaire from the top 500 services companies in Taiwan. The sample consisted of 159
responses (31% response rate). The respondents were managers working in services firms such
as retail, communications, transportation, finance, and insurance. The results indicated strong
support that IMO was linked to both marketing sensing and customer linking capabilities, and
in turn, EMC was found to have a positive influence on firm performance.
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Gaps in the IMO Literature
The literature on IMO has grown since its early advocation by Berry et al. (1976), which argued
to treat employees as customers. Important are summarised in Table 2.7. The progressive
elaboration of the purview of IMO is evident from the various definitions and interpretations
offered by scholars. This also echoes the confusion on what constitutes internal market
orientation, what activities need to be performed, how to structure those activities, who needs
to perform them, and when such acts are to be performed (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Boukis 2019;
Gounaris 2006; Rafiq & Ahmed 2000). There have been very few empirical investigations in
measuring IMO and testing its impact on various organisational outcomes (Boukis et al. 2017;
Gounaris 2006; Lings & Greenley 2005). To address the market dynamism, some authors did
propose IMO as a dynamic capability, but very limited extant work exists in this direction
(Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Boukis 2019; Boukis et al. 2017).
Berry et al. (1976) rightfully responded to the market climate and consumerism and put
forward IMO as a response strategy for service organisations. Subsequent IMO proponents
advanced the need for FLE empowerment. However, there is a dearth of discussion on how to
prepare FLEs to respond to empowered consumers (Pires et al. 2006; Tiu Wright 2006; Tiu
Wright et al. 2006). The literature on the conceptualisation and measurement of FLE
empowerment did not move forward from the works of the 1990s to reconsider IMO, the
changing market, economic and operational contexts of service organisations (George &
Zakkariya 2018a, 2018b; Maynard et al. 2012; Motamarri, Akter, Yanamandram, et al. 2017;
Spreitzer 2008). With the burgeoning IT revolution, the way services are conceived and
delivered is also revolutionised and scholars have agreed that there exists a wide gap in the
knowhow (Bowen 2016; Huang & Dev 2019; Huang & Rust 2017; Larivière et al. 2017;
Ostrom et al. 2015). The last decade has also seen the emergence of big data analytics which
is accelerating the knowledge differential between the service provider and the consumer
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(Boukis 2019; Vargo & Lusch 2017). The fast shift to analytics also demanding empowerment
and orientation of frontlines to respond to the customer needs in (near) real-time (Brown et al.
2014; Kiron et al. 2014; Mikalef & Krogstie 2020; Ransbotham & Kiron 2018). Decades ago,
scholars voiced that organisational routines and procedures tie frontlines in innovating
solutions for the customer needs and problems in real-time (Bell & Zemke 1988; Zemke &
Schaaf 1989). Strategic management scholars have put forward dynamic capabilities and
continued their discourse that dynamism is not only centred at the apex level of an organisation
but must cascade to the operational level for the firms to be successful (Felin & Foss 2012;
Felin & Powell 2016; Teece 2007, 2018). In sum, with service organisations transforming to
become analytics-driven coupled with competitiveness and customer demands, there has been
little extant work to portray the challenges of the FLEs and how to enable their capabilities
through internal programs to achieve effective service delivery (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; de
Farias 2010; Felin et al. 2015).
Reflecting on these intriguing realities of service delivery, this research is chartered to explore
what constitutes FLE empowerment in analytics-driven contexts and how this enabler of
dynamic capabilities impacts organisational performance. While these ideas progressively
elaborated in the next chapters, the next section provides a brief discussion on dynamic
capabilities.
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Table 2.7 Selected Works on Internal Market Orientation
Focus
Studies on
Internal/Market
Orientation
(IMO) to build
organisational
capacity to
manage rapidly
changing
markets and
impact
performance

Study type

Study

Main findings

Conceptual

(Berry et al. 1976)

The proponent of ‘internal marketing’ as a response to consumerism and justifies why “… to focus on
the reality that a retail firm’s capability for satisfying the needs of its external customers depends in
part on that firm’s ability to satisfy the needs of its internal customers.”

Conceptual

(Gummesson 1991)

Presents challenges associated with marketing and customer orientation. Details how marketers and
frontline and other staff contribute to the marketing of products and highlights the role of ‘part-time
marketer’.

Conceptual

(Rafiq & Ahmed 1993)

Dispels the confusion and overlap between IMO and personnel function; traces various interpretations
of IMO; discusses issues with current conceptualisations; details IMO and the marketing mix of 7Ps
as applied to services.

Conceptual

(Day 1994)

Combining dynamic capabilities with total quality management gives a comprehensive change
program to transform organisations towards market-driven.

Commentary

(Hurley & Hult 1998)

Organisations develop market orientation through learning and innovation.

Commentary

(Ahmed & Rafiq 2003)

Hierarchical management is dated to manage newer realities. Converting opportunities into successes
require employees to collaborate and connect with markets and customers.

Conceptual

(Lings 2004)

To enhance services marketing, it is essential to conceptualise the dimensions of internal orientation
so that employees connect well with external customers and enhance organisational performance.

Empirical

(Lings & Greenley 2005)

Conceptualises internal market orientation construct and proposes a scale to measure IMO.

Empirical

(Gounaris 2006)

Emphasising the importance of IMO to achieve better response to external market conditions,
provides a measurement scale to understand the degree of IMO adoption.

Empirical

(Ellinger et al. 2008)

Assesses the influence of MO on organisational and employee performance; and the moderating roles
of FLEs coaching, training and empowerment. Except for the influence of empowerment, the other
relations are supported.

Conceptual

(Vasconcelos 2008)

Expands IMP concept with the incorporation of happiness in workplace construct. The discussion
argues to treat work as a channel to express the self-esteem of employees, and managers need to
consider employees as humans.
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Focus

Study type

Study

Main findings

Empirical

(Gounaris et al. 2010)

A seminal work that investigates the inter-relationship between MO and IMO; their impact on
customer perceived value and service quality. Tested using data on 127 dyads of financial service
providers and their customers.

Empirical

(Fang et al. 2014)

Internal market orientation helps organisations develop their external marketing capabilities like
sensing and linking, and which in turn helps in organisational performance.

Empirical

(Boukis et al. 2017)

Treats IMO as a dynamic capability and provides insights on how IMO enhances FLE brand
enactment in high contact services.

Empirical

(Massiera et al. 2018)

Proposes a hierarchical multi-dimensional construct assess marketing capabilities of an organisation.

Conceptual

(Boukis 2019)

Revisits internal marketing from a service-dominant logic (SDL) perspective on value creation
mechanisms to the internal staff so that FLEs engage and deliver value to customers during service
delivery.
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Dynamic Capabilities
Ostrom et al. (2015) argue that the IT revolution and service revolution are two sides of a coin,
and synthesise that these technological forces and the induced globalisation have tremendously
increased the complexity of businesses. The advancement of consumer awareness through big
data analytics and social media is equally placing a tremendous pressure on businesses to be
responsive and react to consumer requests and uncertainties in real-time (Ransbotham & Kiron
2018; Ransbotham et al. 2015a). Both academicians and practitioners have advanced
mitigation strategies to tackle complexities and known risks of businesses (PMI 2017).
However, current business environments are riddled with uncertainty, implying managers are
facing unknown unknowns, and managing them is much more complex than risk (Nelson 2003;
Teece & Leih 2016). Traditional strategic approaches like competitive forces (Porter 1980)
and strategic conflict (Shapiro 1989) can no longer be effective in managing these situations.
Organisations need to invest in developing capabilities that enable them to sense the market,
link with the customers and seize the marketing opportunity (Day 1990, 1994). Marketoriented organisations identify and develop specific market capabilities. Market-driven
organisations are superior in their market-sensing and customer-linking capabilities and can
anticipate and respond to changing market requirements ahead of their competitors. These
sensing, linking, and seizing capabilities, can no longer be static, and ought to be driven by
information that is fast accumulating in and around an organisation’s work processes.
Analytics-driven services demand firms to dynamically sense, link, and reconfigure service
offerings to match the customer needs in (near) real-time (Boukis 2019; Motamarri, Akter, et
al. 2017a; Shibata & Kurachi 2015).
This section is organised as follows: Section 2.8.1 explores the inception of DCs. Section 2.8.2
discusses the microfoundations of DCs. Section 2.8.3 reviews routines and capabilities. And
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lastly, Section 2.8.4 analyses the roles of individuals, processes and structure. The subsection
investigates DCs in the service delivery context and summarises gaps in the DCs literature.
The Inception of Dynamic Capabilities
Organisational success and sustenance depend on its capacity to develop and institutionalise
truly distinctive competencies or capabilities (Learned et al. 1969), which are “complex
bundles of skills and accumulated knowledge, exercised through organisational processes that
enable firms to coordinate activities and make use of their assets” (Day 1994 p.38). Teece et
al. (1997 p.509) highlighted that their DCs’ framework “suggests that private wealth creation
in regimes of rapid technological change depends in large measure on homing internal
technological, organisational, and managerial processes inside the firm.” There were many
conceptual and strategic management theories, and frameworks were available before the
development of DCs, like the approach of the strategic forces (Porter 1980), the evolution
theory of economics (Nelson & Winter 1982), the resource-based view (RBV) (Barney 1986),
the strategic conflict approach (Shapiro 1989), and other antecedent scholarly debates such as
(Penrose 1959) on which these frameworks were proposed (Barreto 2010; Teece & Pisano
2003; Teece et al. 1997). Barney argues that firms seeking superior performance need the
accurate future value of their product market strategies in selecting the needed resources and
capabilities (Barney 1986; Barreto 2010). The RBV of the firm distinguishes resources from
capabilities and synthesises that performance depends on how valuable (V), rare (R), and
imperfectly imitable (I) capabilities are organised (O) (Amit & Schoemaker 1993; Barney et
al. 2001; Learned et al. 1969). Knowledge and capabilities are not only tacit but are distributed
within an organisation’s fabric (Leonard-Barton 1992; Rothaermel & Hess 2007).
Teece and his associates (Teece & Pisano 2003; Teece et al. 1997), quoting the big technology
corporations like IBM, Texas Instruments, and Philips, argued that resources alone would not
suffice to attain a competitive advantage. They contend that “winners in the global marketplace
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have been firms that can demonstrate timely responsiveness and rapid and flexible product
innovation, coupled with the management capability to effectively coordinate and redeploy
internal and external competences. … We refer to this source of competitive advantage as
‘dynamic capabilities’. The term ‘dynamic’ refers to the shifting character of the environment.
… The term ‘capabilities’ emphasises the key role of strategic management in appropriately
adapting, integrating, and re-configuring the internal environment ” (Teece & Pisano 2003
p.196).
Thus, Teece et al. (1997) advocated that businesses ought to embark on a dynamic capabilities
framework to enable them to make a strategic choice amid uncertainties. It also means that
firms need to focus not only on internalising knowledge of products and services but also
capitalise on their internal assets, securing a competitive edge over the competition (Teece
2007). Teece et al. (1997 p.516) define dynamic capabilities as a “firm’s ability to integrate,
build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing
environments. Dynamic capabilities thus reflect an organisation’s ability to achieve new and
innovative forms of competitive advantage, given path dependencies and market positions”.
To better understand DCs, it is necessary to distinguish between ordinary and dynamic
capabilities. To facilitate that distinction, Helfat et al. (2007 p.1) observe that, “A capability,
whether operational or dynamic, is the ability to perform a particular task or activity.
Operational capabilities enable an organisation to earn a living in the present (Winter 2003).
In contrast, dynamic capabilities concern change. A dynamic capability is the capacity of an
organisation to purposefully create, extend, or modify its resource base.”
A decade later to the seminal proposition of DCs (Teece et al. 1997), Teece put forward a
major framework in explicating the microfoundations of DCs and the psychological basis for
capabilities development (Hodgkinson & Healey 2011; Teece 2007). In globalised fastchanging environments, competitiveness does not stem from difficult-to-replicate knowledge
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alone, and organisations need to develop difficult-to-replicate capabilities. Teece (2007
p.1319) disaggregates dynamic capabilities into three broad groups, namely “1) to sense and
shape opportunities and threats, 2) to seize opportunities, and 3) to maintain competitiveness
through enhancing, combining, protecting, and, when necessary, reconfiguring the business
enterprise’s intangible and tangible assets.”
Futurists like Alvin Toffler (1985) foresaw that technology is rapidly transforming society, and
differentiating it at several complex levels. He warned that corporations that are not agile and
adaptive would extinguish like dinosaurs. Organisational renewal is immutable as the markets
in which they operate are inherently uncertain. Academicians’ and practitioners’ advanced
tools and techniques to mitigate risk or ‘known unknowns’ is well documented in the
practitioner standards on Project, Program and Portfolio Management disciplines (PMI 2017).
However, dealing with ‘unknown unknowns’ is challenging as the questions of “What to do?”
and “How to do it?” take centre stage over execution (Teece et al. 2016 p.15). Moving forward,
Teece et al. (2016 p.17) refer to agility “as the capacity of an organisation to efficiently and
effectively redeploy/ redirect its resources to value-creating and value protecting (and
capturing) higher-yield activities as internal and external circumstances warrant.” Following
these propositions, their views on sensing and seizing are as much applicable to service
contexts (Teece et al. 2016 p.19):
•

“Sensing:

identification,

development,

co-development,

and

assessment

of

technological opportunities (and threats) concerning customer needs (the sensing of
unknown futures);
•

Seizing: mobilisation of resources to address needs and opportunities and capture value
from doing so.

Thus, dynamic capabilities define a firm’s capacity to innovate, adapt to change, and create
change that is favourable to customers and unfavourable to competitors.”
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Microfoundations of Dynamic Capabilities
The “microfoundations” discussion has its origin in the scholarly debate on micro or macro
disciplines of social sciences with the unsettled notion of whether individual or collective
(societal outcomes) be analysed at the individual or societal level (Felin et al. 2015; Udehn
2001). Though the early scholars positioned individuals as the unit of analysis in understanding
the organisational phenomena, it later drifted away to macro or collective (Felin & Foss 2009;
Felin et al. 2015). In bringing routines, competencies, and practices to focus, Nelson & Winter
(1982 p.63) argued that “possession of technical knowledge is an attribute of the firm as a
whole, as an organised entity, and is not reducible to what any single individual knows…”.
Several such arguments persisted in the strategic management literature (Hodgson 2012) that
were vocal about organisational structures over individuals. This line of argument implies that
the role of individuals is irrelevant in understanding competitive heterogeneity (knowledge) as
it lies at the collective level. However, the focus on individuals and their interactions help to
analyse the emergence of macro factors (Felin et al. 2015). For example, services marketing
literature emphasises the role of FLEs in affecting the customer satisfaction, retention, and
organisational performance (Hallin et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2016; Schepers et al. 2016; Wilder et
al. 2014).
Felin et al. (2015 p.586) distinguish two forms microfoundations, namely “microfoundations
at levels” and “microfoundations call for the explanatory primacy of individuals.” Teece (2007
p.1319) did not make any explicit reference to actors in defining microfoundations of dynamic
capabilities as “the distinct skills, processes, procedures, organisational structures, decision
rules and disciplines… which undergird enterprise-level sensing, seizing and reconfiguring of
capacities that are difficult to develop and deploy.” However, following the works of Coleman
(1990), Felin et al. (2015 p.586-587) contend that higher-level phenomena can be explained
through proximate levels, and thus “… microfoundations can be seen as a conjecture, to be
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empirically verified, that attention to micro factors indeed can yield better (or richer)
explanations of social phenomena.” Felin et al. further add that while microfoundations is not
a theoretical approach per se, it provides explanatory parsimony by avoiding explanatory black
boxes and does not discard the role of macro collective constructs and their role. By reviewing
salient publications in high ranked journals, Felin et al. identify the following key points of
microfoundations research (2015 cf. Table1, p.593-596): 1) Important studies started
appearing after the year 2010; 2) there is huge diversity on the topics investigated; 3) it has
been used in many different ways; 4) probably, there lacks consistency in definition and usage
of the term; and 5) authors considered different mechanisms under microfoundations.
Apparently, these observations indicate the novelty of the emerging discipline of
microfoundations and suggest that the majority of the works still remains at a conceptual level.
Routines and Capabilities
In the words of Cohen et al. (1996 p.683), a routine, an organisational collective construct, is
“… an executable capability for repeated performance in some context that has been learned
by an organisation in response to selective pressures.” Felin & Foss (2009) argue that treating
routines and capabilities as a collective would mean completely relegating and ignoring the
role of the individual and his actions. In summary, they emphasise that the organisational
outcomes depend on individual decision making, interaction, and aggregation of these microdynamics. Strategic management researchers, in unpacking dynamic capabilities, started
considering the pre-eminence of routines and capabilities as the key microfoundations as the
exercise helps in understanding the drivers of performance (Felin et al. 2012). Felin et al.,
(2012 p.1353) further elaborate that “the microfoundations of organisational routines and
capabilities include constituent components (i.e., main effects) – individuals, processes, and
structure; and the interactions within and across components – the interactions of individuals,
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processes, and structures that contribute to the aggregation and emergence of the collective
constructs.”
Following the prior works and established literature, Felin et al. (2012 p.1355) define routines
as “repetitive, recognisable patterns of interdependent actions, carried out by multiple actors.
Furthermore, routines are explicitly collective rather than individual-level phenomena: the
emphasis is placed on the interactions rather than the individuals that are interacting. Routines
have ostensive as well as performative aspects. The ostensive aspect captures the traditional
view of routines as the structure or ‘abstract idea of the routine’ whereas the’ performative
involves the enactment of a routine in time and space. The interaction of the ostensive and
performative aspects of routines inform our understanding of change and collective outcomes.”
Basing on the works of Winter (2000 p.983; 2003 p.991), Felin et al. (2012 p.1355) define
organisational capability as “a high-level routine (or collection of routines) that, together with
its implementing input flows, confers upon an organisation’s management a set of decision
options for producing significant outputs of a particular type. This definition casts learning,
experience, resources, and routines as inputs to capabilities. For example, routines can also be
capabilities, whereas inputs such as experience and resources may contribute to capabilities.
One form of capability, dynamic capability, involves the ‘capacity of an organisation to
purposefully create, extend or modify’ a firm’s product or service offerings, processes for
generating and/ or delivering a product or service, or customer markets (Helfat et al. 2007 pp.
1,4; Winter 2003). The logic that dynamic capabilities operate on other capabilities indicates
that capabilities evolve within a hierarchy (Collis 1994; Winter 2000; Winter 2003).” Though
the constructs of routines and capabilities are distinct and different, they are linked.
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Building Blocks for Routines and Capabilities: Individuals, Processes, and
Structure
The question of what constitutes routines and capabilities is not well addressed in the literature.
Felin et al. (2012 p.1357) offer an insight that “microfoundations of routines and capabilities
can be clustered into three core or overarching categories: 1) individuals, 2) processes and
interactions, and 3) structure.” The prominent role played by individuals in organisational
performance has been established both in conceptual and empirical works (Coff 1997; Felin &
Hesterly 2007; Madsen et al. 2003; Mehra et al. 2001). First, building on this knowledge, Felin
et al. (2012 p.1357) premise that “managerial (individual) cognition contributes to differences
in managerial and/or firm heterogeneity.” Second, the literature on routines and capabilities
consider the underlying elements such as cognitive, structural, and performative routines
(Cohen et al. 1996; Cyert & March 1963; Feldman & Pentland 2003), and the works like
(Maritan & Peteraf 2007; Salvato 2009; Zollo & Winter 2002) consider the contribution of
processes and event sequences to capabilities development. The role of “knowledge,
experience, learning processes, and a firm’s history” on a firm’s capabilities and practices
(Felin et al. 2012 p.1358; Nelson & Winter 1982) has also been shown. Felin et al. also note
that individuals, processes, and interactions contribute to organisational routines and
capabilities. It is also shown that organisational structures (integration and coordination)
contribute to the emergence of capabilities (Clark & Fujimoto 1991; Felin et al. 2012).
As noted in the prior discussion, microfoundations rely on the existence of multilevel
decomposition in stacked layered ontology to visualise the casualty between social facts and
outcomes and associated mechanisms. To explain these arguments, Felin et al. (2015) adopted
the well-known Coleman (1990) ‘bathtub’ or ‘boat’ model as shown in Figure 2.1. The model
shows the distinction between the organisational (macro) and individual (micro) levels. The
diagram also portrays the interactions between macro-macro (4), macro-micro (1), micromicro (2) and micro-macro (3) levels. The model implicitly distinguishes the explanandum
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(what is to be explained) and explanans (its explanation). In the words of Foss (2016 p.118)
the Figure 2.1 conveys “explanation in social sciences takes place by means of mechanisms
implied by Arrow 3, or Arrows 2 and 3, or Arrows 1, 2 and 3, but never Arrow 4 alone (Abell
et al. 2008).”

With that, Foss points out a series of implications as follows: a)

Microfoundations imply a layered ontology consisting of two or more levels and relations
between them are crucial for the understanding; b) Macro-macro interactions are mediated
through micro-mechanisms; c) There is no macro-level casualty (Arrow 4); d) The nodes in
Figure 2.1 (adapted from (Coleman 1990)) may be interpreted as referring to time, and e)
Individual actions play a role in the outcomes. The Coleman model is highly generic and leaves
out the main details for the sake of simplicity (Abell et al. 2008; Felin et al. 2015). The next
section contextualises the boat model for a services marketing context and advances the
conceptual model of this dissertation.

Figure 2.1 A General Model of Social Science Explanation

Effects of Dynamic Capabilities in Service Delivery Context
Market-driven organisations exhibit distinct capabilities over their competition along the
dimensions of market sensing and customer linking (Day 1994). Resource-based view
distinguishes resources from capabilities (Makadok 2001; Teece et al. 1997). Capabilities are
embedded in organisational resources, are non-transferable, and help in the productive use of
other organisational resources (Makadok 2001). From a service marketing perspective, a firm’s
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dynamic capabilities may exist in discrete components of sensing, linking, and seizing.
Dynamic capabilities are not necessarily unique across industry and/or industries and come in
different forms akin to the respective organisation’s strategic endeavours, like market
expansion, acquisitions, alliances, internal growth, new products, and production processes
(Helfat et al. 2007). Extending this logic, for a services organisation, it could as well mean
flexible service bundles which can easily be unpacked and packaged into a concrete service
offering to meet the idiosyncratic needs of a customer during service encounters (Helfat et al.
2007). Zitkiene et al. (2015 p.271), referring to service innovation, define sensing and seizing
as “identifying the need to change existing service operations, or an opportunity for developing
new services, seizing refers to exploring and selecting the best opportunities for change, and
regrouping is concerned with the implementation of changes by utilising the available
resources (Pöppelbuß et al. 2011).”
Teece (2007 p.1326 Figure 1) elaborates the sensing ecosystem as consisting of “analytical
systems (and individual capacities) to learn and to sense, filter, shape, and calibrate
opportunities.” In the context of a service, this implies understanding the changing customer
and market needs, market segmentation variables, and the opportunities for service innovation
to bridge the perceived and identified gaps. BDA and the echo of the ‘voice of the customers’
by FLEs play a vital input for strategic planning of service organisations.
Teece (2007 p.1334 Figure 2) elaborates seizing as decision skills/ execution where the
ecosystem comprises “enterprise structures, procedures, designs and incentives for seizing
opportunities”. In the context of a service, this implies on the skills and decision-making
abilities of FLEs to dynamically assemble service-elements to meet the customer needs within
the boundaries stipulated by the organisational procedures and routines.
Teece (2007 p.1340 Figure 3) elaborates reconfiguration as “continuous alignment and
realignment of specific tangible and intangible assets” and strive to protect strategic assets
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through knowledge management, specialisation, decentralisation and governance. In the
context of a service, this implies service life cycle management, continuous improvement,
phasing out of unsubscribed services, higher levels of service and service portfolio innovation,
revival processes, and procedures of services design and services operation (Motamarri 2015).
In reviewing the theoretical foundations (Sections 2.7 and 2.8), the discussion presented ideas
of Kolter (1994) on services marketing triangle and micro-foundational view of dynamic
capabilities by Felin et al. (2015) (Figure 2.1). Now, to explicate the role of dynamic
capabilities to a services marketing context, this research amalgamates Kotler’s services
marketing triangle and Coleman’s ‘bathtub’ model, as shown in Figure 2.2. The service
organisations can only fulfil their external marketing promise through the actions of their
respective frontlines. To synchronise social or organisational outcomes with the marketing
promise, organisations must create routines and procedures that are adaptable to environmental
dynamism, and of all, organisations must also orient their frontlines to leverage these processes
through empowerment. These insights on the elements of dynamic capabilities, i.e., sensing,
linking, and seizing, underpin the development of the conceptual model and the associated
hypotheses of this investigation to be discussed in Chapter 5. Table 2.8 on the next page
provides a summary of selected works on dynamic capabilities and firm performance.

Figure 2.2 Role of Dynamic Capabilities in Services Marketing
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Table 2.8 Selected Works on Dynamic Capabilities and Firm Performance
Focus
DCs
Conceptual
Studies

Study type

Study

Main findings

Conceptual

(Teece et al. 1997)

A seminal work that argues that corporations gain a strategic advantage over competition amidst
technological change by rapidly coordinating and combining assets including tacit knowledge and
adopting optimal paths.

Conceptual

(Teece 2007)

From the micro-foundational perspective, DCs can be disaggregated into distinct abilities of
organisations to sense and seize the opportunities by rapidly reconfiguring their assets and
competencies.

Empirical

(Rothaermel & Hess 2007)

Outthrowing prior assumptions establish that antecedents to innovation lie at multiple levels (individual,
firm and network) and can have to compensate or reinforcing effects on firm-level innovation.

Conceptual

(Felin & Foss 2009)

Routines and capabilities are important constructs in strategic management. Argues that recent research
is drifting away from the role of the individual in these constructs to collective and emphasises the
need to correct it.

Review

(Barreto 2010)

Observes that the vast pool of literature on DCs has led to a multitude of definitions and some
disconnectedness. Emphasises the need for an aggregate multi-dimensional construct.

Conceptual

(Felin et al. 2012)

Argues the need for a micro-foundational view of DCs and identifies that the micro-level components
underlying routines and capabilities as individuals, social processes and structure.

Conceptual

(Felin et al. 2015)

Comprehensively puts forward the uniqueness of micro-foundations movement in DCs by elaborating
its history, assumptions, theoretical grounding, constructs, highlight its promise and opportunities for
future research.

Conceptual

(Felin & Powell 2016)

Elicits through an example case that open and self-organising processes can leverage individual
capabilities that impact sensing, shaping, and seizing of opportunities for sustained innovation in
dynamic environments.

Conceptual

(Salvato & Vassolo 2018)

Proposes a multi-level theory of DCs to elicit that the dynamism stems from persons and interpersonal
interactions than firm-level entities. Work autonomy granted to people contributes to adaptation.

Review

(Schilke et al. 2018)

A comprehensive and overarching presentation of decades of scholarly on DCs. Touches on historical
discontent with the literature, progress made, the questions remain and agenda for future research.
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Focus
DCs and
Services

Effect of
dynamic
capabilities on
performance
[partially
adapted from
(Wilden and
Gudergan,
2015)]

Study type

Study

Main findings

Conceptual

(Pöppelbuß et al. 2011)

Argues that services organisations need to offer new/ improved services to retain market position.
Service innovation (design, implementation and offering) is a dynamic capability and proposes a
framework.

Conceptual

(Žitkienė et al. 2015)

Proposes based on literature and synthesis a dynamic service innovation capability, consisting of five
dimensions: strategy, client, knowledge, network, and technology and maps DCs based on the
dimensions and groupings.

Empirical

(Jantunen et al. 2005)

Entrepreneurial orientation and reconfiguring activities have positive effects on performance.
The effect of market orientation on firm performance is stronger when market orientation is bundled
with internal complementary resources, such as innovativeness. The interaction is conceptualised as a
dynamic capability.

Empirical

(Menguc & Auh 2006)

The effect of market orientation on firm performance is stronger when market orientation is bundled
with internal complementary resources, such as innovativeness. The interaction is conceptualised as a
dynamic capability.

Empirical

(Yalcinkaya et al. 2007)

Exploration capability has a positive, significant influence on market performance and degree of product
innovation. Exploitation capability negatively influences the degree of product innovation and has no
significant impact on market performance.

Empirical

(Wu 2010)

Firms that possess dynamic capabilities can effectively enhance their competitive advantages, despite
facing highly volatile environments.

Empirical

(Protogerou et al. 2012)

Dynamic capabilities influence operational capabilities, which have significant effects on performance.

Empirical

(Drnevich & Kriauciunas
2011)

Environmental dynamism negatively affects the contribution of ordinary capabilities and positively
affects the contribution of dynamic capabilities to relative firm performance.

Empirical

(Sprafke et al. 2012)

Individual dynamic capabilities of actors, not only of managers but also of frontlines positively
influences organisational dynamic capabilities.

Empirical

(Sprafke 2013)

Psychological empowerment enhances dynamic capabilities and facilitates organisational adaptation
processes.

Empirical

(Wilden et al. 2013)

Competitive intensity and firm structure enable the positive effects of dynamic capabilities on firm
performance (i.e., sales growth and firm survival).

Empirical

(Schilke 2014a)

The relationship between dynamic capabilities and competitive advantage is non-linear and is the
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Focus

Study type

Study

Main findings
strongest in the presence of moderate dynamism and weakest otherwise.

Effect of
marketing &
technological
capabilities on
performance
[partially
adapted from
(Wilden and
Gudergan,
2015)]

Empirical

(Schilke 2014b)

First-order dynamic capabilities mediate the relation between second-order dynamic capabilities and
performance.

Empirical

(Wilden & Gudergan
2015)

In highly turbulent environments, frequent sensing and reconfiguring have a positive impact on
performance. However, in stable environments, frequent sensing may have negative consequences.

Empirical

(Kachouie et al. 2018)

Enhanced dynamic capabilities of a firm allow it to create market turbulence and thereby enhance their
competitive position leading to better organisational outcomes. (Sprafke 2013; Sprafke et al. 2012)

Conceptual

(Likoum et al. 2020)

Relying on RBT proposes a conceptual framework linking market-sensing innovation, brand
management and firm performance.

Empirical

(Vorhies et al. 1999)

Market-driven business units develop higher levels of vital marketing capabilities (market research,
pricing, product development, channels, promotion, and market management) than less market-driven
firms and significantly outperform these rivals in terms of organisational performance.

Empirical

(Hooley et al. 2005)

Marketing resources affect financial performance indirectly, by creating customer satisfaction and
loyalty and superior market performance.

Empirical

(Song et al. 2005)

The effect of technological capabilities is independent of the degree of technological turbulence;
marketing capabilities have a stronger effect in stable environments. Their complementary effect is
significant only in high turbulence environments.

Empirical

(Galbreath & Galvin 2008)

Resources and capabilities are more important than industry structure. In service firms, resources are
more important for explaining performance variation than in manufacturing firms. In both
manufacturing and service firms, intangible assets and capabilities explain performance variation, but
tangible resources do not.

Empirical

(Ruiz-Ortega & GarcíaVillaverde 2008)

In the interactions of technological capabilities, marketing capabilities, and entry strategies, different
combinations have varying effects on firm performance.

Empirical

(Chen et al. 2009)

Organisations with different resource combinations follow different growth strategies. Technological
capability moderates the relationship between growth strategies and new venture performance.

Empirical

(Morgan et al. 2009)

Marketing capabilities have direct, complementary effects on both revenue and margin growth rates.
Brand management and customer relationship management capabilities have opposing effects on
revenue and margin growth rates.
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Focus

Antecedents to
Dynamic
Capabilities

Study type

Study

Main findings

Empirical

(Ramaswami et al. 2009)

Market-based-capabilities have significant influences on selected business processes, which positively
affect financial performance.

MetaAnalysis

(Fainshmidt et al. 2016)

Dynamic capabilities positively contribute to performance in industries that have high levels of
technological dynamism.

Empirical

(Tippins & Sohi 2003)

Basing on resource theory proposes that organisational learning is a vital mediator for the investments in
technology to have a significant effect on performance through an empirical study involving managers
from 271 manufacturing firms.

Empirical

(Akter, Gunasekaran, et al.
2020)

Based on RBV, DCs and BDA empirical validates the effects of big data analytics capabilities (3rd Order
construct) on firm performance mediated by sensing, seizing and reconfiguring.

Case

(Kleinbaum & Stuart
2014)

Social networks within an organisation contribute to intra-firm coordination and adaptability. A slow
network response may indicate coordination while a faster response may indicate adaptability of an
organisation.

Case

(Felin & Powell 2016)

Fast-moving organisations favour open and self-organising processes to transform individual
capabilities into innovative outcomes for the firm.

Empirical

(Fainshmidt & Frazier
2017)

Organisational climate for trust enables collective learning and coordinated efforts which in turn
positively influence an organisation’s dynamic capabilities.
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Gaps in DC theory in the Context of Analytics-driven Services
The dynamic capabilities view is still an evolving theoretical framework. There seems to be
some agreement on the broad classification of DCs (sensing, seizing, reconfiguring) (Felin et
al. 2015; Schilke et al. 2018). However, the theoretical debates remain on whether it is
worthwhile to pursue the microfoundations or retain the analysis at the macrolevel (Foss 2016;
Hodgson 2012). Are DCs set to be strategic, or what role do they have in tactical operations
(Felin et al. 2012; Teece 2018; Teece et al. 2016)? Where do routines and capabilities lie and
how are they interconnected (Abell et al. 2008; Salvato & Vassolo 2018)? What constitutes
microfoundations and what could be the number of microlevels needed to portray to visualise
the macro interaction between strategic planning and organisational outcomes (Felin & Foss
2009, 2012; Felin et al. 2012; Felin et al. 2015)? How are capabilities conceived, developed,
disseminated, and deployed for action to gain and retain competitiveness (Felin & Powell
2016; Teece 2007)? Of all, what does DCs mean in the services marketing context (Žitkienė et
al. 2015, 2018)? How do they come to action in frontline delivery (Andersen et al. 2016; Hallin
et al. 2012a, 2012b, 2013, 2017)? What organisational mechanisms are required for services
marketers to retain vitality and capture and retain the customer base (Felin & Powell 2016)?
This thesis aims to address the dynamic capabilities from a services marketing context and
how frontline employees perceive market sensing and market seizing with the organisational
initiatives of internal market orientation and empowerment bestowed on FLEs. These elements
will be elaborated in Chapter 5.
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Overall gaps
The foregone review provided a comprehensive outlook on several interrelated streams of
literature connected with the frontline employees and empowerment in an analytics-driven
services context. The review explored FLE empowerment in services marketing from the
theoretical lens of IMO and DCs. The review also distilled gaps in the BDA in frontline service
delivery, empowerment, IMO and DCs. This section recapitulates this discussion and presents
the overall gaps identified in the literature (Sections 2.1.2, 2.6.7, 2.7.4, and 2.9.1).
First, there is sparse attention on FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven services
environment. There have been no attempts to conceptualise, define and validate an FLE
empowerment scale both to advance the services marketing and prepare organisations to
manage the environmental dynamism (Motamarri et al. 2020). Second, BDA literature argues
analytically matured organisations cascade information and grant autonomy to FLEs (Bowen
& Lawler 1995; Kiron et al. 2014); however, the existing empowerment conceptualisations do
not integrally investigate the need for tools, training, and access to information, which are
essential ingredients for decision making. Third, the IMO literature has not focussed on the
capability development of FLEs to manage BDA environments (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Boukis
et al. 2017). Fourth, it is not clear how service organisations can develop capabilities to manage
the environmental dynamism and uncertainties associated with the current day business
challenges (Bowen 2016; Wirtz & Jerger 2016).
Fifth, prior research has argued that empowerment of FLEs (Zemke & Schaaf 1989) positively
impacts organisational dynamic capabilities (Sprafke et al. 2012; Teece 2007), which in turn,
contribute to firm performance (Kachouie et al. 2018; Wilden et al. 2013) there is sparse
attention in the literature interlinking these elements. Sixth, dynamic capabilities and its microfoundations are argued to enhance organisational agility, however, there is a dearth of studies
how DCs influence frontline services delivery (Felin et al. 2015).
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Thus, although prior literature provides a foundation for understanding the complexities of
services marketing in an analytics-driven services context, the extant literature has yet to
consider the influence and complex relationships among analytics, empowerment, IMO and
DCs on FLEs. This suggests that the direct, indirect, and mediating relationships between the
determinant factors and behavioural and organisational outcomes have not yet been adequately
studied. Overall, the preceding arguments, therefore, suggest that the concepts of
empowerment, market sensing, customer linking, and market seizing hold the most promise in
alleviating the challenges of FLEs and contribute to a service organisation’s performance in an
analytics-driven services context.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the relevant extant work about the research questions presented in
Chapter Chapter 1. The literature review focused on analytics and analytics-driven services
and the role of frontline employees and their empowerment. The analysis of the extant
literature suggested that there was a significant need for organisations to develop capabilities
not only at strategic but also at operational level to prepare the frontline workforce to manage
the informed customer demands in a volatile and competitive environment. This directed to
internal marketing orientation and dynamic capabilities as the theoretical frameworks to
analyse the FLEs service delivery in analytics-driven contexts. Specifically, Sections 2.5 to 2.9
reviewed the various theories, i.e., empowerment, internal market orientation, and dynamic
capabilities. The review identified common features of the respective theories, differences, and
gaps in these theories; and subsequently delineated the choice of concepts to investigate in this
research.
Section 2.6.7 presented the need re-examine the empowerment construct forming the basis for
this investigation. Section 0 presented the gaps in the internal market orientation given the need
to enable frontlines to cope with dynamic service contexts. Section 2.9.1 distilled the gaps in
the dynamic capabilities formulations and how to dynamically enable frontlines with the
needed empowerment to make service encounters yield superior performance to the
organisations. Finally, from a vantage point of the current investigation objectives, Section
2.10 synthesised overall gaps in the extant interlinked and intertwined streams of
empowerment, internal market orientation, and dynamic capabilities theories to address rapid
dynamism that has become a norm in current day services contexts driven by the continual
technological revolution. This synthesis also presented key constructs that will be used in this
research namely, empowerment, market sensing, customer linking, and market seizing and
their impact on firm performance. Sections 2.6.10 and 2.9 have offered a conceptualisation for
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FLE empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions and interpreted
the role of DCs in services marketing.
The next chapter (Chapter 3) will provide an overview of the overall research methodology
and research design of this employed in this investigation. The next chapter (Chapter 4)
describes the qualitative methodology that will be used for the thesis investigation and presents
the results of this phase of the research, i.e., FLE empowerment construct and its dimensions.
Subsequently, Chapter 5 proposes a conceptual model that interlinks the relationships between
the constructs and specific hypotheses to test and validate the model pursued in the later
chapters of the thesis.
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Chapter 3
Overall Research Methodology
Overview
The preceding chapters introduced the research topic, stated the research questions, and
reviewed the study context, i.e., frontline employees in an analytics-driven services
environment. The extant literature was examined from the theoretical perspectives of
empowerment, internal market orientation, and dynamic capabilities, and distilled gaps in the
literature as well as providing an understanding on the empowerment as a construct and its
dimensions and the need to refine its characterisation due to changed work contexts.
This chapter introduces the overall research method of this investigation covering research
philosophy, research approach, and research design.
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Research Method
Scientific research strives to create new knowledge. The United States Code of Federal
Regulations defines research as: “A systematic investigation (i.e., the gathering and analysis
of information) designed to develop or contribute to generalisable knowledge” (ORI 2020).
The systematic process of constructing knowledge is referred to as the scientific method. The
scientific method is a cyclical process of multiple steps executed systematically to address the
research questions and arrive at answers that contribute and enhance the existing body of
knowledge of a subject area. The Office of the Research Integrity (ORI) depicts this as a 10Stage process, namely Observations, Questions, Search Literature, Hypotheses, Experiment,
Collect Data, Conclusions, Share Results, Develop Interventions, and Ask New Questions
which again kick-starts another cycle. Poincaré (1905 p.xxv) frames this as “into which we
wish to make everything fit is one of own construction: but we do not construct it at random,
we construct it by measurement so to speak, and that is why we can fit the facts into it without
altering their essential qualities.” This process of theory building is not only complex but also
may have multiple approaches that lead to the objective. Saunders et al. (2015) unpack this
process as ‘research onion’ or ‘research method’ as depicted in Figure 3.1 (adapted from
(Saunders et al. 2015)).
Benbasat & Weber (1996 p.392) interpret that “research methods shape the language we use
to describe the world, and language shapes how we think about the world.” As depicted in
Figure 3.1, the research method starts with an initial observation of a phenomenon that raises
the broad set of questions to find answers for. This would lead to a systematic search of the
extant literature for any known answers or the applicable theories that would help in structuring
the research hypothesis to be tested. The next step involves determining the research
methodologies suitable to test the hypothesis. The methods are broadly stated as qualitative,
quantitative, or mixed-method research. The methodology drives the kind of data to be
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collected to test the hypothesis and draw conclusions and relate to the research questions under
investigation. The scientific methods assist in ensuring the replicability of the study, precision
of the measurement, falsifiability, or hypothesising based on the theoretical foundations of the
investigation. The research also shall aim for parsimony, i.e., the simplest explanation of the
phenomenon (Bhattacherjee 2012). The following sections progressively unpack the specific
research designs employed in the current thesis and how the investigation envisages to answer
the research questions. The remaining part of the method qualitative research methodology
will be covered in Chapter 4, and quantitative research methodology will be elaborated in
Chapter 6 after presenting the conceptual model in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.1 The Research Onion,
Note: Adapted from adapted from (Saunders et al. 2015)

Research Philosophy
Francis Bacon promoted empiricism to knowledge acquisition. Taking forward this view,
Auguste Comte (1798-1857) advocated positivism as theories can only become authentic when
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they can be verified through observations (Bhattacherjee 2012). In relation to these ideas, this
research explores the nature of the empowerment construct and aims to estimate its impact on
dynamic capabilities and firm performance. Thus, this investigation conforms to the positivist
paradigm of ‘explaining & predicting’ (Gregor 2006). The creation of new knowledge about
empowerment and its impact on the endogenous constructs helps in building generalisable and
testable theories (Orlikowski & Baroudi 1991).
Thus, from a quantitative positivist research perspective, the investigation endeavours to
explain the dimensions of the empowerment construct and predict the organisational outcomes
in an analytics-driven services context.
Research Approach
Theory plays an important role in the mode the research is conducted, whether it is explicitly
outlined or not. As depicted in Figure 3.1, the prominent approaches to reasoning are
deduction, induction, and a combination of these termed as abduction (Saunders et al. 2015).
In the deductive approach, hypotheses derived from theory are tested for their truth and
conclusions are drawn accordingly (Ketokivi & Mantere 2010), whereas the inductive process
starts with observations and draws conclusions from the observed phenomena (Ketokivi &
Mantere 2010). Inductive conclusions need to be subjected for validation as they are like
hypotheses. It implies that the conclusions drawn from the inductive approach are relatively
weaker than that of the deductive approach (Bhattacherjee 2012). In the abductive process
conclusions and theoretical explanations are parts of a single process. In abduction a researcher
typically starts with a conclusion and reasons out and works out premises in such a way to
support the conclusions (Ketokivi & Mantere 2010; Saunders et al. 2015).
Following the positivist view, which emphasises what is ‘posited’, this study employed the
deductive approach (Saunders et al. 2015). The focus of the investigation is confirming
theoretical deductions that empowerment has a positive impact on dynamic capabilities and
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firm performance. Synthesising the extant literature on FLE empowerment in data-driven
services and dynamic capabilities, the study developed a conceptual model hypothesising
empowerment’s impact on firm performance via. dynamic capabilities. This process employed
deductive reasoning conforming to several principles of positivist view (Bhattacherjee 2012;
Ketokivi & Mantere 2010; Neuman 2011; Saunders et al. 2015) as follows: 1) the investigation
formulated a set of hypotheses to test the theories of empowerment, internal market orientation,
and dynamic capabilities; 2) the conceptual elements of the research problem were
operationalised to constructs akin to reductionism; 3) the conceptual model portrayed the interrelationships among the constructs; 4) the measurement model for the operationalised
constructs was specified; 5) the results of the data analysis (forthcoming sections) will be used
to accept, disprove or support the theories being tested (Dudovskiy 2018); 6) the results will
be used to draw generalisable conclusions conforming to the sampling principles (Zikmund
2003).
Research Design
Research design is a blueprint to successfully execute a research project and finding the
answers to the research questions and accomplish the objectives. Important decisions about the
research method, construct operationalisation, sampling strategy, and data collection
procedures are made at this stage (Bhattacherjee 2012). The research design is also influenced
by the purpose of the research, i.e., exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory. Exploratory
research deals with subjects that are new or less explored. The goal of exploratory research is
to develop preliminary ideas and “formulate precise questions that can be addressed in future
research” (Neuman 2011 p.38). Exploratory research may constitute a combination of detailed
literature review, interviews with subject matter experts or focus group discussions. It also may
involve formulating research questions, conjectures and hypotheses, identifying data sources,
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data collection methods, and assessing the feasibility to conduct research (Bhattacherjee 2012;
Neuman 2011).
Coming to descriptive research, it “presents a picture of a situation, social setting, or
relationship. It might use words, numbers, classification types, or an outline of steps to answer
questions such as who, when, where and how” (Neuman 2011 p.38). For presenting reality as
it is, descriptive researchers might use surveys, field research, content analysis, and
comparative techniques (Neuman 2011). However, descriptive research may not provide any
cause-effect analysis. In contrast, explanatory research seeks “explanations of observed
phenomena, problems, or behaviours. It attempts to ‘connect the dots’ by identifying causal
factors and outcomes of the targe phenomena” (Bhattacherjee 2012 p.9). The explanatory
research typically involves testing, elaborating, extending, or refuting an established theory. It
attempts to link observed phenomena to theories (Neuman 2011). To facilitate such an
explanation, researchers identify constructs and associated variables to their respective
concepts, hypothesise relationships interlinking variables, collecting data, and validating
(accepting or rejecting) theoretical premises. In general, most of the academic and doctoral
studies involve explanatory research while an exploratory research might precede such studies
(Bhattacherjee 2012).
Overall Research Approach
This research has employed both exploratory and explanatory research approaches, and
methodologically, the research needs to revise the empowerment scale before testing its
nomological validity (Bagozzi 2011; Hair, Page, et al. 2019; MacKenzie et al. 2011; Wetzels
et al. 2009). The overall investigation approach is depicted in Figure 3.2. The next chapter
(Chapter 4) will focus on ascertaining the dimensions of FLE empowerment using the
qualitative phase of the investigation, i.e., in-depth interviews. The subsequent steps of FLE
empowerment scale development will be discussed in Chapter 7, as part of the conceptual
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model development. Chapter 6 will describe the quantitative methodology employed in this
current thesis.

Figure 3.2 Overall Investigation Approach
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Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced the overall research method covering research philosophy, research
approach and research design. It is highlighted that the investigation relies on a quantitative
positivist paradigm to address the research questions proposed in Chapter 1. In explaining the
rationale for the adopted two-stage research design. In the initial qualitative phase, the findings
and deductions from literature review covered in Chapter 2, especially about FLE
empowerment in analytics-driven services are to be confirmed through in-depth interviews to
be discussed in Chapter 4. Following this, Chapter 5 will focus on the conceptualising the
relations between FLE empowerment, dynamic capabilities and firm performance. In the
second phase, to test and validate the conceptual model, the adopted methodological approach
is presented in Chapter 6 and the following chapters are dedicated to data collection, analysis,
discussion and summarising contributions of the research investigation. Thus, this chapter also
charts the overall investigation approach (Figure 3.2).
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Chapter 4
Qualitative Methodology and Results3
Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and justify the qualitative methodology that will be
used for the thesis investigation and present the results.
The preceding chapters presented the research question, reviewed the relevant theories, and
provided an overview of the two-step research design employed in this thesis. Section 2.6.10
based on the literature review identified gaps, provided a definition for FLE empowerment.
The section also proposed the six dimensions of FLE empowerment as decision making,
discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies, and training
& development. Chapter 3 described the overall research methodology employed in this
doctoral study. The focus of this chapter is to empirically examine the dimensions of FLE
empowerment by employing a qualitative methodology.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the purpose of qualitative
methodology. Section 4.2 justifies employing the in-depth interview technique. Section 4.3
presents the sampling plan. Section 4.4 elaborates on data collection procedure, development
of interview guide and conduction of interviews. Section 4.5 outlines data analysis technique.
Section 4.6 addresses ethical considerations for this qualitative study. Section 4.7 presents the
results and finally, Section 4.8 provides a summary of the chapter. The next Chapter 5 focuses
on conceptual model development connecting FLE empowerment, DCs, and FPER.

Parts of this chapter appeared in the following papers:
Motamarri, S, Akter S, Yanamandram, V 2020, ‘Frontline employee empowerment: Scale development and
validation using Confirmatory Composite Analysis’, International Journal of Information Management, vol. 54,
Article 102177
Akter, S, Motamarri, S, Hani, U, Shams, R, Fernando, M, Mohiuddin Babu, M & Ning Shen, K 2020, ‘Building
dynamic service analytics capabilities for the digital marketplace’, Journal of Business Research, vol. 118, pp.
177-88
3
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Purpose of Qualitative Methodology
Creswell (2014 p.4) defines qualitative research as “an approach for exploring and
understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem.”
Researchers typically collect qualitative data at the respondents’ premises, and the data is
generally non-numeric in nature. The researchers apply a variety of tools to analyse the data,
inductively build themes and interpret the outcomes (Creswell 2014; Kumar 2014). Some of
the prominent strategies adopted by qualitative researchers are ethnography, grounded theory,
action research and narrative enquiry. These approaches focus on individuals and their
perceptions, meaning, and importance attached to social phenomena, and thereby express
complexity and diversity that exist in the world (Creswell 2014; Saunders et al. 2015).
A research study may be conceived and executed through a variety of methodologies that
includes selection and collection of data, and analysis. All these choices are in part influenced
by the research paradigm (Creswell 2014; Sarantakos 1998). The following paragraphs discuss
the interpretative paradigm and then explain the purpose of using the qualitative method as
part of the overall research investigation.
The interpretive paradigm of research views that social reality is formed out of the subjective
experiences of individuals rather than existing in some concrete form (Morgan 1980). This
interpretive paradigm is the foundation for qualitative research. As the individual’s
interpretation and experience form social reality, social scientists focus on people’s
perspectives (Lynch 2003). In the pursuit of knowledge creation, social scientists distinguish
between ‘true’ reality vs. reality constructed through observations (Lynch 2003). Interpretive
research typically employs inductive approaches through small samples of in-depth interviews;
it employs qualitative methods of analysis but could also include a variety of data (Saunders
et al. 2015).
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Researchers adopt a discrete multi-step process in conducting inductive research namely 1)
selection of the research area; 2) selection of broad research themes either for direct
observation or in-depth interviews; 3) identification of focus research issues and contexts; 4)
extraction of experiences of participants about the research issues, and 5) interconnection of
experiences and ideas based on specific occurrences or events (Malhotra et al. 2006). So,
interpretive researchers rely more on the socially constructed reality by individuals than
something that exists independently (Saunders et al. 2015). Thus, the interpretive paradigm is
appropriate for the first phase of the exploratory investigation, as it helps in gathering the
perceptions of the individuals.
There are multiple objectives for utilising a qualitative methodology for the first phase of the
thesis. First, eminent research on big data analytics poise that analytically mature organisations
progressively cascade decision making authority to their frontlines (Kiron et al. 2014). On the
same note, some investigations highlight that analytics tools are not delivering value to the
frontlines (Brown et al. 2014). An understanding of the pulse of the frontlines helps to explore
the diverging views on analytics-driven services.
Second, studies on FLE empowerment research have not highlighted any progression on the
importance of analytics and its impact on service delivery (George & Zakkariya 2018a; Ostrom
et al. 2015). It is unclear what organisational changes are happening to equip FLEs to manage
empowered customers (Pires et al. 2006). The service revolution as a result of the technological
revolution places tremendous pressure on the role of FLEs in services. There are empirical
studies that analyse these complex implications (Bowen 2016; Larivière et al. 2017; Schneider
& Bowen 2019). It will be beneficial to learn how FLEs perceive these ongoing changes and
how they may be influencing their roles when adapting services.
Third, the dimensionality of empowerment has not been subjected to newer formulations to
reflect the ongoing changes in the work climates (Melhem 2004; Menon 2001; Spreitzer 1995).
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The proponents of the prominent scales did express that additional and novel alignment of the
empowerment construct were needed to assess the multi-faceted impact of empowerment on
organisational outcomes (Kim et al. 2017; Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008). Synthesising
the extant literature on analytics, frontline service delivery, and empowerment, Section 2.6.10
proposed a definition of FLE empowerment and deduced that empowerment consists of six
dimensions. The qualitative study is to help confirm the structure of empowerment construct.
Finally, organisations need to embark on dynamic capabilities to manage the large-scale
uncertainty and dynamism that prevails in the globalised services contexts today (Felin et al.
2015; Felin & Powell 2016; Teece & Leih 2016). It is important to explore how organisations
respond to these challenges and to enhance the competitive positioning of their frontlines.
In summary, first-hand interaction with frontline personnel can assess the elements that
facilitate optimal service delivery to customers. The qualitative study is expected to extend
knowledge with insights from the specific experiences of frontline employees on how analytics
enable them in decision making about customers during service encounters.

Selection of In-Depth Interviews
For the qualitative phase of this study, in-depth interviews were adopted as the research
method. Malhotra (2014 p.185) identifies an in-depth interview as a “direct personal interview
in which a single respondent is probed by a highly skilled interviewer to uncover underlying
motivations, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings on a topic.” There are many advantages to the indepth interview approach. First, in-depth interviews allow varying methods of questioning,
i.e., structured, unstructured, and semi-structured (Fontana & Frey 2000). Second, in-depth
interviews make it possible to unearth deeper insights and motivations rather than overt
responses in comparison to structured questions and group interviews (Johnson 2001; Malhotra
2014). Third, interviewing provides a broader understanding of service delivery in an
analytics-driven environment and the role of empowerment (Babbie 1989). Johnson (2001
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p.106) elaborates that interviews “explore the contextual boundaries of that experience or
perception, to uncover what is usually hidden from ordinary view or reflection or to penetrate
to more reflective understandings about the nature of that experience.” Fourth, interviewing
allows “access to the context of people’s behaviour… allows us to put behaviour in context
and provides access to understanding their action” (Seidman 2006 p.10). Finally, in-depth
interviews grant an opportunity to the researcher to clarify or elaborate questions which in
likelihood reduces ambiguity to the respondent and yields meaningful responses (Creswell
2003; Greener 2008).

Sampling Plan
Target Population
The study domain is confined to high contact analytics-driven services where there is
considerable scope for the FLEs to understand the customer’s needs and provide adaptable
services. The FLEs may serve individual end-customers or business customers. Thus, the study
encompasses FLEs serving in B2C, B2B or both types of services.
Interviewing FLEs or people connected to the frontline service delivery helps in understanding
their views on empowerment, dynamic capabilities, and internal market orientation, and how
insights from analytics alter their service delivery patterns (Felin et al. 2015; Kiron et al. 2014;
Shibata & Kurachi 2015).
Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis for the semi-structured in-depth interviews is the individual employees
who are working, have served, or support frontline service delivery. Interviewees or the key
informants shared their perceptions on the matters of interest for the research. Several selection
criteria were applied in selecting the potential respondents. First, the respondents must have at
least three months of similar experience in their field (Malhotra 2014). Second, they were
knowledgeable in the areas of investigation, i.e., empowerment, dynamic capabilities, internal
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marketing orientation, high contact, and analytics-driven services (Ritchie et al. 2003). Third,
they were willing to share their perceptions and experiences.
Sampling Technique
To obtain meaningful outcomes from qualitative studies, respondents or sampling units are
normally selected for either the work contexts or holding specific domain expertise in the
research area(s) relevant to the investigation (Ritchie et al. 2003). Selecting relevant informants
for qualitative studies has certain difficulties as some informants may possess superior
experience and articulation capacities to others. A probabilistic sampling approach might
randomly select a respondent who may not possess relevant capacities to provide the needed
insights and enrich or confirm the researcher’s deductions (Miles & Huberman 1994). For
these reasons, neither statistical considerations nor scale is relevant criteria in qualitative
sampling (Patton 2002; Ritchie et al. 2003). However, probability samples seem applicable in
contexts where the knowledge level on a specific topic is homogeneous in a population
subgroup, for example, frontline employees (Patton 2002). As the organisational adoption of
analytics is still in its infancy and due to the heterogeneity of service providers, probabilistic
sampling was not adopted in this investigation.
This investigation adopted criterion sampling, a kind of purposive sampling, in identifying a
sample of respondents for in-depth interviews (Patton 2002). This approach facilitates a
researcher to pick respondents based on a set of objectives like the opportunity to discover new
knowledge and more in-depth insights on practical work contexts and associated operational
challenges (Kinnear & Taylor 1991). However, there was an element of convenience as the
interviewees were recruited using known contacts and acquaintances (social or professional
networks) subjected to the selection criteria as defined in (Section 4.3.2). Furthermore, the
sampling does not have any constraints on geography, region, company size or industry.
Sample Size
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For qualitative studies, scholars recommend that the discussion with interviewees should
continue until saturation is reached (Lincoln & Guba 1985; Rubin & Rubin 1995). Saturation
is defined as “you gain confidence that you are learning little that is new from subsequent
interviews” (Rubin & Rubin 1995 p.73). Thus, saturation is reached when the researcher
realises no additional knowledge is extracted from the continuation of the interviews (Rubin
& Rubin 1995). The study conducted 30 in-depth interviews with individuals serving,
supporting, or leading frontline service delivery.

Data Collection Procedure
Initially, the researcher approached several potential participants for the in-depth interviews
through professional, academic, and social networks as well as snowball references from this
initial probing (Saunders et al. 2015). This has helped in narrowing down to about 40 potential
participants serving in different industries who have a depth of experience about the research
theme, i.e., empowerment, dynamic capabilities, and analytics-driven services following the
selection criteria established in (Section 4.3.2).
The researcher then sent a formal email invitation to these prospective participants along with
a set of documents: 1) participant information sheet; 2) consent form and 3) list of questions
for the interview; (Appendix A-C). The information sheet detailed the university ethics
committee authorisation, purpose of the research, investigators, methods and demands on
participants, possible risks, funding, benefits of participation, whom to approach for
clarifications or complaints, and it was also indicated that the interview would require about
45-60 minutes of the participant’s time. The email invitation also requested on the availability
of the participant for scheduling the interview session, in-person, skype or phone. For in-person
interviews, participants were requested for their choice of venue for planning purposes.
Among the 40 invitations, 30 participants indicated their match with the interview objectives
and provided their consent. The day before the scheduled interview, the participants were given
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a gentle reminder via phone/email about the interview the following day and obtained their
concurrence. Out of the 30 interviews, 10 interviews were conducted in-person at the
respondent’s chosen venue, 4 interviews were conducted over skype, 14 interviews were taken
over the phone and the remaining two participants provided their responses to the semistructured interview questionnaire in written form.
The demographic profile of the interview respondents is presented in Table 4.1. The in-depth
interviews were conducted with frontline professionals in analytics-driven services to produce
rich data. The respondents were aged between 26-65 years of age with 60 per cent were in the
26-45 years of age group; all the informants had a minimum bachelor’s degree and over half
of the total respondents had a masters or higher degree. The sample had a representation from
banking and finance, education, research, ICT, and other service industries. Although most of
the respondents were male, the sample represented diversity in demographics in terms of age,
profession, experience, and education. The respondents’ service type consists of 63 percent
B2C, 20 percent B2B and 17 percent both. Academics were also included on two
considerations: 1) academics are themselves FLEs acting on behalf of their universities serving
their end customers i.e., students; and 2) these academics were also involved in the BDA
research and have a grasp on the technology and how it is shaping not only education sector
but also the other industries. Thus, academic respondents form an important part of
representation from the education sector.
Data saturation is one of the approaches to assess the base size, when no additional insights
are forthcoming with the continued interviews (Guest et al. 2020). In qualitative research
assessing data saturation is not only subjective but also complex (Tran et al. 2017). Towards
the completion of 25 interviews, it was noted that the new interviews were not significantly
yielding additional insights. However, the all the 30 interviews were completed as the
respondents expressed their willingness to participate in the study. Guest et al. (2020) suggest
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that about 12 interviews may be needed to attain higher degrees of saturation. Thus, this sample
size was deemed adequate to ensure the variability of data and thematic saturation (Guest et
al. 2006; Guest et al. 2020; Kuzel 1999).
Table 4.1 Demographic Profile of Interview Participants
Demographic
Characteristic
Interview type

Education
Age

Gender
Industry

Profession

Services Type

Sub-Level
Face to Face
Phone
Skype
Written
Bachelor
Masters
Research degree
26-35
36-45
46-55
>55
Male
Female
Banking
Education
Financial Services
Government
ICT
Facility Services
Research
Retail
Telecommunications
Transport & Logistics
Academic Scholars
B2B Banking manager
Customer Relationship Manager
Customer Value Chain Manager
IT Support Manager
Logistics Officer
Middle Manager in IT
Middle Manager in Healthcare
Director, New Business
Retail
Service Analyst in Big Data Environment
Service Blueprint Designer
Search Engine Manager
Services Manager
Service Researcher
Top Data Analytics Managers
Top Executive
B2C
B2B
Both

Count
n=30
10
14
4
2
10
15
5
8
10
9
3
28
2
4
8
4
2
4
1
2
1
3
1
8
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
2
1
19
6
5

(%)
33
47
13
7
33
50
17
27
33
30
10
93
7
13
33
13
7
13
3
3
10
3
27
3
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
10
3
3
3
10
7
3
63
20
17
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In-depth Interviews
The instrument used for collecting qualitative responses was a semi-structured in-depth
interview guide. In qualitative studies, researcher biases are inherent, as researchers process
and interpret the information. For these reasons, the researcher’s inherent subjectivity is
accepted in interpretive and qualitative studies (Lynch 2003). Qualitative methodologists
advise that while researchers may not be able to control subjectivity, they shall acknowledge
its presence to mitigate the bias (Lincoln & Guba 1985). To further ease the bias, the
interviewer took steps to minimise bias by 1) not making or offering any evaluative and
interpretive comments during the interview, and 2) ensuring data collected are reliable (these
steps will be described in Section 4.4.3).
Based on the insights drawn from the literature review, a semi-structured interview guide was
designed to aid the conduction of in-depth interviews on empowerment, dynamic capabilities,
and their impact on organisational performance in analytics-driven services. The interviews
can be conducted in a structured, unstructured or semi-structured manner, and each method
has its own benefits and shortfalls (Bhattacherjee 2012; Creswell 2014). In unstructured
interviews, the respondent has the freeway of accounting his/her perceptions and experiences
providing a wider set of data than the focal theme of the research. Furthermore, unstructured
interviews, due to lack of standardisation, may pose challenges in assimilating different ideas
on the concepts of interest to the researcher, for example, empowerment. The intermediary
approach, semi-structured interviews allow the informants to explain in their own terms
confining to structure for comparability, minimising interviewer bias (Corbetta 2003).
In summary, Corbetta (2003 p.270) defines semi-structured interviews as “The order in which
the various topics are dealt with, and the wording of the questions are left to the interviewer’s
discretion. Within each topic, the interviewer is free to conduct the conversation as he thinks
fit, to ask the questions he deems appropriate in the words he considers best, to give an
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explanation and ask for clarification if the answer is not clear, to prompt the respondent to
elucidate further if necessary and to establish his own style of conversation.”
Interview Guide
The interview guide assisted the data collection process by providing a flexible direction and
ensured that questions about the focal themes were presented to the interviewee. It also
provided a means for the researcher to respond to spontaneous or unexpected questions from
the interviewee and letting the researcher tread outside the focal set of questions (Legard et al.
2003). Recognising the value of the interview guide in conducting effective interviews, it was
designed, considering the established principles in the literature (Arthur & Nazroo 2003). The
interview guide was broadly categorised as a) introduction and b) interview questions. The
introduction contained the following guidelines: 1) greeting of the respondent; 2) introduction
of the researcher and authorising institute; 3) objective of the research; 4) why the research
was conducted; 5) privacy and confidentiality of the respondent, how the data would be used
and reported, and the mode of the recording of the interview; 6) clarification of any questions
of the respondent; and 7) assurance that all opinions were valued. The second part of guide
contained 1) general information of the interview, like date, time, venue and mode, and
duration; 2) demographic information of the respondent; 3) key topics for discussion; 4)
general enquiry; 5) feedback on interview, and 6) debrief of the discussion and thank you by
the researcher. Finally, the key topics for discussion were organised as many topics, sub-topics,
and hints for deeper probing based on the responses of the interviewee. The interview guide
also included the university logo and ethics committee approval number and date. The
interview guide is included in Appendix-C.
Conduct of Interviews
The interviews commenced with a greeting of the respondent, self-introduction and then
followed a brief overview of the project objectives, i.e., how empowerment was impacting
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their adaptive abilities to serve the demanding customers responsively in the competitive world
driven by big data analytics. Then, participants were briefed on the elements listed in the
consent form (Appendix-B), followed by obtaining their consent. Two of the informants
mentioned they would prefer to provide their inputs in written form, and thereby no recording
was necessary. For the rest of the interviews, general elements of the interview like interview
number, interview type, venue, date, and start-time, and demographic information like job title,
industry, experience, age group, and education were either noted or obtained from the
informant. With informants sufficiently informed about the context of the research, they
prepared to provide deeper insights on the focal themes of the research (Arksey & Knight
1999).
The discussion continued to understand the informant’s views on empowerment, their
perceptions of empowerment within their organisational setting, what tools they use, and what
sort of systems and tools were provided by their organisations to perform service delivery and
meet the needs of the customers. Depending on their narrations, the informants were probed
on their views on training, access to information about their products, customers, and markets.
Where possible, the discussion was briefly summarised, before switching to understand the
perceptions of the informants on market sensing, customer-linking, adaptive abilities, and
analytics-driven culture. In probing these aspects, the informants were asked how effectively
they were able to access their own information on product-portfolio, processes, market and
customer intelligence, the importance of knowing customer needs in advance, and how they
were oriented/trained to gauge customer needs. The interview then explored how the
informants managed service encounters with the demanding customers and their organisational
and process adaptiveness in dynamically assembling services to meet the idiosyncratic needs
of individual customers and the typical challenges they face in performing their service
delivery. The informants were then asked about the role of data in decision-making in serving
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customers, their organisations' ongoing investment in technology, tools, and how the insights
from analytics were cascaded down to them. The interviews also explored the approach
informants took to improve their decision-making abilities and how data insights related to
their organisational performance.
The discussion was followed up with open questions like the informant’s job, primary
challenges in managing customers, and experiences in adaptively meeting customer needs.,
The interview concluded with a debrief by the investigator and thanking the informant. During
this entire process of the interview, the researcher was trying for elicitation by the informant,
completing deeper questions to extract meaningful insights meeting the study objectives
(Legard et al. 2003). The interviews spanned 45-60 minutes, and the audio was recorded using
the investigator’s mobile phone. This facilitated smooth conduct of the interview and allowed
the investigator to take notes as and when required. During the interview session, the
investigator disconnected the mobile phone from the wireless network (aeroplane mode) so
that any incoming calls would not disturb not only the interview but also the recording process.
Subsequently, these audio recordings were transcribed for data analysis.

Data Analysis Technique
The interviews were transcribed, and the significant task to analyse this rich interview data
was summarizing, synthesising, and contrasting informants’ perceptions and experiences to
that of the research questions and insights from the extant literature (Altheide 1987). The
literature review (Chapter 0) identified prominent studies on empowerment dimensions,
transformations in the services industry due to market uncertainty, dynamism, technology, and
big data analytics. Depth interviews provide a direct means of extracting information about the
research context, how empowerment was enabling FLEs in analytics-driven services. Analysis
of the interviews helped in uncovering the beliefs, attitudes, and processes involved in
dynamically responding to customer needs (Malhotra 2014; Ritchie et al. 2003). Thematic
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analysis was applied to identify unifying concepts about empowerment and its dimensions,
how analytics was driving the informant’s organisations in coping with environmental
dynamism, and achieve competitive performance in the market (Braun & Clarke 2006).
The interview transcripts were read multiple times and were analysed with key phrases to
identify recurring themes and ascertain the informants’ view on empowerment and its
constituent dimensions. This process was continued until no additional themes emerged (TerreBlanche & Kelly 1999). The analysis was also analysed to collate the views of the informants
on dynamic capabilities and how they were altering their service delivery processes. QSR
NVivo 11 software was used to analyse the interview transcripts (Bazeley & Jackson 2013).
To ensure the credibility of the collected data, certain checks and balances were employed.
First, the informants were selected based on a robust screening criterion and a preliminary
confirmation with the informants that they understood the research objectives. Second, the
interviews were conducted systematically and achieved consistency utilising the interview
guide (Colgate et al. 2007). Third, the initial questions and subsequent clarifying questions
were employed in a way to extract the informant’s perceptions and experiences that had
adequate coverage, depth, and breadth (Legard et al. 2003). Lastly, two informants had helped
in reviewing their transcribed interviews and acted as the reviewers in ascertaining the
empowerment dimensions and its measures during the q-sorting phase described in Section
7.2.3.
Krippendorff’s alpha (Kalpha) was used to assess the reliability of the thematic analysis (De
Swert 2012; Krippendorff 2007). The collected literature was coded by two independent judges
on a scale of 1 to 6 (1. decision making 2. discretionary skills 3. information access 4.
knowledge & skills 5. tools & technologies and 6. training & development). The computed
Kalpha was above the 0.80 thresholds thus confirming the validity of the analysis (De Swert
2012).
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Ethical Considerations – Qualitative Phase
The investigation was performed conforming to the approvals and norms set by the Human
Research Ethics Committee of the University. The ethical aspects related to this investigation
pertain to the voluntary participation and informed consent of the respondents; confidentiality
of the information shared; privacy and anonymity of the person and/or employer (de Vaus
2002). A brief discussion is presented below.
The participant information sheet (Appendix-A) emailed to the prospective informants
clarified that the research was undertaken as part of a university research study and that the
participation was voluntary and there were no adverse effects for not participating. The
information sheet provided a host of details like the ethics approval number, title and purpose
of the research project, contact details of the researcher and supervisor(s), the university where
the researcher was based, and whom to approach (university ethics officer) about any concerns
or complaints.
The information sheet included details like usage of audio recording for further analysis,
possible duration of the interview, benefits of participation in the research, the possible use of
the data gathered in the thesis, and academic publications. The detailed information assured
informed consent was obtained for participation. The electronic form of contact via email also
made it easier for the respondents to accept/ decline the invitation to participate.
The information sheet also indicated any possible risks, inconveniences, or discomforts. It also
stated the participant had the privilege to withdraw from the study at any stage and any
information collected would be removed from the analysis. There were no chances of
psychological distress in this study as the focal points discussed were not related to individual
persons but more about the organisational processes related to empowerment and usage of
newer technologies to serve customers better. The document also highlighted that
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confidentiality was respected by presenting only aggregate or summary results in the thesis,
conference presentations or journal publications.

Results
This section presents the findings of the data collected using in-depth interviews. As noted in
Section 3.1.2, the qualitative analysis adopted deductive approach to guide the coding process
(Medelyan 2019). Deductive coding involves initiating the qualitative data analysis with a set
of preselected codes and linking these codes to the qualitative data being analysed. The insights
on FLE empowerment structure derived from literature (Section 2.6.10) guided the coding
process. The outcomes are presented at an aggregate level as follows. First, it presents
empowerment definitions and constituent elements. Second, it assimilates the qualitative data.
Third, it delineates the empowerment context. Fourth, it enumerates empowerment dimensions
and subdimensions. Fifth, conceptualises empowerment construct, its subdimensions and
provides definitions to empowerment and its subdimensions in the context of this study.
FLEs View on Empowerment and Constituent Elements
The findings of the qualitative study revealed that the constituents of empowerment could be:
a) information, b) tools and technology, c) decision making, d) training/ capability
development e) discretionary skills, and f) knowledge and skills, to leverage the other five
elements (a-e). Key insights on respondents’ views on market-sensing, customer-linking,
adaptive ability, data-driven culture, tools & technologies, and training & development were
summarised in Table 4.2.
The following quotes present a representative idea of the informants’ views on empowerment
and its constituent parts. The recurring defining aspects of empowerment are italicised in the
appended quotes of the informants.
“Empowerment is preparedness for the role with required tools, processes, respective
training, structure and with appropriate decision-making authority to the person who is
performing the role (job function). In some cases, empowerment can and will have
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discretionary authority to go above and beyond their usual responsibility if appropriate
and necessary for the benefit of the organisation.”
- Participant #6, M 46-55, Customer Relationship Manager, Telecommunications.
“Empowerment in my view is the support you receive from the organisation you work
for in various forms to effectively perform the duties in the best interest of both
customer and the organisation you are working for. In my view empowerment can be
provided in various forms: tools, industry insights and competitive analysis, colleagues
and stakeholders, senior management, organisation’s vision, organisation’s presence in
the community.”
- Participant #16, M 36-45, B2B Service Banking Manager.
“Having access to information which promotes initiative and assists in making better
decisions as well as improves service performance. … we have always relied on
quantitative and qualitative data-driven decision support.”
- Participant #4, M 46-55, Deputy Chief Executive, Government.
“Empowerment from my viewpoint is making sure that the team that is facing the
clients have access to the right information while they’re interacting with the clients
without much delay and not having to come back to the office or for further approvals
and being able to make the correct decisions and move forward with the client. So
from a sales standpoint that is what it’s going to be most effective as to how can we put
the right tools, give them access to the right data points within the organisation whether
it is pricing information or whether it is volume discounts that that particular customer
is eligible for, etcetera, etcetera and be able to reduce the red tape and to be able to
effectively put that in front of the clients with the shortest turnaround time possible.”
- Participant #9, M 46-55, Vice President, Top ICT Vendor.
“I think empowerment, it is allowing your staff to make decisions for daily operations
of the business. It could be small decisions or big decisions, yeah, basically decisionmaking authority to frontline staff.”
- Participant #7, M 26-35, Relationship Manager, A Major Bank.
“Empowerment is to manage the business in the present internet-based business, it’s not
like previously static business, so present is speed and accuracy, that’s what in any
financial institution, accuracy is very important and speed of execution.”
- Participant #2, M 46-55, Senior Vice President, A Major International Financial
Institute.
“We give initial training, the basic training on how to perform a given task in terms of
technical capabilities. Once that is there, he will be independent enough to best utilise
his knowledge to solve any given challenge which comes up.”
- Participant #5, M 46-55, Director, New Business, ICT.
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Respondents mentioned that in analytics-driven services, access to information and the ability
to make decisions played a vital part as the customer-servicing contexts are no longer static
but require speed and accuracy. They further added that the individual competence that is
knowledge about the work contexts, combined with skills to assimilate the rest of the
characteristics is vital for FLEs The informants summarised that the FLEs needed to have a
complete understanding of the firm’s products/ services, organizational processes and
procedures, know-how about market/ competition, know-how about the tools & technologies
and importantly, about the customers they serve. They emphasised that in the changing
technological climate, to serve informed customers, FLEs needed access to tools &
technologies that facilitate service delivery. They concluded that to effectively use the tools,
technology, access the insights of analytics, and make decisions, FLEs needed to be trained on
an ongoing basis. The informants voiced that while many elements of empowerment are tied
to organisational service analytics culture, discretionary skills depended on the behavioural
characteristics of individual FLEs.
Empowerment Structure, Dimensions and Definitions
The FLE empowerment structure as inferred from the findings of the qualitative study using
deductive coding is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The FLE empowerment structure consisted of six
dimensions, a brief description of each of these dimensions is as following.
Decision making: FLEs need to assemble the information both from customers as well as
internal systems during service encounters, execute necessary routines, and make appropriate
decisions and interpret the results.
Discretionary skills: Due to variability in customer’s needs, ambiguities do arise and FLEs
need to apply discretion without unnecessarily going back and forth to other team members or
senior management.
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Information access: FLEs require information about the company, service portfolio,
customers, competition, processes/routines, and tools.
Knowledge & skills: FLEs must have adequate knowledge of their business, services portfolio,
organisational routines and skills in using the tools provided to them to serve the informed
customers.
Tools & technologies: In an analytics environment, FLEs are too be equipped with tools to
facilitate service delivery in (near) real-time to enable decision making.
Training & development: Organisations need to provide adequate training on the tools, develop
the skills of FLEs to effectively use information, routines, and interpret the results and make
sound decisions.

Figure 4.1 Dimensions of FLE Empowerment
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FLEs Perceptions on Sensing, Linking, Seizing and Data-Driven Culture
The following provides a summary of the findings from in-depth interviews on related items
to service delivery in the analytics-driven environment. Important quotes from the respondents
are tabulated in Table 4.2.
Market-sensing: Respondents generally agreed on the importance of the market-sensing, i.e.,
insights about customers, customer needs, market and competition. It provides an idea about
the life stage the customer is in (like exploring for a loan, or ready to take the loan). It helps
FLEs in their preparation before meeting the customers. For example, a customer might have
visited a bank outlet for a travel money card. This encounter is registered in the system, and
when this customer visits a banking officer, the prior encounter is flagged to the officer and
giving the officer an indication of probable travel plans of the customer. This insight may be
useful for the officer in the service delivery to that customer.
One of the respondents mentioned that their organisation normally doesn’t share any
information about the competition. The participant was reflecting that sometimes that makes
sense. In situations where their product is inferior to the competition, that knowledge may be
demotivating to the FLE to sell to a competitor’s current or prospective customers.
FLEs are sensing the high volatility and disruption exists in the markets, and express that
customers are demanding solutions in (near) real-time, and if FLEs cannot respond, the
opportunity may be lost. So, they see it is highly important to be connected with the market
conditions.
Customer-linking: The respondents agree with the extreme need to be connected with the
customers so that they offer the right solutions to them. Some have expressed that customerlinking is fundamental to the services business. Prior knowledge about what the customer is
looking for will enhance FLE’s abilities to prepare ahead and offer the right solutions to them.
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Market-seizing: Some participants expressed that they do encounter situations where they may
not be able to match the customer needs always. One banking professional mentioned that
pricing is a critical factor to them where they may have limited control. The respondents,
generally, expressed that better insights of customer needs through big data insights, the ability
to link with customers would facilitate in serving the customers and seizing the opportunities.
Tools & technologies: Many of the participants have expressed that their organisations are
investing in new technologies. Compared to years before, now they have been provided with
dashboards, eliminating the need to switch between tools. The dashboards are providing
critical insight about the customer they are serving.
Training & development: Respondents generally contend that they do receive regular training
on the tools they use and launch of new products or services.
Data-driven culture: Respondents working in banking and financial institutes noted that data
dependency is relatively high and increasing. In certain governmental services, both qualitative
and quantitative data are vital for decision making, and their departments do invest heavily in
this aspect. One of the participants expressed that some of the managers in the hierarchy are
averse to analytics and see it as cost intensive. Organisational support for data-driven culture
is vital. Another participant expressed caution on making data accessible to everyone but
contend that the right data must be made available to the right people at the right time.
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Table 4.2 Frontline Employes' View on Sensing, Linking, Seizing, and Data-Driven Culture
Theme
Market
Sensing

Participant

Message

Participant #16, M 3645, B2B Service
Banking Manager

It is vital to know the current market condition while having a meaningful conversation with
customers. It is important to have the right conversation with customers to suit their needs in line
with the current market condition.

Participant #1, M 2635, Relationship
Manager,
Major Australian Bank

The bankers find out and various life stages that the bankers find out that people do in a different
stage of the life and could be relevant, so the data is gathered through different sources and then
it’s presented to us on the screen when the customer is in front of us.
We may know on our system that customer may be planning to travel somewhere. And that
could have happened because the customer 2 or 3 weeks back could have gone to the branch. I
want a travel money card, which is one of the products.

Participant #4, M 4655, Deputy CEO,
Government

It is very important to understand how our clients consume information and also how we can
affect change for the better.
We have built sophisticated tools which provide information about competitive products and
prices.

Participant #7, M 2635, Relationship
Manager
A Major Regional Bank

Training for competitor’s product no.
… sometimes if a representative already knows that a competitor has a better product and if the
client – and if you know that the client is banking with another competitor, the representative
may feel that there is no point marketing, you know, financial institution’s product. So maybe to
de-cloud the mind of the representative is I think better to just remain focus on your product and
be confident of that.
Yeah, I think doing more information about the competition I think and about the customers other
banking relationship will help in terms of being more prepared when you meet with the customer,
I think understanding the competition a little bit more would be useful.
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Theme

Participant
Participant #5, M 4655, Director, New
Business

Message
it’s called disruptive world where everything is changing very fast. If you can’t act on a given
subject at that point, that opportunity or situation is not there, it is moving. So you need to make
a decision right there, right then. So it is very important to be connected with the market and the
happenings. So you always need to be current.
This social media also has empowered a lot of these changes. With social media, you know, nobody
is waiting. Now if there is a challenge or issue, it blows out in multiple directions without even
knowing what is the consequences of it, so one has to take utter importance and, you know, concern
on how the things are happening.

Customer
Linking
Ability

Participant #16, M 3645, B2B Service
Banking Manager

Understanding customer’s needs are very critical to ensure the right solution is provided based on
the industry they are working and stage of life they are in.

Participant #4, M 4655, Dy CEO, Govt

Extremely important, otherwise we fail in performing our statutory function

Participant #7, M 2635, Relationship
Manager, A Major
Regional Bank

It is the most important base at least the fundamentals…

Participant #5, M 4655, Director, New
Business

Customer needs are very important. Without that, you cannot position any product for sale …

… our talks are given to understand how you can understand a customer better, how you can
prepare yourself even before the meeting, even before meeting with the customer to already have
the information ready. Even before he comes to you, you already know what the customer wants,
yeah, so to be prepared their needs, so that way, yeah. So they do try and train you in that way, so
you can be a little bit more efficient.

…sell water to a person who is near the well or he was near the river. He already has water, so
there is no point in selling water, so it’s need-based. You need to identify the need of a customer
before approaching or before giving a solution. If not, it won’t fit.
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Theme
Seizing

Tools &
Technologies

Participant
Participant #16, M 3645, B2B Service
Banking Manager

Message

Pricing is at times a challenge while providing a solution to the customer.

Participant #26, M 3645, General Manager,
Big Data

“… we try to find out what our client’s business problem is and how our company can solve
those using big data.”

Participant #17, M 3645, Data Scientist

A good thing about using big data is using customer data to
design/redesign customized service mix; for example, few
pharmaceutical companies are making personalized medicines.

Participant #3, M 5560, Professor

I think our employees have a much better ability to adapt service for individual customers… The
employees need to be able to maintain connections, to identify characteristics of their customers,
and to do research about the customers that they’re coming into contact with. And I think that
there are many more tools now which are empowering the employees’ adaptiveness
capability.

Participant #16, M 3645, B2B Service
Banking Manager

The organisation provides all the tools & support to match customer needs to products available
to offer as part of the solution.
This will in turn result in high customer satisfaction & thereby the likelihood of a customer
becoming an advocate to banker/ organisation.

Participant #6, M 4655, Customer
Relationship Manager,
Telecommunications

Tools such as financial performance (cost, revenue & variable margin) reporting, dedicated
financial controllers to track expenses, invoicing, revenue recognition activities and regular
reporting on project finances. Also other tools like timesheet reporting, for HW/SW delivery
tracking for on-time customer delivery, resources requisition tools and internal management
reporting

Participant #19, M 2530, Academic

Companies lack skills and tools for data analysis… managers are not aware of big data and how
to make a decision with them.
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Theme

Training &
Development

Data-Driven
Culture

Participant

Message

Participant #26, M 3645, General Manager,
Big Data

We implement most modern technology and the tools available in the marketplace such as
Oracle, SAP, Cognos ReportNet, Business Intelligence other ERP and CRM tools because of
their integration and the user-friendliness in information generation and application in day-to-day
activities…

Participant #7, M 2635, Relationship
Manager
A Major Regional Bank

the company I work for, they have invested a lot of money over the last 3 years and this year,
they are investing more actually nearly doubling the amount of money into new technology.

Participant #16, M 3645, B2B Service
Banking Manager

Organisation provides necessary training & support regularly to ensure frontline have a holistic
and confident conversation with customers.

Participant #7, M 2635, Relationship
Manager
A Major Regional Bank

It’s a very small product or not the small product, there is a training session that is conducted as
well as a test that you have to take.

Participant #16, M 3645, B2B Service
Banking Manager

Dependency on data relatively higher while preparing policies & design products. This will
ensure policies & products are at frontline disposal to meet customer requirements in the best
possible way.

Participant #4, M 4655, Dy CEO, Govt

To a significant extent on both qualitative and quantitative data. We invest resources heavily in
research into decision making aids.

Participant #18, M 3540, Business Analytics

I think culture is one of the most important things in the organisation which determines the
management’s approach to analytics.

And they are coming up with more data analytics in terms of software for the relationship managers
or frontline staff to access information. I’m not sure what exactly it is as of now, but I know there
are some developments in that area.
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Theme

Participant

Participant #21, M 3035, Business Analyst

Message
There are a lot of top managers that are quite negative toward
analytics as they see it as a huge cost and don’t see the value of
doing so.
Therefore, it is important to have good management
support for data-driven culture and develop plans in multiple levels
I don’t think data should be available to everyone. I believe the right data should be available to
the right people and at the same time.
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Chapter Summary
The preceding chapters introduced the research questions and a review of the relevant literature
and existing gaps in the literature. Reflecting on the research questions and insights from the
literature review helped to deduce FLE empowerment and its dimensions. It was further
identified that a qualitative study consisting of in-depth interviews of FLEs would provide a
means to understand their perceptions of analytics-driven services and confirm the dimensions
of FLE empowerment. As a step towards that, this chapter first explained the rationale for
qualitative research.
This chapter described the development of a semi-structured questionnaire to aid in the indepth interviews and administration of 30 interviews. It presented the thematic analysis of the
data collected through the qualitative study. This chapter progressed to define what is
empowerment, its dimensions, and their characterisation thus formulating an answer to the first
research question on what constitutes FLE empowerment and its dimensionality in an
analytics-driven services context. The in-depth interviews assisted in unearthing the
perceptions FLEs on market sensing, customer linking, market seizing, and data-driven
culture.
The conceptualisation of the empowerment construct facilitates the development of the
conceptual model discussed in the next Chapter 5. The model discusses empowerment and its
linkages to dynamic capabilities and organisational performance. Chapter 6 covers quantitative
research methodology covering instrument design, data collection and quantitative data
analysis approaches to test and validate both the empowerment construct as well as its impact
on organisational outcomes. As depicted in the overall investigation approach (Figure 3.2), the
next task involves developing measures for the FLE empowerment scale, which will be dealt
with in Chapter 7. During the development of measures, two of the interview respondents will
be consulted to ensure content validity (Section 7.2.3) as noted in Section 4.5.
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Chapter 5
Conceptual Model and Hypothesis Development4
Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a conceptual model to address the second research
question, i.e., how FLE empowerment influences dynamic capabilities and firm performance.
Chapter 2 identified the relevant literature streams, conceptual and empirical works to date,
and distilled gaps in the extant literature. It identified three theoretical frameworks on which
the current investigation relies on, empowerment (Section 2.6), internal market orientation
(Section 2.7), and dynamic capabilities (Sections 2.8 and 2.9). Reflecting on valuable prior
research, the discussion highlighted gaps in the literature, and Section 2.10 presented overall
gaps in services marketing. In addressing the first research question, Chapter 4, through a
combination of deductions from literature and in-depth interviews, conceptualised that
empowerment consists of six dimensions. Founding on these insights and dynamic capabilities
in analytics-driven services context (Section 2.9), this chapter formulates and proposes a
conceptual model of the investigation. The model and the associated hypotheses would be
tested and validated in the ensuing chapters.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 proposes the conceptual model of the
investigation. Section 5.2 develops the hypotheses to test and validate the model. Section 5.3
provides a summary of the chapter. The next Chapter 6 discusses the quantitative research
methodology to collect data and proposes an analysis technique to validate the model to be
addressed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

Parts of this discussion appeared in the following journal and conference publications:
Motamarri, S, Akter S. and Yanamandram, V., 2017. “Does Frontline Employees’ Empowerment Make A
Difference In Data Driven Services.” Frontiers in Service 2017, Fordham University, New York.
Motamarri S, et al. (2017), ‘Does Big Data Analytics Influence Frontline Employees in Services Marketing?’
Business Process Management Journal, Special issue on Big Data, (13:3).
4
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Conceptual Model
Empowerment Dimensions and Subdimensions
Section 2.6 (Table 2.5) assimilated previous research on empowerment to conceptualise as
three to four dimensions, these elements needed to be adapted for analytics-driven services
context, as both customer needs and task complexity vary across customers. Based on the
insights from the literature, empowerment conceptualisations were re-examined, Section
2.6.10 defined FLE empowerment and deduced that it constitutes six dimensions namely,
decision making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools &
technologies, and training & development. In parallel, the findings of the qualitative study
(Chapter 4) confirmed the existence of six dimensions that define FLE empowerment in
analytics-driven services context as depicted in Figure 5.1. Synthesising these insights, this
investigation, defines FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services context (Section 2.6.10)
as bestowing knowledge, information, tools, training, and discretion to deliver service in (near)
real-time, respecting the interests of both firms and customers. The empowerment and its
constituent dimensions, their meaning and definitions are presented in Figure 5.1.
FLE Empowerment, Dynamic Capabilities and Firm Performance
The systematic review of the literature of analytics, empowerment (Chapter 2), and in-depth
interviews (Chapter 4) ascertain that empowerment and DCs positively enable FLEs to manage
service complexities in (near) real-time. This facilitates FLEs to serve customers in an adaptive
fashion, satisfy customers and thereby impact their organisational performance. FLE
empowerment is conceptualised as a six-dimensional second-order construct consisting of
decision making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools &
technologies, and training & development. Drawing on these insights, and integrating the
concepts of empowerment, internal market orientation and dynamic capabilities this doctoral
investigation proposes a conceptual model as shown in Figure 5.2, to test and validate the
empowerment construct on the outcome variable, i.e., firm performance. The conceptual model
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pertaining to the doctoral study is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It depicts FLE empowerment
positively impacts firm performance through dynamic capabilities (Akter, Motamarri, et al.
2020; Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a, 2017b; Motamarri et al. 2020; Motamarri, Akter,
Yanamandram, et al. 2017). Thus, taking the insights from the literature streams discussed in
Chapter 2 and insights from the in-depth interviews, the following subsections describe and
develop research hypotheses to test and validate the model.
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Figure 5.1 Proposed Dimensions of Empowerment and Definitions
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Figure 5.2 Conceptual Model
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Hypotheses Development
The conceptual debates on dynamic capabilities assert that organisational capabilities may not
necessarily be concentrated at the strategic level and they could reside across several levels of
an organisation and distributed across individuals (Felin et al. 2012; Felin et al. 2015; Sprafke
2013; Sprafke et al. 2012). Several scholars have further argued that dynamic capabilities need
not be confined to strategic planning but are equally relevant at an operational level to deal
with business realities in fast-moving uncertain environments. In analytics-driven services
contexts, customer-facing employees require flexible capabilities and routines to dynamically
adjust the service delivery to suit the requirements of individual customers (Di Mascio 2010;
Gwinner et al. 2005; Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a; Wilder et al. 2014). Teece (2007, 2018)
argues that dynamics capabilities could be disaggregated into sensing, seizing, and
reconfiguring. Operational dynamism is slightly distinct from strategic dynamism as at an
operational level decisions are to be made in (near) real-time and organisational renewal does
not come into focus. However, shaping the capabilities of employees through internal market
orientation to sense customer needs, establish a lasting link with them through empathy, and
then seize the customer service opportunity by (re)bundling of service elements to meet the
idiosyncratic needs of individual customers (Fang et al. 2014; Rafiq & Ahmed 2000; Sprafke
2013).
Both academicians and practitioners have advanced mitigation strategies to manage risk
(known unknowns) (PMI 2017). However, the current businesses face increased complexity
and the environment is riddled with uncertainty as organisations face unknown unknowns.
Managing these unknowns is much more complex than risk, as businesses may face operational
realities that they have not seen before (e.g., COVID-19) (Nelson 2003; Teece & Leih 2016).
Additionally, advances in consumer empowerment through big data and social media (Pires et
al. 2006) have placed immense pressure on businesses to respond to consumer requests in real-
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time (Ransbotham et al. 2015a; Varlander & Julien 2010). Traditional strategic approaches like
competitive forces (Porter 1980) and strategic conflict (Shapiro 1989) can no longer be
effective in managing these situations. Organisations need to invest in developing capabilities
that enable them to sense the market, link with the customers and seize the marketing
opportunity (Day 1990, 1994). These capabilities need to be dynamic and driven by data that
is amassing in and around organisations (Columbus 2018). The dynamic capabilities
framework enables businesses to make a strategic choice amidst these uncertainties (Teece et
al., 1997). Thus, competitive organisations tune their dynamic capabilities in a positive
direction and enhance their performance through various actions like enhancing knowledge
and skills of their frontlines, decentralisation of decision making, investing in tools, and
delivering the right information at the right time to sense, link, and seize marketing
opportunity.
FLE empowerment and Dynamic Capabilities
Knowledge and capabilities are not only tacit but are distributed within an organization’s fabric
(Leonard-Barton 1992; Rothaermel & Hess 2007). DCs can grow and sustain when
organizations recognize the deeply embedded capacities of resources at a “lower-level” by
means of empowering their frontline staff (Felin et al. 2012; Sprafke 2013; Sprafke et al. 2012;
Spreitzer 1995; Wilder et al. 2014). Based on the literature review, in-depth interviews and
thematic analysis, this investigation interprets FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven
services context as bestowing knowledge, information, tools, training, and discretion to deliver
services in (near) real-time, respecting the interests of both firms and customers. All six
dimensions of empowerment play a vital role in service delivery.
Balancing the dual roles as ‘voice of the firm’ and ‘voice of the customer’, FLEs play a vital
role in services marketing (Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a). Analytics-driven organisations
differentiate themselves by cascading the insights about the customers, competitors, and
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markets to the customer-facing employees and prepare them to quickly articulate or sense the
customer needs during service encounters (Bowen 2016; Bowen & Lawler 1992; Brown et al.
2014; Day 1994; Kiron et al. 2014; LaValle et al. 2011; Motamarri et al. 2020). Thus, it is
hypothesised that FLE empowerment positively impacts their market sensing capabilities.
H1a. FLE empowerment positively impacts market sensing capabilities.
Scholars of IMO have emphasised the importance of internal information gathering,
dissemination and responsiveness to the needs of customer-facing roles so that they can deliver
the marketing promise effectively and adaptively enhancing the customer experience (Bowen
& Lawler 1992; Fang et al. 2014; Gummesson 1991; Lings & Greenley 2005). Organisations,
by making it accessible, large-scale market data, customer and channel links, customer buying
data, and insights from other sales intelligence systems, employees develop superior customerlinking capability, facilitating collaboration between customers and FLEs resulting in superior
bonding with the customers (Day 1994; Fang et al. 2014; Teece 2007). The organisational
mechanisms of empowerment enacted through internal market orientation, enable frontline
employees to connect, enhance and grow their relationship with the customers. Thus, it is
hypothesised that FLE empowerment positively impacts their customer-linking capabilities.
H1b. FLE empowerment positively impacts customer linking capabilities.
The services offered by an organisation may be rigidly bundled or may consist of loosely
coupled service elements (Akter, Motamarri, et al. 2020; Motamarri 2018). Market-oriented
organisations need to focus on the granular decomposition of a service offering so that the
FLEs can flexibly (re)assemble them to suit the idiosyncratic needs of every individual
customer (Motamarri 1992, 1993; Wilder et al. 2014). DCs embedded in organisational
routines and procedures enable FLEs to access the configurable elements and arrange them as
a customisable solution to the needs of the customers in (near)real-time (Felin & Powell 2016;
Teece & Shuen 2010). When FLEs are empowered, they will be able to make decisions by
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leveraging the respective organisational resources and arrive at a solution to the customer needs
effectively through dynamically assembling the service elements. Thus, it is hypothesised that,
H1c. FLE empowerment positively impacts market seizing capabilities.
Interactions between Market Sensing, Customer Linking, and Market Seizing
Organisational success and sustenance depend on its capacity to develop and institutionalise
truly distinctive competencies or capabilities (Learned et al. 1969), which are “complex
bundles of skills and accumulated knowledge, exercised through organisational processes that
enable firms to coordinate activities and make use of their assets” (Day 1994 p.38). While it is
possible to discretise DC (Teece et al. 1997), they are intertwined and inter-related. Service
processes are constituted by an ensemble of micro-elements, which are either static or dynamic
in nature. The market sensing capability enables an organisation to monitor ongoing changes
in customer needs and perceptions, and how the competition is responding to these
developments, shaping the market (Teece 2007). Market sensing is a corner stone to understand
the customer, link with the customer and then serve the customer needs in a way that seizes
the market opportunity. Thus, it is hypothesised that:
H2a. Market sensing positively impacts customer-linking capabilities.
H2b. Market sensing positively impacts market seizing capabilities.

Customer-linking enables service organisations to collaborate with their customers and
encourages their customers to share their needs in an open and conducive manner. It helps in
solidifying the bond between the organisation and customers for a sustainable long-term
relationship than mere transactional outcomes. These actions of relationship-building yields
insights about not only the customers but also about the market and the competition. Thus,
organisations that enrich their linking abilities, will be prepared to reorient their service
offerings to align with the changing needs of the customer and respond dynamically in a
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fashion to outperform the competition by seizing the market opportunity. Thus, it is
hypothesised that:
H2c. Customer linking positively impacts market seizing capabilities.
Dynamic Capabilities and Firm Performance
Distinctive capabilities, i.e., sensing, linking, and seizing, have a direct impact on
organisational functioning, their inter-relatedness forming the underlying mechanism by which
a competitive advantage stems (Wilden et al. 2013). The core premise of the DCs theory is that
amidst constant changes in markets, environments, and technologies (like big data analytics),
firms can gain and sustain a competitive advantage through their abilities to sense, link, and
seize opportunities over their competition (Kachouie et al. 2018; Teece et al. 2016; Wilden et
al. 2013). Established literature on linking DCs and firm performance has demonstrated the
strategic roles played by empowerment (Wilder et al. 2014), learning orientation (Fang et al.
2014), and big data analytics capabilities (Akter et al. 2016). The interplay among sensing,
linking, and seizing, as well as these capabilities themselves, have a strong impact on a firm’s
financial and market performances. The following sections formulate the linkages between
dynamic capabilities and firm performance.
Market Sensing
A dynamic capabilities approach considers market-sensing capability, which is essentially the
ability of the organisation to be aware of changes in its market, and to forecast accurately
responses to marketing actions, as being critical in developing market focus, and thus,
ultimately, company performance. Firms require sensing capabilities to identify opportunities
and threats from changing customer needs, competitors, technological changes, and
governmental regulations. To maintain its competitiveness and respond to market changes, a
firm needs to gauge market changes, competitor’s strategies and offerings by collecting data
from multiple sources and evolve their positioning strategies (Day 1994; Fang et al. 2014;
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Reeves et al. 2018). Firms may achieve this service and process innovation through a selection
of appropriate technologies and processes, collaboration with suppliers and partners, and
identification of changing customer needs and opportunities for innovation (Felin et al. 2012;
Pöppelbuß et al. 2011; Reeves et al. 2018; Teece 2007; Žitkienė et al. 2015). Successful firms
are further able to translate the insights in devising dynamically configurable routines and
processes in execution, i.e., during service encounters (Brown et al. 2014; Ransbotham et al.
2015a). Fang et al. (2014 p.173) define market-sensing capability as “an organization’s
capability of continuously monitoring changes and then accurately spotting opportunities and
threats in the external market.” The crucial element remains then in cascading those insights
from sensing and strategy formulation to the front-line in a fashion appropriate for the FLEs
so that they can dynamically adjust the delivery pattern (Ransbotham et al. 2015a). Thus, it is
hypothesised that:

H3a. Market sensing positively impacts firm performance.
Customer Linking
In a rapidly changing market climate and competitive environments, firms have the dual
challenge of customer retention (maintain/enhance existing relationship) as well as attracting
new customers through effective customer relations. An organisation’s capability in customerlinking is reflected in its ongoing processes to maintain customer relationships after identifying
target customers and their needs (Fang et al. 2014). Effective customer-linking yields tacit
knowledge on customers and market trends, which helps firms to reconfigure their offerings
to address those needs and retain/attract the customer base (Fang et al. 2014; Griffin & Hauser
1993; Motamarri 2015). Fang et al. (2014 p.173) define customer linking capability as “an
organisation’s capability of effectively establishing and maintaining appropriate customer
relationships after the organisation identifies and understands its target customer’s needs.”
Thus, it is hypothesised that:
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H3b. Customer linking positively impacts firm performance.
Market Seizing
Market seizing involves the willingness of a firm to listen to market/customer needs and
provide feedback, collaboratively work for solutions, and (re)assemble components of service
offerings to best capture those opportunities (Reeves et al. 2018; Teece 2007; Wilden et al.
2013). The (re)configuration of processes in response to changing needs as well as customer
feedback help firms to win the opportunities and firms need to pursue such capabilities to seize
the opportunities (Day 1994; Reeves et al. 2018; Teece 2007; Wilden et al. 2013). The firms
need to pursue such (re)assembling processes to seize the opportunities (Day 1994; Pöppelbuß
et al. 2011; Reeves et al. 2018; Teece 2007; Wilden et al. 2013; Žitkienė et al. 2015). In
analytics-driven services, frontline teams are expected to respond to the customer needs as they
deliver service in (near) real-time. This implies that firms need to devise tools and grant access
to organisational assets to frontlines so that they can dynamically assemble service elements
and deliver a solution to customers during service encounters (Teece 2007).
Thus, it is hypothesised that:

H3c. Market seizing positively impacts firm performance.
Dynamic Capabilities as Mediators
Empowerment as a psychological state for FLEs motivates them to take initiative in serving
customers effectively on behalf of their firm. Service delivery typically involves multiplestages, the first being the ability to assess the customer requirements, second understand or
empathise their needs, i.e., linking with them, and third (re)bundling service elements form
service portfolio and offer a solution to the customers (Rafiq & Ahmed 1998). The quality of
service delivery is ultimately reflected in a firm’s market and financial performances (Day
1994). Thus, as depicted in Figure 2.2, the dynamic operational capabilities intervene between
the state of autonomy of FLEs to the state of organisational performance (Day & Schoemaker
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2016). Thus, this investigation proposes dynamic capabilities as the mediators between
empowerment and firm performance.
Recalling, organisations can empower their FLEs through the means of providing them with
the right tools to execute their tasks. However, tools alone may not be sufficient as the
organisations need to train their frontlines in using those tools (Tippins & Sohi 2003).
Organisations might have created vast data warehouses and data lakes with integrated
analytical tools and deduced valuable insights about customers, market and competition.
Access to this information at the right time, at the right place and to the right frontline staff
make or break the service encounters (Brown et al. 2014; Fang et al. 2014; Kiron et al. 2014;
Ransbotham et al. 2015b). Scholars have also argued and empirically validated that a firm’s
market-sensing capabilities drive both its market share and financial outcomes (Morgan et al.
2009). Thus, it is hypothesised that,
H4a. Market sensing positively mediates the relationship between FLE empowerment
and firm performance.

The knowledge & skills of FLEs enable them to articulate the insights on the customers,
customers’ competitive position, and market dynamism vis à vis their service portfolio and
firms relationship with the customers beyond transactional outcomes. During service
encounters, this helps individual FLE actors to grasp the customer needs and pain points
through empathy (Day 1994). The dual-acting role of FLEs as ‘voice of the firm’ and ‘voice
of the customer’ can only succeed if there happens an effective relationship with the customers
during service encounters (Griffin & Hauser 1993; Heskett et al. 2003). The effective linking
also enables FLEs to accurately assess the customer needs, develop valuable knowledge about
the customer and market needs, which leads to the opportunity to fairly assess any shortfalls
in the portfolio and innovate or explore means to bridge the identified gaps where possible
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(Heskett et al. 2003; Morgan et al. 2009). Scholars of also argued that satisfied employees play
an important role in building relationships with strategic customers and business entities
leading to sustainable business performance (Fang et al. 2014; Hooley et al. 2005; Theoharakis
et al. 2009). Thus, it is hypothesised that:
H4b. Customer linking positively mediates the relationship between FLE empowerment
and firm performance.

IMO, customer linking and market sensing enable the cognitive and empathetic abilities of
FLEs to anticipate customer needs (Wilder et al. 2014) and the market and competitive
situation. Recalling FLE empowerment constitutes applying discretion in making decisions
within the organisational boundaries in the best interest of the customers and the organisation.
Combining customer needs, pain points, and service offerings FLEs will be able to invoke the
dynamically configurable routines and procedures. Employing the necessary imparted skills,
FLEs can leverage the configurable elements and boundaries of the processes, create
acceptable solutions for the customers (Felin et al. 2012; Žitkienė et al. 2015). Mapping the
customer needs against their organisational service offerings and assembling the service
elements, FLEs dynamically in (near) real-time helps organisations seize the opportunity
through their adaptive abilities (Gwinner et al. 2005; Teece 2007; Wilder et al. 2014). Thus, it
is hypothesised that:

H4c. Market seizing positively mediates the relationship between FLE empowerment
and firm performance.

The structural model has multiple mediators, and the mediators affect the outcome variable
through multiple paths, meaning they have direct and indirect effects. As assimilated in Figure
5.2 the model depicts a multiple-step, multiple mediator model (Hayes et al. 2011; Preacher et
al. 2008). The conceptual model also depicts the interactions among the mediators.
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In sum, empowerment enables FLEs to combine the organisational norms to re(configure) the
service elements dynamically matching the idiosyncratic needs of the customers during service
encounters. With effective bundling of service elements, FLEs can seize the marketing
opportunity (Gwinner et al. 2005; Wilder et al. 2014), and thereby enhance customer
experience and in turn their firm’s performance and sustainability (Felin et al. 2015; Teece
2007). Thus, dynamic capabilities, namely market sensing, customer linking, and seizing act
as the mediators between FLE empowerment and firm performance.
Control Variables (Demographic and Situational Factors)
Scholars recommend including other extraneous variables referred to as control variables in
conceptual models. These control variables do not necessarily contribute to explaining the
variance in the dependent variable(s) but may have some influence (Bhattacherjee 2012).
Control variables also help researchers to increase the statistical power of the model predictions
by eliminating or minimising alternative explanations and error terms (Spector & Brannick
2011). Testing PLS-SEM path models with control variables also help in addressing
endogeneity which is innately associated with regression models (Benitez et al. 2016; Hult et
al. 2018).
In light of these considerations, this research considers demographic and situational factors as
control variables (Figure 5.2). The demographic factors gender, age, experience, and education
are specific to each respondent. This research considers these demographic elements as control
variables (Akter et al. 2013). Company size, business type, and customer type pertain to the
work context of the respective FLE respondents and are considered as situational factors in
this research (Benitez et al. 2020; Hult et al. 2018).
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Chapter Summary
The objective of this chapter was to assimilate insights from the literature and qualitative study
findings of FLE empowerment structure and propose a conceptual model to interlink FLE
empowerment, dynamic capabilities, and firm performance. In Chapter 4, it was proposed that
FLE empowerment is a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions, namely decision
making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies,
and training & development. Further, drawing on the insights from big data analytics stream
and dynamic capabilities, the investigation hypothesised that empowerment positively impacts
dynamic capabilities and firm performance (Figure 5.2).
The entire model is based on nine hypotheses to examine main effects (H1a-H1c; H2a-H2c;
H3a- H3c) and three mediation effects (H4a-H4c) and two effects of control variables (H5aH5b). Thus, the conceptual model encapsulates the foregone discussion and addresses the
research questions outlined in Chapter 1. Chapter 6 proposes the quantitative research
methodology to test and validate the conceptual model. Subsequent chapters focus on the
validation of the FLE empowerment scale, its impact on the dynamic capabilities, and firm
performance. Then, the discussion looks into the validation of the hypotheses and discusses
the contributions of this research investigation to theory, practice and methodology.
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Chapter 6
Quantitative Research Methodology 5
Research is creating new knowledge.
– Neil Armstrong.

Chapter Overview
The objective of this chapter is to develop the quantitative research methodology (extending
from the preliminaries introduced in Chapter 3) to aid the development of a quantitative survey
instrument. The survey instrument is to be used subsequently to collect the perceptions of FLEs
and test and validate the conceptual model and hypotheses.
The previous Chapter 5 proposed a conceptual model integrating the insights from literature
(Chapter 2) and qualitative phase (Chapter 4) to address the research questions. In the second
phase of this investigation (Bhattacherjee 2012; Creswell 2014; Kumar 2014), in order to
empirically test and validate the model a quantitative survey is envisaged. This chapter covers
the methodological aspects of quantitative data collection.
This chapter is organised as follows. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 detail research design and strategy.
Section 6.3 explains survey research and administration. Section 6.4 elaborates the survey
instrument development process covering conceptual domain, measurement model
specification, and pretesting. Sections 6.5 to 6.9 detail sample design, measurement scale, time
horizon, survey questionnaire, and survey administration. Section 6.10 covers preliminary
analysis including elements like common method variance. Section 6.11 provides a detailed
account on the justification of the chosen analytical methodology, partial least squares –

Parts of this chapter, the rational for confirmatory composite analysis for scale development was published in
the International Journal of Information Management.
Motamarri et al., 2020, ‘Frontline employee empowerment: Scale development and validation using
Confirmatory Composite Analysis’, International Journal of Information Management, vol. 54, Article No.
102177.

5
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structural equation modelling or confirmatory composite analysis. Finally, Section 6.12
concludes the chapter on quantitative research methodology bridging the way to the next task
of testing and validation of the empowerment scale (Chapter 7) and the conceptual model
(Chapter 8).
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Research Design Adaptation
This research has employed both exploratory and explanatory research approaches. First, the
research started with an in-depth study of literature related to the intersection of focus areas:
big data analytics, frontline employees, and services marketing. This exploratory study helped
in gaining insights on FLE empowerment and how the theories of dynamic capabilities and
internal market orientation contribute to organisational performance and the paucity of studies
that focused on FLE empowerment in the context of analytics-driven services. The literature
review yielded valuable insights into the prior constructs, study contexts, measurement
instruments, and research methods employed.
Reflecting on these insights, a broad research question was refined and enabled in preparing
the research blueprint. The exploration shed light on the importance of FLEs and their
empowerment in improving service delivery during service encounters. The measurement
scales were developed in the 1990s and contextualised in industrial contexts. Second, the
insights from the literature review gave impetus for a second-round exploratory study
employing semi-structured interviews of frontline employees. The objective was to confirm
their perceptions of the role of empowerment and analytics in enabling (near) real-time
decision making. It has enabled the doctoral student to deduce the importance of tools &
technologies, and training & development for FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services
contexts and they impact service delivery.
Third, the exploratory works helped refine the conceptual model and hypotheses were deduced.
It further helped in formulating the inter-relationships among concepts, the mediating roles of
dynamic capabilities and internal market orientation in impacting firm performance. Fourth, to
confirm these conceptual deductions explanatory research was conceived. Data were collected
from an online survey panel of frontline employees. As subject matter being pursued was new
and involved multiple constructs PLS-SEM appeared as the methodological choice to analyse
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the collected data. PLS-SEM was chosen for its inherent flexibility on sample size,
distributions, and dual capabilities to both explain and predict the relationships depicted in the
conceptual model (Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019; Shmueli et al. 2019). Section 6.10
will elaborate on the methodological choice of PLS-SEM.

Research Strategy
Research strategy provides a detailed action plan on how the researcher intends to answer the
research questions and validate the hypotheses in a systematic and organised manner. It
explains the rationale behind the course of actions like data collection approach, sample size,
unit of analysis etc., to achieve the research goals (Neuman 2011). The researcher shall also
consider the constraints of the project, namely time, budget (resources), tools, analytical
methods, knowledge, and data acquisition strategies to fulfil the research investigation
(Bryman & Bell 2015). As depicted in Figure 3.1, research strategy is the methodological link
between research philosophy and the final step of data collection and analysis (Saunders et al.
2015). The prominent strategies are qualitative, quantitative or mixed-method approaches
(Bhattacherjee 2012; Neuman 2011).
Creswell (2014 p.4) explains quantitative research as “an approach for testing objective
theories by examining the relationship among variables. These variables, in turn, can be
measured, typically on instruments, so that numbered data can be analysed using statistical
procedures.” For their reliance on measurement and statistical analysis, quantitative methods
are widely used in positivist studies (Ketokivi & Mantere 2010; Neuman 2011). Quantitative
researchers typically employ experiments and conduct surveys to aid in their research
(Saunders et al. 2015).
Qualitative and quantitative approaches have their own advantages and limitations (Kumar
2014). Some investigations combine both qualitative and quantitative approaches to gain a
comprehensive assessment of a problem as either technique may not be able to provide the
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needed insights, depth, and detail. While there exist many interpretations and definitions of
method approaches, Creswell (2014 p.4) defines it as “an approach to an inquiry involving
collecting both quantitative and qualitative data, integrating the two forms of data, and using
distinct designs that may involve philosophical assumptions and theoretical frameworks.” The
selection of research strategy depends on multiple aspects like the scope and objectives of the
study, resources, time, and philosophical standpoint of the researcher or the agency (Kumar
2014; Neuman 2011).
In relation to this investigation to conceptualise and measure empowerment and determine its
impact on dynamic capabilities and firm performance akin to positivist philosophy, survey
research is most appropriate (Creswell 2014; Neuman 2011; Saunders et al. 2015). It entails
collecting data from frontline employees working across the services industry in a costeffective and timely manner and the data can be easily analysed using various statistical
procedures (Saunders et al. 2015). PLS-SEM has become a de-facto choice to support such
research endeavours with dual objectives of exploration and prediction (Hair et al. 2020). The
adoption of PLS-SEM is further elaborated in Section 6.10.

Data Collection Strategy
The next important, as well as a crucial phase in a research project, is the collection of data.
This broadly involves the data collection process, measurement instrument development, and
sampling strategy. Data is broadly classified as primary or secondary depending on the source.
Secondary data may constitute existing documents like government publications, census etc.,
which were collected and/or tabulated by other sources (Bhattacherjee 2012). However, when
no prior data is available (which is often the case with newer research investigations), the
researcher has to formulate the data sets required for the investigation and initiate data
collection after getting the necessary approval from their respective governing bodies. So,
primary data are what have been either directly collected by the researcher or derived from his
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own experiments (Bhattacherjee 2012; Creswell 2014; Neuman 2011). Depending on the
research approach, the data could be qualitative, quantitative or both. Qualitative data are, for
example, interviews, observations in an ethnographic study, case studies etc. Survey research
and lab experiments are the two prominent quantitative data collection approaches to aid
positivist studies (Kumar 2014; Neuman 2011). Based on the temporal dimension, the data
collection is classified as cross-sectional or longitudinal. Some research investigations attempt
to assess the effects of an experiment or policy implementation over a period among the same
set of respondents. In such situations, a longitudinal data collection is required (Bhattacherjee
2012; Creswell 2014).
Survey Research
For quantitative studies, researchers typically employ experimental or survey research. In
experimental research, a researcher evaluates the influence of a specific treatment on
dependent variables (Kumar 2014; Neuman 2011). To achieve this, the researcher divides the
respondents into treatment and withholding groups and gauges outcomes at the end of an
experiment to determine whether the treatment has any influence on the outcomes
(Bhattacherjee 2012; Creswell 2014). Creswell (2014 p41-42) explains that “survey research
provides a quantitative or numeric description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of a population
by studying a sample of that population.” Surveys may consist of questionnaires or structured
interviews to generalise the results of a sample to the target population (Creswell 2014; Fowler
2009). Thus, survey research which came to prominence with positivist studies is naturally
more suitable as it helps in measuring the perceptions of FLEs on empowerment and other
variables in analytics-driven services (Neuman 2011).
Surveys provide a mechanism to pose the same question to all the respondents and measure
many variables through structured, carefully designed questionnaires. It helps to collect
reliable, valid, and accurate data cost-effectively (Fowler 2009; Neuman 2011). The survey
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data also facilitates testing of multiple hypotheses as responses on many variables is collected
in a comparatively convenient way both for the researcher and the respondent (Kumar 2014).
In the case of anonymous surveys, as there is no face-to-face contact between the interviewer
and the respondent, it provides anonymity and makes it possible to collect accurate responses
on sensitive matters (Kumar 2014; Neuman 2011). Like many data collection methods, surveys
also have some limitations, and this research has taken ample steps to mitigate these
shortcomings (Fowler 2009; Kumar 2014). The casual relationships among variables are
analysed statistically. By using control variables (other questions) it is possible to draw
alternate explanations. Surveys are correlational in the sense that researchers do not manipulate
any conditions as in experiments (Neuman 2011). Control variables, for example, age, gender,
experience, education, experience etc., help researchers to exercise control over confounding
variables (Neuman 2011). Considering the resources, time and core objectives of this study,
survey research was adopted for its most generic applicability and flexibility (Creswell 2014;
Neuman 2011; Zikmund 2003).

Survey Administration: Self-administered Survey
The survey questionnaires used to be in printed form in the past, however, with the advent of
digital technologies online questionnaires have gained momentum, making the physical forms
obsolete (Neuman 2011; Qualtrics 2019). From the perspective of who fills the questionnaire
data, again, the questionnaire administration differs. The respondents may themselves
complete a questionnaire whether it is in paper form, softcopy or online, which is known as
the self-administered survey. In the interview form of questionnaire completion, in the
presence of the researcher, respondents may complete the questionnaire on their own or with
the help of the researcher or by the researchers themselves (Creswell 2014; Kumar 2014). The
questionnaire completion can happen in two modes, active or passive. Active mode is mostly
applicable for online and in-person sessions. In the other cases, the respondent completes the
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questionnaire not necessarily at one-go and may later either post it or mail it to the
corresponding address. All these possibilities give rise to a variety in survey administrations
like: mailed questionnaire, collective administration, administration in a public place, and
email and online (web-based) questionnaire (Creswell 2014; Evans & Mathur 2018; Kumar
2014). Self-administered surveys are the ones in which respondents complete the questionnaire
online or offline (printed or otherwise) on their own, at their own time and premises without
the presence of a researcher or an enumerator. Each of these approaches has its advantages and
purpose associated with them, and the researcher needs to choose the approach that best suits
his research goals (Creswell 2014; Kumar 2014).
The quantitative data collection or the structured interaction with the respondents can be
achieved through multiple ways like in-office, a convenient external setting, postal mail,
telephone call, and online surveys (Malhotra 2014). Probably, in-office direct interaction may
yield better quality responses, though it is by far more complex to organise as it involves a
prior appointment with the respondents and travel on the part of the researcher and/ or the
respondents. Being a one-on-one approach, the data collection is also sequential and may take
a longer time to achieve the needed sample size. Contrary to this, an online survey is most
efficient as there are no geographical barriers in terms of respondents’ selection, and the
respondents have the opportunity to complete the survey at a time and place convenient to
them as long as they have access to the internet. In terms of the complexity, the postal mail
and telephone approaches may lie in between the above two extremities of direct vs online
(Malhotra 2014). For this research, the strategy is to adopt online means for quantitative data
collection.
This research has relied on a self-administered online survey for its simplicity, ease, and costeffectiveness. Online surveys have several advantages like global reach, flexibility, speed and
timeliness, technological innovations, convenience, ease of data entry and analysis, question
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diversity, low administration cost, ease of follow-up, controlled sampling, ability to obtain a
large sample, control of the survey flow, and mandating response (avoiding missing values)
(Evans & Mathur 2018). The newer survey software support multi-platform access, i.e., the
respondents can access them via their computers, laptops, mobile devices, or mobile phones.
Online surveys assure anonymity and privacy of respondents. By placing appropriate screening
questions, it allows in recruiting qualified respondents.
This research is about frontline employees and their perceptions of empowerment and its
impact on organisational outcomes in high-contact analytics-driven services. Naturally, the
unit of analysis for the investigation is individual FLEs (Creswell 2014). Malhotra (2014)
suggests that the research needs to ensure the respondent population can adequately deliver the
information so that valid inference can be drawn. As such, the respondents will be screened to
have at least three months of similar experience in their job. It is also important to select the
respondents whose job scope has an adequate scope to exercise empowered behaviour and
adapt the service to suit the individual customer needs. In that sense, high volume and low
interaction service settings may not give adequate insight into the research model (Motamarri,
Akter, et al. 2017a).

Constructing the Survey Instrument
The survey instrument used in a quantitative survey plays a pivotal role as the questionnaire is
the sole source of data for the researcher. The research questions, associated conceptual model,
and hypotheses are all fused into the questionnaire form (Kumar 2014; Neuman 2011). The
questionnaire reveals what conceptual constructs are considered in the model and how they are
measured. Before initiating any new instrument development, the researcher shall review the
existing literature to identify any similar works or constructs of interest (Fowler 2009; Neuman
2011). Depending on the research context, the reviewer can use the constructs derived from
the literature or adapt them to his own study needs. If no suitable constructs are available,
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usually the case with exploratory and innovative research, the researcher needs to develop the
needed constructs as part of the research investigation (Creswell 2014; Neuman 2011). This
investigation develops the construct for FLE empowerment, and the rest of the constructs of
dynamic capabilities and firm performance are derived from literature and are adapted for this
study.
Instrument Development Process
The instrument development followed the useful guidelines laid down in the literature
(Creswell 2014; Kumar 2014). These guidelines were complemented with the methodological
suggestions put forth by various scholars (Bagozzi 2011; Hair et al. 2020; MacKenzie et al.
2011; Podsakoff et al. 2012). This adopted process is shown in Figure 3.2. This research has
relied on the online survey platform, Qualtrics, to design, develop, and administer the survey
(Evans & Mathur 2018; Qualtrics 2019). Qualtrics is one of the most renowned and
sophisticated survey platforms being used by academic institutes, marketing research firms,
and brands worldwide (Evans & Mathur 2018; Qualtrics 2019; Sue & Ritter 2012).
Defining the Conceptual Domain
The researcher needs to map the conceptual plane and its constructs to an empirical plane
consisting of variables and their inter-relationships (Bhattacherjee 2012). As a first step, the
study clearly demarked its objectives, scope, research questions, and hypotheses. Interlinking
these conceptual ideas, a conceptual model was defined, and study variables were identified
(Creswell 2014; Neuman 2011; Nunnally & Bernstein 1994). In consultation with the extant
literature all the related definitions, constructs, and their measurement scales were enumerated.
As recommended by MacKenzie et al., (2011 p.298) this process carefully noted “the nature
of the construct, including (1) the conceptual domain and (2) the entity to which it applied.”
Finally, constructs could be unidimensional or hierarchical (Becker et al. 2012; MacKenzie et
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al. 2011). This research conceptualised empowerment and FPER as a second-order constructs,
and the rest of the constructs are unidimensional.
Measurement Model Specification
As noted before, the conceptualisation of constructs plays an important role both in theory and
empirical development. The process aims to bring conceptual clarity by eliminating
imprecision, vagueness and ambiguity (Bhattacherjee 2012). The next important step is
operationalisation which means “the process of developing indicators or items for measuring
the constructs” (Bhattacherjee 2012 p.45). In the empirical analysis, the combination of
indicators that collectively measure a construct is referred to as a variable. Theoreticians
classify indicators as reflective or formative depending on the direction of change. For a
reflective construct, the casual relationship goes from the construct to the indicators, meaning
indicators reflect that construct. A change in the construct is going to induce a change in the
indictors (Albers 2010; Becker et al. 2012; MacKenzie et al. 2011). Contrary to this, for
formative constructs the casual relationship is from the indicators to the construct, meaning a
change in an indicator induces a change in the construct (Albers 2010; Becker et al. 2012;
MacKenzie et al. 2011). For these reasons, the changes in the constructs are reflected in the
indicators; for reflective constructs, indicators are complementary and correlated. On the other
hand, the indicators all must present as the change in the indicators influence the construct
(Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Sarstedt et al. 2019). Table 6.1 provides a summary of
the various measurement models. Figure 6.1 pictorially presents the specifications of the
reflective and formative measurement models. All the constructs conceptualised in this
research are reflective.
The next activity in model specification involves item generation, finalisation (employing
techniques like Q-sorting), and scale purification will be discussed in Section 7.2.3.
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Figure 6.1 Reflective and Formative Measurement Models
Table 6.1 Summary of Differences Between Types of Measurement Models
Source: (Henseler 2017)
Factor
Relationship between
constructs and indicators
Expected correlational
pattern among indicators
Validity of scale score
Dealing with
measurement error

Composite
Measurement
The indicators make up
the construct.
High correlations are
common but not
required.
The scale score
adequately represents
the construct.
Does not involve
measurement error.

Consequences of
dropping an indicator

Dropping an indicator
alters the composite and
may change its meaning.

Nomological net

Indicators are required to
have the same
consequences.

Reflective
Measurement

Causal-Formative
Measurement

The construct causes its
indicators.
High correlations are
expected.

The indicators cause the
construct.
There is no reason to
expect the measures are
correlated.
The scale score does not
adequately represent the
construct.
Takes measurement
error into account at the
construct level.
Dropping an indicator
increases measurement
error on the construct
level.
Indicators are not
required to have the
same antecedents and
consequences.

The scale score does not
adequately represent the
construct.
Takes measurement
error into account at the
item level.
Dropping an indicator
does not alter the
meaning of the
construct.
Indicators are required to
have the same
antecedents and
consequences.

Pretesting
It is important to ensure that the developed instrument (interview or survey questionnaire) is
understandable to the respondents in an unambiguous way and that they can interpret the
questions in a manner as intended by the researcher (Fowler 2009; Kumar 2014; Sue & Ritter
2012). The main purpose of pretesting is not data collection, but to draw extensive feedback
on the questionnaire design. Despite being well-grounded on theory, even rigorously
developed instruments may fail in the field or during actual data collection if they are not
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pretested with an audience with similar characteristics as that of the target population (Fowler
2009; Kumar 2014; Sue & Ritter 2012). Literature identifies several shortfalls for this, notably,
1) the wording is too technical, ambiguous, confusing; 2) the sequence or the flow of the
questions is not appealing; 3) respondents interpret the questions differently; 4) respondents
may feel a question is inappropriate; 5) respondents’ native language may not be the language
in which the instrument is developed; 6) the questionnaire takes considerable time to complete;
7) usage of acronyms that are not known to the respondents; 8) the format of the questions
makes them difficult to read; 9) the layout of the questionnaire is inconsistent;10) doesn’t
provide any clue as regards the progress of the survey; 11) has questions that require too much
data-entry from the respondents; 12) not optimised for the platform (like computer, tablet or
mobile phone); 13) lack of coverage of the conceptual domain (completeness); 14) inadequate
screening criteria in determining the suitability of the respondent for the survey; and 15)
navigational ease of the survey.
Following these guidelines, the author pretested the questionnaire in several iterations. In each
iteration, the feedback was incorporated, and the questionnaire was improved to achieve
clarity, simplicity, and for comprehensive coverage on the research questions and hypotheses.
Some feedback from the respondents is included in Figure 6.2. These cycles are helped in finetuning the questionnaire to initiate pilot and main data collection activities.
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Figure 6.2 Pretesting Feedback from the Respondents

Sample Design
The next important step in survey design is identifying the sample from whom data is to be
collected and extend the investigation outcomes to the target population (Malhotra 2014).
Malhotra recommends a five-step process for sampling conception to implementation, namely,
1) define the population; 2) determine the sampling frame; 3) select sampling techniques; 4)
determine the sample size; and 5) execute the sampling process. This investigation focuses on
the empowerment of FLEs working in an analytics-driven services environment, so the target
population (people) for this study are all the frontline employees working in analytics-driven
services (Fowler 2009; Malhotra 2014). The unit of analysis may be “a person, group,
organisation, country, object, or any other entity that the researcher wishes to draw inferences
about” (Bhattacherjee 2012 p.66). A sample constitutes a segment of the population
systematically drawn for a study in such a way that the inferences could be generalisable for
the population by statistical measures (Fowler 2009; Fricker 2008; Malhotra 2014). The
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geographical coverage of the population is termed as extent, and in this study context, it means
FLEs serving in the Australian services sector.
The next step in the sample design is defining the sampling frame. A sampling frame is “a
representation of the elements of the target population” (Malhotra 2014 p.373) that identifies
the target population from which samples can be drawn (Saunders et al. 2015; Sue & Ritter
2012). It can come from different sources like yellow pages, white pages, industrial listings or
be obtained from commercial database suppliers (Malhotra 2014). Kelleberg et al. interpret the
sampling frame as a “researcher’s operational definition of a population” (1990 p.658).
Irrespective of the survey modes adopted, the foremost stumbling block to research is
identifying a suitable sampling frame (Baker et al. 2010; Sue & Ritter 2012) as researchers
may not have the reach to a target population. These difficulties may contribute to imperfect
sampling or sampling errors. Like in our current investigation where an electronic distribution
list of all FLEs working in the Australian services sector is not available, online panels act as
a bridge to connect researchers with sample population (Baker et al. 2010; Evans & Mathur
2018).
The next sampling technique refers to the process of drawing a sample from the population.
There are multiple ways in which a sample can be selected, and a researcher needs to identify
the best approach based on objectives, funding available, timeframe, extent, and reachability
of the sample (Fricker 2008; Malhotra 2014). The methods are broadly classified as
probability-based (or random sampling) and non-probability sampling. In probability
sampling, each subject’s selection from the population could be pre-specified even though the
probabilities may not be equal. In contrast, non-probability sampling (or convenience
samples) the researcher may have some discretion in choosing the respondents based on certain
criteria (Fricker 2008; Malhotra 2014). There are a variety of probability sampling approaches,
namely, simple random sampling, stratified random sampling, cluster sampling, and systematic
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sampling (Fricker 2008). Similarly, there are a few variations for non-probabilistic sampling,
namely, convenience sampling, judgemental sampling, quota sampling, and snowball
sampling (Fricker 2008; Malhotra 2014). Randomising the respondent selection is a complex
process, expensive, time-consuming, and at times infeasible too (Fricker 2008; Malhotra 2014;
Sue & Ritter 2012). Convenience samples are generally more homogeneous and suitable for
exploratory research. Randomised selection may produce a heterogeneous sample, but more
appropriate for drawing statistical conclusions and extending the results to the target
population (Fricker 2008; Malhotra 2014; Sue & Ritter 2012). Probabilistic sampling
approaches are recommended for this kind of quantitative investigation (Fricker 2008;
Malhotra 2014).
This research has employed an external agency for data collection. The panel distributed the
survey link to its pre-recruited panel with a simple random sampling basis, where each member
had equal probability being qualified for the survey (Sue & Ritter 2012; Zikmund et al. 2017).
The panels typically have millions of respondents who consented to take part in online surveys.
This makes the response rates typically high with panels (Sue & Ritter 2012; Zikmund et al.
2017). As the respondents can be selected with equal likelihood of meeting the selection
criteria of the researcher, the drawn-out samples are considered less biased and more
representative of the target population (Baker et al. 2010; Sue & Ritter 2012; Zikmund et al.
2017). While every member of their panel had an equal choice to complete this questionnaire
supplied for this research, the panel administrator closes the survey once the threshold number
of responses is reached. Appendices D, E are the participant information sheet and consent
forms presented to the online survey participants. The information sheet detailed the university
ethics committee authorisation, purpose of the research, investigators, methods and demands
on participants, possible risks, funding, benefits of participation, whom to approach for
clarifications or complaints, and it was also indicated that the survey would require no more
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than 20 minutes of the participant’s time. The survey questionnaire developed is included as
Appendix-F. Appendix-G includes the questions employed to screen the candidates, and the
candidates who did not meet the criteria were thanked for their attempt and were notified that
they did not meet the qualifying criteria. Appendix-H provides a summary of the number of
people who attempted the survey, who met the qualifying criteria and the final clean sample
size obtained.
The next important step is the selection of the sample size. After the data collection is
completed, the researcher needs to clean the data for quality and completeness. The total
number of valid cases obtained at the end of the data cleansing is normally referred to as the
sample size of a data set. Several textbooks on marketing research and quantitative methods
stress that it is a misnomer to think that the larger the sample, the better the generalisability of
the results obtained (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Malhotra 2014; Zikmund et al. 2017).
However, the inadequate sample size may result in errors in parameter estimation and
statistical power to infer conclusions about a population based on the results obtained from the
sample analysis (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). The research objectives, characteristics
of the data, the complexity of the model (number of constructs and number of terminating
paths at a construct), data analysis technique, time, and resources available for the researcher
are some of the key factors that influence the sample size calculations (Hair, Hult, Ringle &
Sarstedt 2017; Malhotra 2014; Zikmund et al. 2017). This investigation is using PLS-SEM as
the analysis technique. Hair et al. (2017) caution the researchers that PLS models with sample
size less than 100 cannot reveal whether significant effects exist in the population (Type II
Error) and thus lack generalisability. They also suggest that a minimum sample of 200 or more
cases provides adequate statistical power to assess the model results and draw conclusions
about the population.
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Hair et al. (2017 p.24) discuss the often-cited 10 times rule that “the minimum sample size
should be 10 times the maximum number of arrowheads pointing at a latent variable anywhere
in the PLS path model”. They caution that this 10 times rule should be taken as a rough
guideline for minimum sample size. They add that researchers shall arrive at the sample size
based on model and data characteristics and stress on the use of power analyses to compute the
required sample size. They recommend the usage of the power analyses guidelines put forward
by Cohen (1992) on the condition that the outer loadings are over the threshold of 0.7. The
conceptual model of this investigation (Figure 5.2) has three arrowheads terminating at the
dependent variable firm performance. Based on the 10 times rule, the minimum sample size
shall be 30 cases. Applying the power analyses to the conceptual model of this study, for three
independent variables, the PLS-SEM requires 37 and 103 cases to achieve statistical power
(Cohen 1992) of 80% to detect R2 values of at least 0.25% or 0.10% respectively (probability
of error 5%) (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017 p.25-26, cf. Exhibit 1.7).
The other recommended method (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017) to compute sample size
is using the software program called G*Power (Faul et al. 2009; Faul et al. 2007). This simple
and flexible G*Power software program (http://www.gpower.hhu.de/) calculates sample size
taking the following inputs from the user like test family, case of multiple linear regression,
effect size, confidence level, statistical power, and the number of independent variables.
Appendix-I shows the output of the G*Power for the context of this research and recommends
a minimum sample size of 119 cases. As noted in Appendix-H, this investigation had obtained
a final sample of 304 cases after the response quality analysis (detecting speeders and invalid
input). Thus, the sample size is well above the minimum sample size recommended by
G*Power for PLS-SEM analysis.
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Measurement Scale
The conceptualisation and subsequent operationalisation address what to measure. The next
logical step in this progression is how to measure. Researchers have put forward several scales
to assist in the measurement of quantitative variables. Zikmund et al. (2017 p.239) define a
scale as “any series of items that are arranged progressively according to value or magnitude,
into which an item can be placed according to its quantification.” The measurements employed
in physical sciences need to be accurate and precise, while it differs in social sciences as the
measurements may vary from subjective to objective numbers. S. S. Stevens is credited for
advancing the theory of scales in 1946. He proposed nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio scales
(Kumar 2014). A nominal scale assists in identifying individuals or objects by assigning
numbers or letters (Zikmund et al. 2017). An ordinal scale arranges “objects or alternatives
according to their magnitude in an ordered relationship” (Zikmund et al. 2017 p.239). Ordinal
scales indicate the relative positioning of the objects, but they do not convey any intervening
distance between them. In contrast, interval scales improve upon ordinal scale about the order
of the objects and help in measuring the intervening “distance in units of equal intervals”
(Zikmund et al. 2017 p.240). The deficient part of an interval scale is that the zero point is
arbitrary (for example, in the Celsius temperature scale). Ratio scales overcome the
arbitrariness of interval scales by reckoning absolute rather than relative values (for example,
weight, money) (Zikmund et al. 2017). All these scales are limited to measures that are unique
and can be specified with a single question or observation.
Complex concepts, however, require “more than one question because the concept may have
several attributes. An attribute is a single characteristic or feature of an object, person,
situation, or issue. Multi-item instruments for measuring a single concept with several
attributes are called index or composite measures” (Zikmund et al. 2017 p.242). One of the
most popular rating scales used by Marketing researchers aiding the attribute measurement is
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called the Likert scale. Respondents are asked to rate carefully worded statement(s) between
two extremities of “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. In between the extremities, there
may be three, five, seven, or nine numbered alternatives. The mid-point usually designates
“neither agree nor disagree” or “neutral”. This research has adopted a 7-point Likert scale as it
provides sufficient differentiation for the respondents in providing their views on the
conceptual constructs identified in the research (Malhotra 2014; Zikmund et al. 2017).

Time Horizon
Data collection also has another dimension at a temporal level depending on how the data is
collected at a single point in time or collected in different timeframes (Kumar 2014; Neuman
2011). In cross-sectional surveys, “independent and dependent variables are measured at the
same point in time” (Bhattacherjee 2012 p.41). In longitudinal surveys, “dependent variables
are measured at a later point in time” (Bhattacherjee 2012 p.41). Both cross-sectional and
longitudinal approaches are employed in descriptive, exploratory, and explanatory research
paradigms. Longitudinal approaches are complex and expensive to administer. The inherent
advantage of the longitudinal approach is the ability to “capture social processes or change”
over a horizon period (Neuman 2011 p.44). This investigation is more concerned about the
perceptions of FLEs than assessing any transformational change in practices, so a crosssectional study is most relevant and thus adopted in this research.

Survey Administration
This research engaged an external survey research panel to administer the data collection as
the online research over paper-based approaches has several advantages (Sue & Ritter 2012).
The International Standards Organisation (ISO) Standard ISO-26362 defines online panels as
“a sample database of potential respondents who declare that they will cooperate with future
[online] data collection if selected” (Baker et al. 2010 p.718; ISO 2009). Sue & Ritter (2012
p.29) defines as pre-recruited panel as “a group of survey respondents who are recruited by a
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variety of methods (e.g., e-mail solicitation, telephone random digit dialling, mail invitations,
and face-to-face interviews) and who agree to be available for repeated survey participation.
Participants are selected randomly from the panel and are sent invitations to participate in
particular surveys”. Baker et al. (2010 p.718) note that “online panels have become a popular
solution to the sample frame problem for those instances in which there is no usable and
complete list of email addresses for the target population.”
The refined questionnaire was supplied to the agency for their review and feedback before
launching the fieldwork. Their feedback was also incorporated to make the online survey
simple, clear, and unambiguous, helping to eliminate the respondent’s fatigue. The research
agency was supplied with the Qualtrics Survey URL. The agency did all the necessary
communication to draw the sample from its database matching the specification that they are
from the services industry. Research agencies typically maintain “panels of individuals, prerecruited via a probability-based sampling methodology, from which sub-samples can be
drawn to the researcher’s specification” (Fricker 2008 p.204).
The questionnaire did not ask for any personal identification details to maintain the
confidentiality and anonymity of the respondent. The respondents were supplied a
downloadable participant information sheet detailing the project, purpose, approving authority,
and whom to contact in case they need any clarification (Appendix-D). The agency indicated
that all their respondents were above 18 years old, and no explicit validation check was
necessary for the pre-screening step. The Qualtrics Survey was programmed to capture the
suitability of the respondents through two validation questions about their experience in highcontact analytics-driven services (Appendix-G). Only respondents who met both criteria were
allowed to continue with the survey. The respondents that did not meet the criteria were
presented with a thank you note and the reason for their unsuitability for the study.
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Following the recommendations of the extant literature, the data collection was administered
as two phases, Pilot Data and Main Data. The pilot data was used for scale purification and
based on the outcome, minor adjustments were made to the survey flow (discussed in detail in
Chapter 7). The Qualtrics platform also has a built-in feature to draw a representative sample
based on defining criteria, called a quota. For the main data collection, it was utilised to balance
the representation from both the genders (see demographic analysis of the main sample (Table
7.8). In terms of the survey presentation, the respondents were presented a single question at a
time, and until they provide their response, the Qualtrics platform does not allow them to
progress to the next question. This feature potentially eliminates missing values. The platform
displays the progress bar to indicate the per cent completion of the survey to the respondents.
Successfully completed respondents were presented with a thank you note for their valuable
participation in the survey. The data collection happened between Mar-May 2018.

Preliminary Analysis
“Data cleansing is the bane of many data scientists’ existence: according to a 2016
survey, it occupies 60 per cent of their time, yet 57 per cent of data scientists still say
that data cleansing is the “least enjoyable” part of their job” (Tobin 2019 p.1).
It is important to ensure the quality of data before its analysis. This section explains the various
steps undertaken to cleanse and prepare the data in a format that is suitable for PLS-SEM. The
various activities carried out in the preliminary data analysis includes missing values, speeders,
straight-liners, input errors, demographic analysis, descriptive statistics for constructs,
common method variance, non-response bias, and endogeneity bias. The study relied on Excel365 and SPSS statistical software for some of these activities.
Missing Values Data Quality
Data cleansing is also known as data cleaning or data scrubbing involves a series of steps in
coding the data, tabulating and keying into a computer system, and while doing so detecting
and eliminating inaccurate entries from a dataset. It also involves identifying incomplete
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surveys, incorrect, and inaccurate responses. Sometimes it warrants a deletion of such data or
replacing those parts with correct information (Tobin 2019; Zikmund et al. 2017). The survey
administration leveraged software features of the Qualtrics Platform (2019) to force response
for each question. The system does not allow a respondent to progress to the next question
until the current question is answered. This helped in eliminating missing values in the data
set. All the questions of the questionnaire require selections except job title. The Qualtrics
platform allows the investigator to monitor the number of completed questionnaires, the target
being about 300, where the survey was halted once these levels were reached.
The Qualtrics data was imported into Excel software for data cleansing and demographic
analysis. As noted in Appendix-H, during the open survey period it attracted 2,103 hits and out
of which only 358 met the screening criteria as described in Appendix-G The pre-testing of
the questionnaire by the survey administrators suggested that the minimum duration threshold
of completing of the survey be 240 seconds. The research had utilised the time tracking feature
of Qualtrics and identified those respondents who completed the survey under 240 seconds,
and these speeders were disqualified. When the speeders reached the end of the questionnaire,
it presented them a thank you as well as disqualification note. In all, there were 35 of them. A
manual scan of the data records identified that 13 respondents provided incorrect job title, and
those 13 records were also dropped from the dataset (Appendix-H).
Excel was programmed to compute minimum, maximum, and average for each indicator. This
assisted in ensuring that there were no missing values in the dataset. The difficult part was
identifying straight-liners, meaning those respondents who provide the same rating across all
the question items. In all, there were six respondents in the final dataset that were marked as
straight-liners and those records were also discarded from the analysis. After all these data
cleansing activities, the survey obtained a useable sample of n=50 for the pilot stage. Similarly,
the useable sample obtained in the main stage was n=304 (Appendix-H).
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Common Method Variance (CMV) and Assessment of Endogeneity Bias
The research made systematic attempts to minimise common method variance (CMV) and
endogeneity bias. These measures are discussed in Section 8.1.

PLS-SEM or Confirmatory Composite Analysis (CCA)
Structural Equation Modelling – A Second Generation Method
First-generation statistical techniques like cluster analysis, exploratory and confirmatory factor
analysis, analysis of variance, and logistic and multiple regression have played a significant
role in social science research for over a century (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). Some
of these methods are focused on exploratory while others are devoted to confirmatory research,
though the distinction between these two broad approaches is hard to draw (Hair, Hult, Ringle
& Sarstedt 2017). The first generations of methods relied on measuring the simple variables.
However, as the social science research progressed, it has embarked on the complex
conceptualisations in which the variables are no longer simple measurements as the researchers
model human perceptions, events, activities, situations etc. This has warranted the application
of multivariate methods to analyse multiple variables simultaneously (Hair, Hult, Ringle &
Sarstedt 2017).
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) is a second-generation multivariate technique which
facilitates the concurrent modelling of associations among multiple predictors or independent
variables (IVs) and multiple dependent variables (DVs) (Henseler et al. 2016). Initially
developed for the studies of econometrics and chemometrics from the 1960s, SEM has quickly
emerged as a powerful technique for validating exploratory models in a host of disciplines
including Information Systems (IS) and Marketing (Garson 2016; Lohmöller 1989; Schuberth
et al. 2016; Wold 1975, 1981, 1985). The simultaneous modelling of multiple IVs and DVs or
constructs enables a researcher to answer interrelated research questions (Gefen et al. 2000).
SEM combines multiple regression and factor analysis to estimate the relationships and
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determine to what extent a hypothesised model is consistent with the data (Hair et al. 2010).
SEM is viewed as a fusion of psychometric theory and statistical methods like factor
approaches (Fornell 1985). There are two popular approaches: LISREL and Partial Least
Squares (PLS).
SEM is flexible in the sense that the researcher can easily mix numerical and categorical
variables in the same equation. SEM enables testing of theoretical models, particularly those
that contain latent construct factors (constructs) and higher-order constructs (Anderson &
Gerbing 1988; Henseler et al. 2016). These constructs need not be observable but measured
indirectly via indicator variables accounting for measurement error in observed variables (Chin
1998; Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). SEM also allows the researcher to have multiple
dependent variables. SEM is capable of handling large models with many hierarchical
relationships (Henseler et al. 2016). Besides, SEM facilitates estimation of mediation chain,
non-recursive relation, precision in measuring errors, and avoidance of multicollinearity issues
(Anderson & Gerbing 1988; Hair et al. 2010). Thus, SEM has overwhelming flexibility in
concurrently assessing the measurement model (outer model), structural relations among
constructs (inner model), mediation effects, and impact of the latent constructs on the
endogenous constructs (Diamantopoulos 1994; Hair et al. 2011).
This research has employed PLS-SEM, also synonymously referred to as Confirmatory
Composite Analysis (CCA). The following subsections elaborate on the PLS approaches and
the choice of CCA.
CB-SEM vs PLS-SEM
The relationships in structural models are estimated using two broad approaches: covariancebased (CB-SEM) and variance-based partial least squares structural equation modelling (PLSSEM) (Jöreskog 1993; Lohmöller 1989; Lowry & Gaskin 2014; Wold 1982). In CB-SEM
“constructs are considered as common factors that explain the covariance between its
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associated indicators. The scores of these common factors are neither known nor needed in the
estimation of model parameters” (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017 p.15). CB-SEM focuses
on minimising the differences between the observed sample covariance matrix and the
covariance matrix estimated” (Hair, Matthews, et al. 2017 p.109). To contrast CB-SEM vs.
PLS-SEM, the former is rooted in the common factor model while the latter on a composite
model. One of the drawbacks of CB-SEM’s reliance on common variance is that it may be
ignoring specific variance that could potentially predict dependent variables in a conceptual
model (Hair, Matthews, et al. 2017). Setting aside several debates on the construct’s
representation of conceptual concepts, Rigdon et al. (2017) conclude that the constructs in both
CB-SEM and PLS-SEM models are only approximations to their conceptual counterparts.
Table 6.2 provides a comparison between these approaches, adapted from (Hair, Hult, Ringle,
Sarstedt, et al. 2017).
The CB-SEM approach suffers from factor-indeterminacy and has issues modelling complex
models consisting of several variables (Lowry & Gaskin 2014; Rigdon et al. 2019). CB-SEM
relies on the same norms as dimension reduction of exploratory factor analysis (EFA). Due to
this reliance, the researchers repeatedly adjust the models to achieve a better fit, and in reality,
this may no longer match the original conceptualisation (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017).
EFA aims to find factors in an unknown set of variables, and applying the same approach to
conceptual constructs may not be appropriate (Reise et al. 2000). CB-SEM, being a parametric
approach, statistical significance is part of the technique and thereby is more suitable to theory
testing where the objective is not prediction (Hair, Matthews, et al. 2017). However, for studies
that aim to develop or extend theory focusing on explanation and predict dependent constructs,
PLS-SEM is the best alternative for its flexibility, distribution free assumptions, and ability to
maximise the R2 values of endogenous constructs (Hair, Matthews, et al. 2017; Rigdon 2016;
Rigdon et al. 2017; Sarstedt et al. 2016).
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Table 6.2 Comparison between factor-based SEM and PLS-SEM
Criterion

Factor-based SEM

PLS

Sample References

Model estimation
Estimation process

Estimates model parameters so that the
discrepancy between the estimated and sample
covariance matrices is minimised.

Estimates model parameters so that the explained
variance of the endogenous constructs/ indicators is
being maximised.
Defines convergence as the point at which no
substantial difference occurs in the model
estimations from one iteration to the next.

Convergence

Defines convergence as the increase/ decrease in
the function value beyond a certain threshold.

Estimation objective

Exploratory modelling.

Predictive modelling.

Treatment of construct
measures

Treats constructs as common factors-only
common variance is used to estimate model
parameters.

Treats constructs as composites – the total variance
(Henseler et al. 2016; Rigdon 2012)
is used to estimate model parameters.

Latent variable scores

Indeterminate.

Explicitly estimated.

(Becker et al. 2013; McDonald
1996; SchÖnemann & Steiger
1978)

Model complexity

Requires models of small to moderate
complexity.

Accommodates all kinds of model complexity
including large models with many constructs and
indicators.

(Hair et al. 2012)

Measurement model
specification

Handles reflectively specified constructs;
limitations in handling formatively specified
constructs.

Handles reflectively and formatively specified
constructs.

(Diamantopoulos & Riefler 2011;
Sarstedt et al. 2016)

Non-parametric; makes no distributional
assumptions.

(Cassel et al. 1999; Reinartz et al.
2009; Rigdon 2016)

Produces parameter estimates with small sample
sizes.
Several goodness-of-fit criteria have been proposed
but their adequacy and interpretation remain subject
for future research.

(Goodhue et al. 2012; Reinartz et
al. 2009; Rigdon 2016)

(Joreskog & Wold 1982; Jöreskog
1973; Tenenhaus et al. 2005)
(Jöreskog 1973; Tenenhaus et al.
2005)
(Rigdon 2012; Shmueli 2010;
Shmueli et al. 2016)

Model specification

Data
Standard maximum likelihood estimation
Distributional assumptions requires multivariate normality, but numerous
robust estimators exist.
Generally, requires relatively high sample size to
Sample Size
produce (robust) parameter estimates.
Fit Measure

Offers goodness-of-fit statistics.

(Henseler et al. 2016; Henseler et
al. 2014; Henseler & Sarstedt 2013)
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Confirmatory Composite Analysis (CCA)
Historically, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is the method to analyse reflectively measured
constructs. However, in exploratory research, the researchers are unaware of the nature of
indicators they deal with and the structure of their conceptual proxies (constructs). The recently
proposed confirmatory composite analysis (CCA), an extension of principal component
analysis, has several advantages due to its treatment of observed variables and construct
proxies as composites. A comparison of EFA, CCA, and CFA are presented in Table 6.3. A
systematic body of knowledge on CCA has been published and provides a detailed treatment
on the subject matter (Hair, Page, et al. 2019; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019; Henseler 2015, 2017;
Rigdon 2012, 2014; Rigdon et al. 2019; Rigdon et al. 2017; Sarstedt et al. 2016; Sarstedt et al.
2014; Schuberth et al. 2018).
Partial least squares structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM), a composite-based approach in
philosophy, has become a dominant approach in marketing literature for its various advantages
over the CB-SEM (Hair, Hult, Ringle, Sarstedt, et al. 2017; Henseler 2017). The proponents
of PLS-SEM long ago emphasised that factor-based SEM and PLS are fundamentally different,
and scholars need to choose one technique over the other based on research objectives,
measurement properties, and model setup (Hair, Hult, Ringle, Sarstedt, et al. 2017; Joreskog
& Wold 1982). Hair et al. (2017) provide a detailed comparison between these two techniques.
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Table 6.3 Comparison of EFA, CCA and CFA
EFA
Exploratory Factor Analysis
Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) = Total
variance
Common Factor Analysis =
Common variance
Exploratory only
Analyses Independent and
Dependent Variables
Separately
Objective is Data Reduction

Orthogonal Rotation produces
Independent (uncorrelated)
Factors
Reliability Examined
Typically, Cronbach’s Alpha
Face and Content Validity

Other Types of Validity
typically not Assessed
Factor Scores and Sum Scores
often used with Multiple
Regression
Factor Scores are
Indeterminant

CCA
Confirmatory Composite
Analysis

CFA
Confirmatory Factor
Analysis

Total variance

Common variance only

Both Exploratory and
Confirmatory
Analyses Independent and
Dependent Variables Together,
but Focuses on Measurement
Confirmation
Objective is Confirming
Measurement Models and also
Prediction of Dependent
Variables
Composites (constructs) are
Correlated

Confirmatory only

Reliability Examined
Typically, Composite
Reliability
Convergent Validity
Reflective Measurement
Models
Discriminant Validity

Reliability Examined
Typically, Composite
Reliability
Convergent Validity
Reflective Measurement
Models
Discriminant Validity

Construct Composite Scores
applied in Structural
Modelling
Construct Composite Scores
are Determinant

Construct Latent Factors
applied in Structural
Modelling
Construct Factor Scores are
Indeterminant

Analyses all Variables
Together as Measurement
Models
Objective is Confirming
Measurement Models
Composites (constructs) are
Correlated

Source (Hair et al. 2020)

In comparison to CFA, CCA is beneficial because nomological models 1) can retain more
items to measure proxies; 2) determinant construct scores are available and 3) can be applied
to analyse both reflective and formative measurement models (Hair, Risher, et al. 2019). Large
scale simulation studies have confirmed that PLS-SEM outperforms a factor-based approach
when the underlying population model is composite (Hair, Hult, Ringle, Sarstedt, et al. 2017;
Sarstedt et al. 2016).
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Henseler (2017 p.180 cf Table 1) explains the salient differences among the measurement
models of composite, reflective, and casual-formative. In contrast to other measurement
models, in a composite approach, the relationship between indicators and their respective
constructs is not cause-and-effect but assumes a definitional relation. PLS literature
distinguishes the connection between an indicator and its construct as Mode-A vs. Mode-B.
Mode-A is a typical reflective style, where the arrow points away from the construct to the
indicator while Mode-B is of typical formative style where the arrow points into the construct.
In PLS-SEM the model specification as Mode-A vs. Mode-B indicates how and what the link
weights/loadings signify. In the case of Mode-A, they represent correlational weights while
Mode-B it is regression weights (Rigdon 2012). Thus, Rigdon and other scholars of CCA draw
the attention of the researchers that PLS-SEM by right is a composite based approach
irrespective of the model specification as Mode-A or Mode-B and the researchers should
consider akin to the respective underlying theories of measurement 6 (Rigdon 2012, 2014;
Sarstedt et al. 2016).
Composite measurement places far fewer restrictions and assumptions on model specification
except that “… all correlations between indicators of different constructs can be explained as
the product of inter-construct correlations and respective indicator loadings” (Henseler 2017,
p. 181). It implies that “composites typically require a context in which they are embedded”
and “composite measurement can be evaluated only in relation to its nomological net”
(Henseler 2017, p. 181). Hair et al. (2019 cf. Exhibit 15.28) provides a detailed procedure to
carry out CCA. Hair et al. recommend a two-step process to assess the model: a) evaluation of
the outer model for its reliability and validity and b) evaluation of the inner structural model
for its predictive power. Based on the broad approach to scale development and validation

6

Personal communication with Rigdon, Ringle, Sarstedt, Henseler and Becker.
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initially presented in Figure 3.2 as a foundation, a detailed procedure would be proposed in
this research (Chapter 7), which will closely follow these guidelines and assess the model
against the criteria and report the results accordingly.
Summary of the Methodological Choice
Research setting
This exploratory investigation’s objectives are conceptualising and validating the FLE
empowerment scale and predicting its impact on firm performance with dynamic capabilities
acting as mediators. CCA is a suitable choice for exploratory and prediction oriented research
settings (Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Hair, Matthews, et al. 2017).
Model specification and complexity
PLS-SEM is selected for its superiority in supporting exploratory research and complex
structural models with many constructs in a structural model (Akter et al. 2017; Hair, Hult,
Ringle, Sarstedt, et al. 2017). PLS-SEM has less bias in parameter estimates, even when the
sample sizes are small (Sarstedt et al. 2016). PLS-SEM is a composite based approach
irrespective of the model specification 7 (Rigdon 2012, 2014; Sarstedt et al. 2016).
Composite measurement, an extension of principal component analysis, treats observed
variables and constructs as composites (Rigdon 2012). In PLS-SEM, constructs are treated as
proxies to their conceptual counterparts, and their inter-relationships are tested in a path model
(Rigdon 2014). For these reasons, PLS-SEM is referred to as confirmatory composite analysis
(CCA) (Hair et al. 2020). The research adopted the latest recommendations laid down for CCA
by Hair et al. (2020; 2019; 2019).
PLS or CCA is robust in handling complex models consisting of any number of constructs and
indicators as against factor-based approaches (Lowry & Gaskin 2014). CCA can concurrently

7

Personal communication with Professors Rigdon, Ringle, Sarstedt, Henseler and Becker.
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handle models consisting of both formative and reflective constructs (Becker et al. 2012;
Sarstedt et al. 2019), the conceptual model of this investigation has only reflective constructs.
CCA allows constructs with a small number of indicators or even constructs with single
indicators (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017).
Data distribution
The data for this research is obtained via an online survey of FLEs. The respondents rated a
series of statements on a 7-point Likert scale. Respondents may tend to select the same
response, which may cause some peaked distributions, and the data distribution may be nonnormal (Byrne 2010; Kaplan 2008).
Sample size
This investigation collected data in two stages, and the main dataset consisted of 304 samples.
PLS is robust to produce good results even with small size samples. This sample size is
moderate to large and as such PLS can produce stable and reliable results (Hair, Hult, Ringle
& Sarstedt 2017)
PLS-SEM/ Confirmatory Composite Analysis Flow
The original PLS-SEM algorithm was developed by Wold (1975, 1982) and was enhanced by
many methodological advocates like Lohmoller (1989), Bentler & Huang (2014), Dijkstra
(2014), and Dijkstra & Henseler (2015a, 2015b). To better aid the explanation of PLS-SEM
path models and algorithm, a simple path diagram is shown in Figure 6.3 (Hair, Hult, Ringle
& Sarstedt 2017; Sarstedt et al. 2017). From SEM terminology Y1..Y3 are referred to as
constructs or latent variables and x1..x9 are referred to as indicators. The paths leading from
the constructs to the indicators are referred to as the outer or measurement model. The middle
portion depicting the paths between constructs is referred to as the structural or inner model.
Constructs are typically represented as circles or ovals and indicators are represented as
rectangles. A latent variable like Y3 which purely serves as a dependent variable, or as both
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dependent and independent variable, like Y2, is called an endogenous construct or variable. A
latent variable like Y1, which serves as an independent variable is termed as an exogenous
construct. Y1 and Y3 are reflective constructs while Y2 is a formative construct. As Y1 and
Y3 are measured reflectively the relationship of the constructs and their indicators are referred
to as outer loadings (l1..l3 and l7..l9). Similarly, for the formatively measured Y2 the
relationship between its indicators w4..w6 are called as outer weights. The strength of the
relationship between the constructs is expressed as the path or β coefficients (p12, p13 and
p23) as shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 PLS-SEM Path Model Terminology
6.10.5.1 PLS-SEM Algorithm
The algorithm first assesses the unknown elements Yk from the known elements, i.e.,
indicators. The construct scores are a linear combination of the defining indicators; for
example, Y1 score is a linear combination of x1..x3. Then the constructs’ scores become the
input for the regression models comprising the path model (Y1-Y2, Y1-Y3 and Y2-Y3) (Hair,
Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). For formative constructs (Y2), the outer weights (wi) are
estimated in partial regressions treating Y2 as the dependent variable and x4..x6 as independent
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variables. For reflective constructs (Y1, Y3), the outer loadings (li) are regressed on the
respective constructs for each of the indicators. The algorithm starts with the ultimate
dependent variable(s) and its predecessors for the initial regression and traverses back to the
exogenous construct(s), in this case, Y2 and Y1, and estimates the path coefficients. It can be
imagined that every endogenous construct is estimated through a partial regression model
(Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). Henseler et al. (2012) provide a detailed account of this
two-stage process as depicted in Figure 6.4. In the second stage, the algorithm arrives at the
outer loadings/ weights, path coefficients, and explained variance (R2) for each of the
endogenous latent constructs (i.e., Y3 and Y2) (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Henseler
et al. 2012). The next subsection provides an important criterion to evaluate the quality of the
model results and how to ascertain its predictive capabilities.

Figure 6.4 Key Computational Steps of PLS Algorithm
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6.10.5.2 SmartPLS Run Specification
SmartPLS provides a set of options to be selected to evaluate a specified model termed as
algorithmic options or parameter settings (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Ringle et al.
2015). There are four options namely, 1) path weighting method; 2) initial values; 3) stop
criterion, and 4) maximum iterations. The path weighting scheme is recommended as it yields
better R2 values. SmartPLS applies z-standardisation to the raw data, meaning the indicator
means are zero and variance is 1. For this reason, the values of the coefficients vary between 1 and +1, where + indicates a positive relationship. Coefficient values close to 0 signify a
weaker relationship and are not statistically significant. For the initial run, all the outer weights
of the measurement model are set to +1 and are replaced by the path coefficients in the
subsequent iterations. In each iteration, SEM assesses the changes in the outer weights between
the iterations, and when difference falls below 10-7, signals a stop for further iterations. The
other convergence criteria are set via the maximum number of iterations, usually 300, but
SmartPLS usually converges in a much smaller number of runs (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt
2017; Henseler 2010).
6.10.5.3 Bootstrapping
Standard statistical parametric significance tests are not applicable as SEM does not make any
assumptions about the normality of the data (Davison & Hinkley 1997; Efron et al. 2015).
Bootstrapping involves the generation of bootstrap samples by drawing and redrawing at
random from the original sample. If the original sample contains ‘n’ number of cases, then a
specific bootstrap sample will also have the same number of cases. Usually, 5,000 such
samples are drawn. SEM runs the same model 5,000 times and creates a distribution of the
parameter estimates and path coefficients. The distribution is used to estimate standard error
and standard deviation for the model parameters and path coefficients. A two-tailed t-test is
applied to assess the significance of the SEM estimates. The critical value for the t-statistic for
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(α = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10) is computed to be 1.65, 1.96, and 2.57 respectively (Hair, Hult, Ringle
& Sarstedt 2017). SmartPLS computes the t-stat as well as p-value or probability value which
is the probability of obtaining an equal or higher value of t-stat. This research has used
bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples to estimate the significance levels of the SEM results
presented in the subsequent chapters.
6.10.5.4 PLS-SEM Evaluation of Measurement Model
A systematic process to evaluate PLS models is depicted in Figure 6.5, adapted from the works
of Hair et al. (2020; 2017; 2019). The first stage involves validating the measurement model.
The suggested criteria for reflective models, internal consistency reliability and validity, are as
follows: 1) indicator reliability; 2) convergent validity and 3) composite reliability; and 4)
discriminant validity. For a reflective indicator to be reliable, it is recommended to have a
loading of at least 0.7. For exploratory scale development research Hair et al. (2019) advise
that a threshold below 0.7 may be acceptable provided the rest of the criteria are met.
Convergent validity is assessed using the statistic, average variance extracted (AVE). The
recommended minimum threshold is 0.5. Constructs’ reliability is assessed through composite
reliability (CR) which has superseded the prior criteria of Cronbach’s Alpha, and the
recommended minimum threshold is again 0.7.
Internal consistency reliability and average variance extracted are computed using the
following formulae:
Cronbach’s 𝛼𝛼 or alpha

Composite reliability 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐

Average variance extracted
where,
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𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖2
𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡2

ei

= variance of the indicator i
= variance of the sum of all k indicators
= measurement error of indicator i

var (ei) = variance of the measurement error of indicator i

For higher-order, reflective-reflective constructs AVE and CR are computed using the same
formula. The path coefficients leading from the higher-order construct to the subdimensions
are interpreted as the loadings li (Sarstedt et al. 2019). Establishing discriminant validity is an
important part of SEM as it helps to ensure that each construct modelled is unique (Anderson
& Gerbing 1988). Discriminant validity is established through the checks of cross-loadings,
Fornell-Larcker criterion and HTMT ratio (Fornell & Larcker 1981; Henseler et al. 2015).
These will be explained along with the data analysis covered in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 (ex.
Section 7.2.10).
6.10.5.5 PLS-SEM Evaluation of the Structural Model
Path or β coefficients
Once the measurement or outer model meets the quality criteria, the structural model is suitable
to be assessed for the hypothesised relationships. SmartPLS provides standardised path
coefficients (for example, p12, p13 and p23 of Figure 6.3), values ranging from -1 to +1.
Coefficients close to +1 represent the positive relationship and vice versa for the negative
values, and values close to 0 signify weaker relationships which might be statistically
insignificant. As noted before, bootstrapping provides the estimates for the standard error via
t-stats and p-values. For example, t-stats > 2.57 signifies the results are significant at α = 1%.
For exploratory research, some researchers even assume a significance level of α = 10% (Hair,
Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). The size of the coefficient also helps to assess the impact of
antecedent constructs on an endogenous construct, meaning the path coefficients are
interpreted similarly as β coefficients of OLS regression, i.e., one-unit change in the exogenous
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variable causes β units of change on the endogenous variable when ceteris paribus (Hair et al.
2010; Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). The t-stat and p-values help ascertain the statistical
significance of the association between the constructs. Furthermore, a construct may exert
direct as well as an indirect effect on an endogenous construct. For example, in Figure 6.3 Y1
has a direct as well as indirect effect on Y3 via Y2, thus the total effect of Y1 on Y3 is computed
as p13 + p12 * p23 (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017).
Coefficient of Determination - R2
Apart from indicator loadings, path coefficients, AVE, CR, and discriminant validities, SEM
models are to be assessed for their in-sample predictive or explanatory power using the
coefficient of determination, R2 (Rigdon 2012; Sarstedt et al. 2014). It represents the amount
of variance of the endogenous constructs explained by all the antecedent constructs. The higher
the value (between 0 to 1) of R2, the better the predictive accuracy of the model. It is possible
with some nonsignificant constructs to achieve higher levels of R2, so SEM recommends
parsimonious models with fewer exogenous constructs in predicting the endogenous
construct(s) of a hypothesised model (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). Researchers agree
that it is difficult to provide an acceptable value for R2, values equal to or above 0.75, 0.50 or
0.25 are respectively referred to as substantial, moderate, or weak predictive power (Hair et al.
2011; Henseler et al. 2009).
Effect size- f2
It is also possible to assess the net effect of an exogenous construct on the endogenous
variable(s), referred to as the effect size (f2) of a construct. R2 values of endogenous constructs
are evaluated in two stages with the construct in and excluded. The resulting values are used
to compute the f2 using the appended formula. Based on Cohen’s guidelines (Cohen 1988) in
determining the effect size, values of 0.02, 0.15 and 0.35 as small, medium, and large
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respectively. Values below 0.02 indicate that that construct has no effect on the outcome
variable.
𝑓𝑓 2 =

2
2
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
−𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
2
1− 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

f4

Blindfolding and Predictive Relevance - Q2
R2 provides a measure for the in-sample predictive power. Stone (1974) and Geisser (1974)
have recommended an approach to assess the out-of-sample predictive power of a model (Q2).
This estimation uses a procedure called blindfolding in which every dth data point of a reflective
endogenous variable is omitted and then is estimated back with the remaining data as if these
are missing values from a dataset (Chin 1998; Henseler et al. 2009; Tenenhaus et al. 2005).
The estimated parameters are used now in predicting the deleted records and are used in the
computation of the Q2 value. This procedure is repeated as many times as the omission distance
so that every data point of the indicators is omitted and then predicted. A Q2 value greater than
zero indicates predictive relevance, else the model is said to lack predictive relevance (Chin
1998; Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017).
6.10.5.6 PLS-Predict: Out-of-Sample Prediction
PLS-SEM, a “casual-predictive” modelling approach (Joreskog & Wold 1982 p.270), breaks
the dichotomy between explanatory and predictive models. However, Marketing Research
mainly focuses on explanatory power, i.e., the ability to generalise model predictions from a
sample data to its respective population (Shmueli et al. 2016; Shmueli et al. 2019). Shmueli et
al., (2019) argue that marketing researchers shall progress from mere testing of their models
for significance (path coefficients, direction, t-stats, p-values) to a stage of ascertaining their
out-of-sample predictive validity. The PLS-SEM approach not only maximises variance in
endogenous constructs (Sarstedt et al. 2017), it is very much suitable in ascertaining out-ofsample prediction (Shmueli et al. 2019). In advocating the theory for explaining and predicting
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(EP Theory), Gregor (2006 p.626) observes that “EP theory implies both understanding of
underlying causes and prediction, as well as a description of theoretical constructs and the
relationships among them.” Certain limitations exist with the existing measures, for example,
coefficient of determination (R2) provides only an in-sample model-fit, and Q2 (model
predictive quality) is a blindfolding procedure based “on single omitted and imputed data
points” (Shmueli et al. 2019 p.2324). To overcome these difficulties and to assess the out-ofsample predictive ability of a PLS-SEM path model, Shmueli et al. (2019 p.2324) proposed
the PLSpredict algorithm and incorporated detailed guidelines to use this “holdout-samplebased procedure that generates case-level predictions on an item or a construct level”.
The PLSpredict procedure is designed around k-fold cross-validation. The entire dataset is
partitioned into k-folds or subgroups. After that k-1 groups are combined as a training sample
to predict a holdout subgroup. Each case of the holdout sample is predicted, and the results are
summarised. The process is repeated for all the k-folds. Again, this process is repeated rnumber of times. This entire k-fold is repeated r-times with a random division of k-folds. Thus,
Shmueli et al. (2019) summarise the following steps to perform PLSpredict analysis: 1) Ensure
that all the constructs in a path model (reflective or formative) meet the measurement model
criteria for reliability, convergent and validity discriminant validity. 2) Identify key target
construct for which predictive relevance is to be assessed. 3) Define the number of folds. 4)
Define a number of repetitions. 5) Define prediction statistic for estimating predictive error.
6) Rule of thumb is to choose 10 folds and 10 repetitions. The application of this procedure in
validating the conceptual model is further discussed in Section 8.2.5.
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Figure 6.5 PLS-SEM Process
adapted from (Hair et al. 2020; 2017; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019)
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Ethical Considerations – Quantitative Phase
The investigation was performed conforming to the approvals and norms set by the Human
Research Ethics Committee of the University of Wollongong. The ethical aspects related to
this investigation pertain to the voluntary participation and informed consent of the
respondents; confidentiality of the information shared; privacy and anonymity of the person
and/or employer (de Vaus 2002). A brief discussion is presented below.
The data collection was performed via an online survey employing the Qualtrics platform. At
the beginning of the online survey, the participants were presented a detailed participant
information sheet (Appendix-D). The associated consent form which was handed over to the
online survey agency was attached in Appendix-E. It clarified that the research was undertaken
as part of a university research study and that the participation was voluntary and there were
no adverse effects for not participating. The information sheet provided a host of details like
the ethics approval number, title and purpose of the research project, contact details of the
researcher and supervisor(s), the university where the researcher was based, and whom to
approach (university ethics officer) about any concerns or complaints.
The information sheet included details like the data collection mechanism, possible duration
of the survey, benefits of participation and research, the possible use of the data gathered in
the thesis, and academic publications. The detailed information assured informed consent was
obtained before participation. The information sheet also indicated any possible risks,
inconveniences, or discomforts. There were no chances of psychological distress in this study
as the focal points of discussion were not related to individual persons but more about the
organisational processes related to empowerment and usage of newer technologies to serve
customers better.
It also stated that the participant had the privilege to withdraw from the study at any stage
during the online survey and any information collected would be removed from the analysis.
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The online form does not contain personal identification information like name, company,
location or contact details. As such, it indicated in the form that, once the survey is completed
and submitted, it is not possible to withdraw as it was not possible to identify the participant.
The document also highlighted that confidentiality was respected by presenting only aggregate
or summary results in the thesis, conference presentations or journal publications.
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Chapter Summary
The objective of this chapter was to propose and justify the quantitative research methodology
to test and validate the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 5. The discussion detailed the
research design adaptation for the quantitative phase of the study and explained the survey
instrument development process and measurement model specification. The explanation
touched on the reasons for adopting an online survey approach, sample design, and the
administration of the survey. Then the discussion progressed to explain data analysis
approaches, common method variance, and endogeneity. Finally, the discussion elaborated on
the analysis technique, PLS-SEM or confirmatory composite analysis, its advantages over
CBSEM, and provided process flow to conduct data analysis. The methodological section also
highlighted the latest developments of confirmatory composite analysis and the procedures for
out-of-sample predictive procedure employing PLSpredict. The last section discussed ethical
considerations concerning the quantitative survey.
Thus, this chapter placed an important methodological foundation for progressing to conduct
the fieldwork, collect data, and test and validate the conceptual model in the following
chapters. The conceptual model analysis is presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, by dedicating
Chapter 7 to scale development employing confirmatory composite analysis and then
validating the complete conceptual model in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Scale Development8
Chapter Overview
This chapter is dedicated to FLE empowerment scale development and validation. Chapter 4
proposed FLE empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions, namely
decision making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools &
technologies, and training & development. Chapter 5 proposed a conceptual model linking
FLE empowerment to dynamic capabilities and firm performance. Chapter 6 laid the
methodological foundations to collect data from frontline employees working in analyticsdriven services. Chapter 6 also elaborated on the methodological choice of confirmatory
composite analysis which serves as the main analytical test vehicle to test and validate the FLE
empowerment model and the overall conceptual model proposed in Chapter 5. Building on
these foundations, this chapter is organised as follows.
Section 7.1 proposes a scale development procedure devised based on the existing knowledge
on scale development research, and methodological advances such as confirmatory composite
analysis. Section 7.2 provides a detailed execution of the scale development procedure
consisting of 11-steps. The 11th step nomological validity, in this research context, the
conceptual model proposed in Chapter 5 will be analysed in Chapter 8 following the FLE
empowerment scale validation presented in this chapter.

A research paper based on this scale development research was published in the International Journal of
Information Management.
Motamarri et al., 2020, ‘Frontline employee empowerment: Scale development and validation using
Confirmatory Composite Analysis’, International Journal of Information Management, vol. 54, Article No.
102177.

8
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Scale Development Process
Chapter 4 conceptualised FLE empowerment as a six-dimensional second-order reflectivereflective construct. The chapter is devoted to building and validating the FLE empowerment
scale. Scale development is an important building-block of knowledge assimilation in social
sciences (Straub 1989). Morgado et al. (2017) made a systematic review of the scale
development practice, identified certain limitations and suggested some guidelines for scale
development. Building on these insights, extensive scale development procedures
recommended in the Information Systems Research (Bagozzi 2011; MacKenzie et al. 2011;
Straub 1989; Wetzels et al. 2009), and the recent confirmatory composite analysis (CCA)
approach outlined by Hair et al. (2020; 2019) this research adopted the FLE empowerment
scale development procedure as depicted in Figure 7.1. The execution of the procedure relies
on several conceptual, methodological, and data collection decisions proposed throughout the
discussion presented in Chapter 3 to Chapter 6.

FLE Empowerment Scale Development
Step 1: Conceptualisation
Based on the insights from an extensive review of the literature (Chapter 2), Chapter 4
discussed in-depth interviews and thematic analysis of the data and the conceptualisation of
empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions (Figure 4.1). This, in
essence, the conceptualisation of the FLE empowerment construct, i.e., Step 1 of the scale
development procedure, as depicted in Figure 7.1. The following sections will progress from
there, and detail the outcomes of the scale development procedure from Step 2 onwards.
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Figure 7.1 Empowerment Scale Development Procedure
[adapted from (Bagozzi 2011; Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Page, et al. 2019; MacKenzie et al. 2011; Wetzels et al.
2009)]

Step 2: Empowerment: Operationalisation and Item Generation
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Table 2.5 presented a summary of the extant work on how empowerment was operationalised.
Based on the insights gathered from the in-depth interviews, the initial item pool was refined
to represent the conceptual domain (Hinkin 1998; MacKenzie et al. 2011). Then, a rigorous
review of this large pool of items was made and compared them with the identified dimensions
and their definitions before shortening them further, as shown in Table 7.1. The tabulation
shows items extracted from the literature and how they have been adapted for the current study
context. For dimensions, tools & technologies, and training & development, items were
developed based on the literature and depth interviews. Then, items were refined by
eliminating ambiguous words. The items-pool was reviewed to avoid any double-barrelled and
social desirability items. Suggestions from the agency that assisted in quantitative data
collection (Section 6.8) were also taken into consideration to reduce both item duplicity and
the respondents’ cognitive burden (MacKenzie et al. 2011; Nederhof 1985).
Step 3: Content Validity
Content validity helps in establishing the extent to which the selected items represent the
content universe of a concept (Straub et al. 2004). To broadly ascertain whether an item
belongs to a construct domain and whether the items together encompass a construct domain
(Fitzpatrick 1983; MacKenzie et al. 2011), this research devised a mechanism, derivate of Qmethodology (Van Exel & De Graaf 2005) and item matrix vs. construct rating suggested by
MacKenzie et al. (2011). All the items were grouped and placed horizontally, and the columns
represented the dimensions of empowerment, as shown in Table 7.2. A convenient sample of
three academics and two frontline professionals, who were also in-depth interview participants
(Section 4.5) were chosen, of which two academics and the two frontline professionals returned
the questionnaires. All the respondents correctly allocated the item groups to their respective
dimensions and expressed the adequacy of the item pool. Then this doctoral research student
had a one-on-one session with two senior academics to ensure content validity. The academics
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suggested minor improvements to the wording of the items, and those suggestions were fully
incorporated.

Step 4: Measurement Model
The meta-analysis performed on extant empowerment literature ascertains a reflectivereflective second-order formulation for empowerment (Seibert et al. 2011). One of the key
insights from the literature is that no single dimension of empowerment could explain unique
variance confirming empowerment as a composite measure (Maynard et al. 2012; Seibert et
al. 2011). Thus, following the prior research and latest recommendations for the application of
PLS-SEM for composites (covered in Section 6.10) (Becker et al. 2012; Hair, Risher, et al.
2019; Rigdon 2012; Rigdon et al. 2017; Sarstedt et al. 2016), this research treats empowerment
as a second-order, reflective-reflective construct with a repeated indicator approach specified
as Mode-A, as shown in Figure 7.2. In all, there are 22 indicators to measure the six dimensions
of empowerment. The respondents were asked to rate the individual items on a 7-point Likert
scale, anchored at ‘1’ designating ‘strongly disagree’, ‘7’ ‘strongly agree’ and the mid-point
‘4’ ‘neither agree nor disagree’.
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Table 7.1 Operationalisation of Empowerment Construct/ Items Generation
Dimension/ Item

From Literature

Adapted/ Defined Item Description

Source

Decision Making
EM_DM1

I have the authority to correct problems when
they occur.

As I have the authority to correct problems when
they occur.

(Melhem 2004; Wilder et al. 2014)

EM_DM2

I am allowed to be creative when I deal with
problems at work.

I am allowed to be creative when I deal with
problems at work.

(Melhem 2004)

EM_DM3

I have a lot of control over how I do my job.

I have a lot of control over how I solve problems
at work.

(Melhem 2004; Wilder et al. 2014)

EM_DM4

Pressure from senior management to become
more data-driven and analytical.

My organisation promotes decisions based on
data and analytics

(Kiron et al. 2014)

EM_DS1

I have significant autonomy in determining how I
do my job.

I am aware of the boundaries within which I can
adapt the service I offer.

(Spreitzer 1995)

EM_DS2

More personal control over how to perform the
job.

I know when I need to consult my supervisor for
approval or clarification.

(Spreitzer 1995)

EM_DS3

I can decide on my own how to go about doing
my work.

I follow the guidelines and serve customers
without unnecessary consultation with my peers
and supervisors.

(Spreitzer 1995)

EM_DS4

I have significant autonomy in determining how I
do my job.

I can exercise discretionary power to serve my
customers.

(Spreitzer 1995)

EM_IA1

I know how to get needed information (e.g.
whatever the customer needs help).

I have access to information about the
products/services offered by my organisation.

(Melhem 2004)

EM_IA2

More awareness of the business and strategic
context in which the job is performed.

I have access to related business processes and
procedures.

(Bowen & Lawler 1992)

EM_IA3

I know how to get needed information (e.g.
whatever the customer needs help).

I have access to information about what
customers are looking for.

(Melhem 2004)

Discretionary Skills

Information Access
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Dimension/ Item
EM_IA4

From Literature
Customer feedback, unit performance data, data
on competitors.

Adapted/ Defined Item Description

Source

I have access to information about customers’
feedback on our services.

(Bowen & Lawler 1992)

Knowledge and Skills
EM_KM1

I have all the necessary skills to best serve my
customer.

I have the necessary skills to best serve my
customer.

(Melhem 2004)

EM_KM2

Skills to analyse business results.

I have the necessary knowledge to do my job.

(Bowen & Lawler 1992)

EM_KM3

I have mastered the skills necessary for my job.

I have mastered the skills necessary for my job.

(Spreitzer 1995)

EM_KM4

I am confident about my ability to do my job.

I am confident about my ability to do my job.

(Spreitzer 1995)

EM_TT1

My organisation provides me with relevant tools
to perform my job.

EM_TT2

My organisation regularly invests in tools and
technologies to help me perform my job.

Derived from literature and depth
interviews (Aguinis & Kraiger 2009;
Bowen 2016; Bowen & Lawler 1992;
Teece 2007).

EM_TT3

My organisation provides tools that are equal to
or better than the competition.

Tools and Technologies

Training and Development
EM_TD1

My organisation provides regular training on our
products/services

EM_TD2

My organisation provides regular training on the
tools I am expected to use to serve the customer.

EM_TD3

My organisation invests in my skill development.

Derived from literature and depth
interviews (Aguinis & Kraiger 2009;
Bowen 2016; Bowen & Lawler 1992;
Teece 2007).
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Table 7.2 Questionnaire for Content Validity
Sl
No.

Dimension
Item Groups

z1

I have all the necessary
skills to best serve my
customer.

…
x1

Knowledge and
Skills

Decision
Making

Information
Access

Discretionary
Skills

Tools and
Technologies

Training and
Development

Remarks

I have access to all the
products/ services offered by
my firm.

…
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Figure 7.2 FLE Empowerment Measurement Model
Step 5 & 6: Scale Evaluation – Pre-test and Refinement
The questionnaire consisting of the empowerment and other associated constructs was
implemented in the Qualtrics Online Survey Platform (Qualtrics 2019). The questionnaire was
subjected to three cycles of pre-testing to fine-tune the online questionnaire. A total of 35 pretests were conducted by academics, higher degree research students, and FLEs to check the
questionnaire for timing, wording, respondent screening, question order, comprehension,
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clarity, completeness, and flow of control. The pre-test respondents were also requested to
provide their feedback on the questionnaire, content, format, structure, order, or any other
observations. The tests assisted the doctoral student to enhance the questionnaire and make it
easier for the respondents to complete the questionnaire. The feedback recommended
placement of informative wording for each of the questions so that the respondents have a clear
understanding of the question. The suggestions collected from the panel and pre-tests improved
the items’ reliability and clarity, with some questions re-ordered to improve the flow, and
ensured the survey led to the appropriate exit text based on the screening questions. The
feedback also resulted in the removal of redundant items, potentially reducing respondent
fatigue, and providing the opportunity to complete the questionnaire in less than 15 minutes.
The Qualtrics platform’s built-in tool assessed the quality of the questionnaire design as good.
Step 7 & 8: Validation - Pilot Study
The data collection commenced with a pilot study characterised by a quantitative procedure
that served to examine the resulting scale’s psychometric properties and examine the
appropriateness of the survey administration. The doctoral student made use of a pre-recruited
internet marketing research panel consisting of people who had voluntarily opted to participate.
Two qualifying criteria were adopted to screen respondents (Appendix-G). 392 potential
respondents attempted the survey, and 60 of them met the qualifying criteria. The Qualtrics
platform was set to gather data without any missing values. All the qualified respondents
completed the survey, yielding 60 cases (Appendix-H). The data was then exported to an excel
file to conduct response quality analysis. The data was scanned for speeders, straight liners,
and any invalid input. The scan identified a total of 10 invalid cases, resulting in a final sample
of 50 cases (Appendix-H). Table 7.3 provides a demographic profile of the pilot data.
The discussion on methodological aspects in Section 6.10 introduced the analytical technique
confirmatory composite analysis or PLS-SEM. The scale development procedure relied on the
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guidelines of CCA. The analysis of the pilot data and subsequent main data rely on this
methodology and develop the FLE empowerment scale.
Table 7.3 Demographic Profile of Respondents (Pilot Data)
Demographic
Characteristic
Structure of the business

Services Offered

Sub-Level

Count
n=50

(%)

Private company

26

52.0

Public company

9

18.0

Cooperative or trust

1

2.0

Not-for-profit

6

12.0

Federal government

3

6.0

State or local government

4

8.0

Other

1

2.0

Art, Entertainment and Recreation

4

8.0

Banking

4

8.0

Education and Training

4

8.0

Engineering, Construction and Mining

2

4.0

Facility Services (Real estate, Security, Airport)

2

4.0

4

8.0

Healthcare and social assistance

12

24.0

Information Technology Services

2

4.0

Media, Publishing, Information & Communication and
Broadcasting

1

2.0

Professional Services (Accounting/Auditing, Architecture, Legal,
Project Management

1

2.0

Travel/Transport/Logistics/Warehousing

5

10.0

Technical Services (Assistance, Maintenance, Repairs)

1

2.0

Telecommunications, Internet Service Providers

2

4.0

6

12.0

Individual Customers

23

46.0

Corporate Customers

5

10.0

Both

22

44.0

1 - 10

6

12.0

Automobiles

Finance/Insurance
Government Services

Utilities (Electricity, Gas, Water)
Other
Customers Type

Company Size
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Demographic
Characteristic
(Number of employees)

Sub-Level

Education

Gender

Age

(%)

11 - 50

10

20.0

51 - 100

5

10.0

101 - 500

6

12.0

10

20.0

1,001 - 5,000

7

14.0

5,001 or more

6

12.0

Less than 1 year

1

2.0

1 to less than 3 years

13

26.0

3 to less than 5 years

9

18.0

5 to less than 10 years

10

20.0

10 or more years

17

34.0

Year 10 or below

1

2.0

High School Certificate (HSC)

4

8.0

Trade/Technical/Vocational Training

12

24.0

Bachelor's Degree

24

48.0

Master's Degree

7

14.0

Doctorate Degree

1

2.0

Other

1

2.0

Male

13

26.0

Female

36

72.0

Prefer not to answer

1

2.0

18 - 24 years

6

12.0

25 - 34 years

24

48.0

35 - 44 years

11

22.0

45 - 54 years

3

6.0

55 - 64 years

4

8.0

65 years and more

2

4.0

501 - 1,000

Experience in Front-line
Service

Count
n=50
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Scale Purification and Refinement
The empowerment scale was tested in multiple steps following the guidelines laid down by
MacKenzie et al. (2011), Hair et al. (2020; 2019) and Sartedt et al. (2019). The first step
involves testing construct reliability and validity. As noted, this research treats the observed
indicators as composites, with PLS-SEM most suited to evaluate path models consisting of
composites (Rigdon 2012; Sarstedt et al. 2016). The pilot data extracted from Qualtrics was
loaded into the SmartPLS software for analysis (Ringle et al. 2015). FLE empowerment was
specified as a second-order construct, as shown in Figure 7.2. The output of the PLS-SEM
was summarised in Table 7.4 to Table 7.7. Checks for both the outer and inner structural
models, like indicator loadings (>= 0.7), composite reliability (CR) (>= 0.7), and average
variance extracted (AVE) (>= 0.5) were found to satisfy the respective thresholds
recommended by scholars (Fornell & Larcker 1981; Hair, Page, et al. 2019).
In the first iteration out of the 22 indicators, EM_DM4 registered a loading of -0.078, which is
far below the threshold of 0.7. As such, the EM_DM4 indicator was dropped from the decisionmaking construct, reducing the total indicators of empowerment to 21. The model was reevaluated and found that all indicators had loadings greater than 0.7 (Table 7.4). Similarly, for
all first-order constructs, CR was above the requisite cut-off of 0.7, and AVE was above 0.5.
To test the significance of the loadings, a bootstrapping run was performed in SmartPLS with
5,000 samples (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Streukens & Leroi-Werelds 2016). The tstat for all the indicators were above the threshold of 2.57, confirming the significance of the
indicator loadings. Thus, these tests confirm the content and convergent validities and
reliabilities of the first-order constructs.
To establish discriminant validity, the Fornell-Larcker Criteria (Fornell & Larcker 1981)
require that a construct should exhibit a higher correlation with itself than with any other
constructs. Examination of SmartPLS output (Table 7.5) revealed that all the constructs
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satisfied this criterion for the discriminant validity of the scale. The scanning of indicator crossloadings (Table 7.6) did not reveal any issues. Following the recommendations of Henseler et
al., (2015), HTMT ratio was also examined for discriminant validity. All the constructs
satisfied the cut-off ratio of 0.9 (Table 7.7). However, tools and technologies, and training and
development have slightly higher than the threshold of 0.9 for the pilot data.
Empowerment was envisaged as a higher-order reflective construct consisting of first-order
constructs or dimensions. To assess whether empowerment does constitute these dimensions,
it was essential to test the weights and significance of the path coefficients (standardised β
coefficients) of the reflective links. The coefficients were found to be significant (Table 7.4).
Thus, the pilot data confirms the convergent, reliability and discriminant validities, giving
support to the argument that the conceptualised six constructs did represent different
dimensions of empowerment.
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Table 7.4 Construct Reliability/Validity (Pilot Data)
Construct / Indicators
Decision Making
EM_DM1
EM_DM2
EM_DM3
Discretionary Skills
EM_DS1
EM_DS2
EM_DS3
EM_DS4
Information Access
EM_IA1
EM_IA2
EM_IA3
EM_IA4
Knowledge and Skills
EM_KS1
EM_KS2
EM_KS3
EM_KS4
Tools and Technologies
EM_TT1
EM_TT2
EM_TT3
Training and Development
EM_TD1
EM_TD2
EM_TD3

Mean

SD

Loadings

t-stat

p-value

5.48
5.38
5.30

1.165
1.276
1.249

0.871
0.920
0.901

24.749
38.271
38.697

0.000
0.000
0.000

5.70
6.10
6.04
5.52

0.974
0.953
1.106
1.165

0.876
0.853
0.783
0.798

26.452
17.289
11.170
15.951

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.70
5.50
5.50
5.02

1.111
1.282
1.249
1.597

0.755
0.824
0.856
0.740

14.772
11.465
21.864
11.482

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.84
5.86
5.62
5.78

1.346
1.325
1.292
1.360

0.942
0.884
0.901
0.947

7.546
6.734
6.819
7.674

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

6.02
5.54
5.26

1.040
1.403
1.411

0.901
0.935
0.896

33.415
41.127
28.704

0.000
0.000
0.000

5.66
5.48
5.44

1.171
1.074
1.402

0.876
0.898
0.894

23.274
32.062
30.586

0.000
0.000
0.000

CR
0.926

AVE
0.806

R2
0.550

β
0.741

t-stat
9.981

p-value
0.000

0.897

0.687

0.703

0.838

18.419

0.000

0.873

0.632

0.647

0/805

12.711

0.000

0.956

0.844

0.313

0.559

2.752

0.006

0.936

0.830

0.616

0.785

13.540

0.000

0.919

0.791

0.587

0.766

13.783

0.000
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Table 7.5 Descriptive Statistics, Correlations, √AVEs (on diagonal): Discriminant Validity
(Pilot Data)
Fornell-Larcker Criterion
DM
DS
IA
KS
TT
TD

Decision Making
Discretionary Skills
Information Access
Knowledge and Skills
Tools and Technologies
Training and Development

Mean

SD

DM

DS

IA

KS

TT

TD

5.387
5.840
5.430
5.775
5.607
5.527

1.105
0.869
1.041
1.222
1.174
1.082

0.898
0.589
0.645
0.285
0.419
0.410

0.829
0.620
0.482
0.534
0.491

0.795
0.315
0.495
0.523

0.919
0.268
0.222

0.911
0.811

0.889

Table 7.6 Cross Loadings of Indicators (Pilot Data)
Indicator

DM

DS

IA

KS

TT

TD

EM_DM1

0.874

0.556

0.643

0.411

0.349

0.319

EM_DM2

0.919

0.533

0.595

0.214

0.370

0.333

EM_DM3

0.899

0.490

0.488

0.127

0.411

0.454

EM_DS1

0.579

0.877

0.617

0.446

0.418

0.426

EM_DS2

0.426

0.855

0.545

0.572

0.528

0.495

EM_DS3

0.389

0.783

0.398

0.295

0.314

0.244

EM_DS4

0.547

0.795

0.469

0.239

0.489

0.426

EM_IA1

0.466

0.635

0.758

0.357

0.405

0.509

EM_IA2

0.453

0.437

0.827

0.244

0.238

0.341

EM_IA3

0.600

0.530

0.856

0.352

0.362

0.320

EM_IA4

0.525

0.334

0.734

0.010

0.565

0.484

EM_KS1

0.232

0.513

0.324

0.942

0.260

0.258

EM_KS2

0.118

0.373

0.210

0.885

0.194

0.152

EM_KS3

0.274

0.359

0.231

0.902

0.150

0.118

EM_KS4

0.390

0.499

0.366

0.946

0.342

0.258

EM_TT1

0.339

0.591

0.501

0.346

0.902

0.720

EM_TT2

0.401

0.447

0.474

0.189

0.934

0.777

EM_TT3

0.409

0.410

0.362

0.182

0.895

0.718

EM_TD1

0.200

0.361

0.428

0.275

0.701

0.877

EM_TD2

0.388

0.543

0.427

0.242

0.702

0.898

EM_TD3

0.487

0.399

0.534

0.081

0.760

0.892
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Table 7.7 Discriminant Validity: HTMT Criteria (Pilot Data)
Construct
DM
DS
IA
KS
TT
TD

Decision Making
Discretionary Skills
Information Access
Knowledge and Skills
Tools and Technologies
Training and Development

DM

DS

IA

KS

TT

0.676
0.760
0.298
0.475
0.464

0.726
0.515
0.599
0.555

0.359
0.577
0.622

0.276
0.246

0.919

TD

Improvement Actions for Main Data Collection
In summary, the pilot study did not reveal any significant problems with the measures or
response formats. It also indicated that no changes were required to the questionnaire.
However, the doctoral student observed that some improvements to the survey flow could be
implemented. First, it was noticed that with tools & technologies, and training & development,
which are theoretically different constructs when placed in sequence, there was a chance that
respondents might consider and rate them similarly. This probably contributed to the slightly
high HTMT ratio for these constructs in pilot data. As a remedial action, the sequencing of
these questions was altered. Second, speeders were identified post hoc, meaning the
respondents had no indication that their responses were accepted or rejected. To overcome this,
the survey flow was amended to warn speeders that they were disqualified. With these
enhancements, the main data collection phase was initiated.
Step 9: Main Data Collection
Table 7.8 provides a demographic analysis of the main sample. A total of 2,103 potential
respondents attempted the survey, out of which 358 respondents met the screening criteria and
provided complete responses (Appendix-H). 35 respondents were disqualified for speeding.
The extracted data was then analysed for straight-liners and invalid text input. Six responses
were recognised as straight-liners and 13 records were identified with invalid text. Eliminating
all these invalid responses, the main sample consisted of 304 respondents with a composition
of 50.3 per cent female and 49.3 per cent male. The dominant age group of the respondents
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was 25-44 years, who made 58.6 per cent of the sample. Nearly 50.7 per cent of the respondents
hold a bachelors or higher degree. Forty-two per cent of the FLEs noted that they serve
individual customers, while another 43.4 per cent of them indicated they serve both individual
corporate customers. Half of the respondents (49.7%) work in private companies, while a
sizable proportion (13.8%) of them work in the finance or insurance industry. A quarter of the
respondents were from large companies that employ 5,000 or more employees. Sixty-six per
cent of the respondents noted that they had five or more years of experience. In sum, the sample
consisted of educated and highly experienced FLEs. The data was loaded into SmartPLS V.3
(Ringle et al. 2015) for subsequent validation.
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Table 7.8 Demographic Analysis of Main Sample
Demographic
Characteristic
Structure of the business

Sub-Level

Count
n=304

(%)

Private company

151

49.7

Public company

81

26.6

4

1.3

Not-for-profit

21

6.9

Federal government

11

3.6

State or local government

34

11.2

2

0.7

14

4.6

5

1.6

Banking

20

6.6

Education and Training

18

5.9

Engineering, Construction and Mining

14

4.6

8

2.6

Finance/Insurance

42

13.8

Government Services

18

5.9

Healthcare and social assistance

32

10.5

Information Technology Services

26

8.6

3

1.0

Professional Services (Accounting/Auditing, Architecture, Legal,
Project Management

28

9.2

Travel/Transport/Logistics/Warehousing

19

6.3

8

2.6

10

3.3

5

1.6

34

11.2

Individual Customers

129

42.4

Corporate Customers

43

14.1

Both

132

43.4

Company Size

1 - 10

40

13.2

(Number of employees)

11 - 50

47

15.5

51 - 100

36

11.8

101 - 500

41

13.5

Cooperative or trust

Other
Services Offered

Art, Entertainment and Recreation
Automobiles

Facility Services (Real estate, Security, Airport)

Media, Publishing, Information & Communication and
Broadcasting

Technical Services (Assistance, Maintenance, Repairs)
Telecommunications, Internet Service Providers
Utilities (Electricity, Gas, Water)
Other
Customers Type
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Demographic
Characteristic

Experience in Front-line
Service

Education

Sub-Level

22

7.2

1,001 - 5,000

40

13.2

5,001 or more

78

25.7

4

1.3

1 to less than 3 years

45

14.8

3 to less than 5 years

54

17.8

5 to less than 10 years

80

26.3

10 or more years

121

39.8

Year 10 or below

14

4.6

High School Certificate (HSC)

47

15.5

Trade/Technical/Vocational Training

77

25.3

108

35.5

Master's Degree

44

14.5

Doctorate Degree

2

0.7

Other

12

3.9

Male

150

49.3

Female

153

50.3

1

0.3

18 - 24 years

17

5.6

25 - 34 years

89

29.3

35 - 44 years

89

29.3

45 - 54 years

35

11.5

55 - 64 years

53

17.4

65 years and more

21

6.9

Less than 1 year

Prefer not to answer
Age

(%)

501 - 1,000

Bachelor's Degree

Gender

Count
n=304

Step 10: Cross-Validation
The key output of the PLS-SEM analysis is tabulated in Table 7.9 to Table 7.12. Table 7.9
summarises the indicator loadings, mean, SD, and construct level statistics like CR and AVE.
In the first iteration out of the 22 indicators, EM_DM4 and EM_IA4 registered a loading of
0.199 and 0.627 respectively, which were below the threshold of 0.7. As such, the EM_DM4
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EM_IA4 indicators were dropped from the decision making and information access constructs
respectively, thus reducing the total indicators of empowerment to 20. The model was reevaluated and found that all the 20 indicators had loadings greater than 0.7 as shown in Table
7.9. Similarly, for all first-order constructs, CR was above the requisite cut-off of 0.7 and AVE
was above 0.5. To test the significance of the loadings a bootstrapping run was performed in
SmartPLS with 5,000 randomly generated sub-samples (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017;
Streukens & Leroi-Werelds 2016). The t-stat for all the indicators was above the threshold of
2.57 thus confirming the significance of the indicator loadings. These tests confirmed the
content and convergent validities and reliabilities of the first-order constructs.
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Table 7.9 FLE Empowerment Construct Reliability/ Validity
Construct / Indicators

Mean

SD

Loadings

t-stat

p-value

Decision Making
EM_DM1

5.42

1.386

0.875

51.472

0.000

EM_DM2

5.28

1.409

0.879

34.794

0.000

EM_DM3

5.33

1.380

0.885

51.392

0.000

Discretionary Skills
EM_DS1

5.90

0.981

0.803

25.060

0.000

EM_DS2

6.02

1.150

0.747

14.131

0.000

EM_DS3

5.80

1.276

0.755

16.944

0.000

EM_DS4

5.63

1.264

0.770

22.748

0.000

Information Access
EM_IA1

5.80

1.150

0.845

33.284

0.000

EM_IA2

5.72

1.156

0.870

39.423

0.000

EM_IA3

5.70

1.098

0.786

20.551

0.000

Knowledge and Skills
EM_KS1

5.94

1.269

0.807

19.937

0.000

EM_KS2

6.07

1.124

0.901

46.427

0.000

EM_KS3

5.89

1.092

0.874

37.237

0.000

EM_KS4

6.00

1.193

0.890

49.878

0.000

Tools and Technologies
EM_TT1

5.57

1.277

0.880

48.147

0.000

EM_TT2

5.19

1.424

0.934

103.188

0.000

CR

AVE

R2

β

t-stat

p-value

0.911

0.774

0.531

0.729

23.078

0.000

0.853

0.592

0.591

0.769

19.853

0.000

0.873

0.696

0.584

0.764

25.459

0.000

0.925

0.755

0.495

0.704

12.473

0.000

0.932

0.821

0.623

0.789

32.615

0.000
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Construct / Indicators
EM_TT3

Mean
5.01

SD
1.500

Loadings
0.903

t-stat
71.080

p-value

CR

AVE

R2

β

t-stat

p-value

0.000

Training and Development

0.952

EM_TD1

5.11

1.565

0.938

103.589

0.000

EM_TD2

5.06

1.530

0.950

119.156

0.000

EM_TD3

4.90

1.694

0.905

57.162

0.000

0.867

0.406

0.637

12.049

0.000
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Table 7.10 presents the mean and SD of constructs and inter-construct correlations. The
diagonal represents the square root of AVE. Examination of Table 7.10 revealed that all the
constructs satisfied this Fornell-Larcker criterion (1981) for the discriminant validity of the
scale. Discriminant validity was further tested using HTMT ratios. As shown in Table 7.11,
the HTMT ratios were below the tolerance level of 0.9 (Henseler et al. 2015). Cross-loadings
of indicators was also examined (Table 7.12). All the indicators had higher loadings to their
respective constructs. As noted in Table 7.9, all the conceived six dimensions exhibited
convergent and discriminant validities with composite reliabilities ranging from 0.853 to
0.952, and average variance extracted ranging from 0.592 to 0.867. The t-stat for all the 20
indicators with 5,000 samples bootstrapping was well above 2.57, confirming the statistical
significance of the indicator loadings. To establish empowerment as a second-order construct
consisting of six dimensions, the path coefficients from empowerment to the first-order
dimensions and their respective t-stat were examined (Hair et al. 2020). The path coefficients
ranged from 0.637 to 0.789, and the t-stats were well above 2.57 (Table 7.9), confirming the
significance of empowerment as a second-order reflective construct consisting of six firstorder dimensions. Thus, the main data confirmed the reliability, convergent, and discriminant
validities of first-order constructs and the conceptualisation of empowerment as a second-order
construct consisting of six dimensions as shown in Figure 7.3.
Table 7.10 Descriptive Statistics, Correlations, √AVEs (on diagonal): Discriminant Validity
Fornell-Larcker
Criterion

Mean

SD

DM

DS

IA

KS

TT

DM

Decision Making

5.346

0.919

0.880

DS

Discretionary Skills

5.836

0.899

0.509

0.769

IA

Information Access

5.742

0.710

0.475

0.544

0.834

KS

Knowledge and Skills

5.976

1.014

0.387

0.548

0.479

0.869

TT

Tools and Technologies

5.258

0.953

0.505

0.428

0.528

0.395

0.906

TD

Training and
Development

5.023

1.114

0.358

0.337

0.373

0.191

0.604

TD

0.931
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Table 7.11 Discriminant Validity: HTMT Criteria
Construct

DM

DS

IA

KS

DM

Decision Making

DS

Discretionary Skills

0.623

IA

Information Access

0.580

0.698

KS

Knowledge and Skills

0.441

0.661

0.573

TT

Tools and Technologies

0.576

0.515

0.633

0.442

TD

Training and Development

0.399

0.397

0.440

0.210

TT

TD

0.666

Table 7.12 Cross Loadings of Indicators
Construct
Decision Making
(DM)
Discretionary Skills
(DS)

Information Access
(IA)
Knowledge & Skills
(KS)

Tools & Technologies
(TT)
Training & Development
(TD)

Indicator
EM_DM1
EM_DM2
EM_DM3
EM_DS1
EM_DS2
EM_DS3
EM_DS4
EM_IA1
EM_IA2
EM_IA3
EM_KS1
EM_KS2
EM_KS3
EM_KS4
EM_TT1
EM_TT2
EM_TT3
EM_TD1
EM_TD2
EM_TD3

DM
0.875
0.879
0.885
0.405
0.326
0.325
0.512
0.391
0.422
0.375
0.299
0.309
0.340
0.392
0.397
0.470
0.507
0.297
0.299
0.403

DS
0.511
0.376
0.446
0.803
0.747
0.755
0.770
0.429
0.472
0.459
0.458
0.474
0.435
0.532
0.401
0.391
0.371
0.333
0.300
0.307

IA
0.442
0.403
0.405
0.502
0.456
0.367
0.337
0.845
0.870
0.786
0.397
0.449
0.347
0.464
0.533
0.466
0.435
0.339
0.353
0.351

KS
0.362
0.311
0.344
0.428
0.404
0.475
0.380
0.453
0.298
0.448
0.807
0.901
0.874
0.890
0.438
0.348
0.286
0.186
0.181
0.166

TT
0.503
0.409
0.412
0.370
0.362
0.308
0.272
0.449
0.448
0.422
0.320
0.374
0.323
0.350
0.880
0.934
0.903
0.526
0.583
0.577

TD
0.379
0.265
0.292
0.290
0.295
0.214
0.233
0.274
0.362
0.298
0.165
0.198
0.127
0.169
0.466
0.578
0.597
0.938
0.950
0.906

Step 11: Structural or Predictive Validity of Empowerment Construct
Structural predictive validity involves testing FLE empowerment construct in a nomological
network, which in the context of this study is testing the and validating the conceptual model
proposed in Figure 5.2. This aspect will be discussed in the next Chapter 8.
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Figure 7.3 FLE Empowerment - Second Order Construct with Six Dimensions
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Chapter Summary
This chapter proposed a scale development procedure consisting of 11-steps to test and validate
FLE empowerment scale conceptualised in Chapter 4. This systematic procedure was
developed with insights from the literature and recent methodological advancements in
confirmatory composite analysis. The chapter also described the orderly execution of these 11steps for FLE empowerment scale development and stands out as a seminal case for CCA (Hair
et al. 2020; Hair, Page, et al. 2019; Hair, Sarstedt, et al. 2019). Operationalisation of the
empowerment construct proposed 22 indicators defining the six dimensions (Figure 7.2). The
data collection instrument was pre-tested and improved before conducting the first phase of
data collection (Pilot Data, Table 7.3). Based on the analysis of the pilot data, refinement
actions were performed (Section 7.2.8) before the main data collection (Table 7.8). The
analysis of both the pilot data (n=50) and main data (n=304) confirmed FLE empowerment as
a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions, namely decision making, discretionary
skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies, and training &
development as shown in Figure 7.3. All constructs met the convergent validity, reliability,
and discriminant validity constraints (Fornell-Larcker Criteria and HTMT ratio). Out of 22
indicators that were conceptualised to define empowerment, EM_DM4 and EM_IA4 did not
meet the reliability criteria as the respective indicator loadings were below the threshold of 0.7.
This chapter marked a significant milestone in the research journey by confirming the
arguments put forward on FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services from Chapter
Chapter 1 all the way through. Thus, this chapter addressed one of the research questions of
this investigation about FLE empowerment construct. The next important step of this
investigation as well as in the scale development research is to establish nomological validity,
which is addressed in next the Chapter 8, by testing and validating the conceptual model
proposed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 8
Results
Chapter Overview
This chapter is the culmination of the research investigation on FLE empowerment and its
influence on dynamic capabilities and firm performance and presents the complete results of
the investigation. In Chapter 7, the FLE empowerment scale development procedure was
executed up to Step 10, and Step 11 involves nomological validity. In the context of this
research investigation, this involves the validation of the conceptual model proposed in
Chapter 5. Based on an extensive review of the prior literature and a qualitative study with 30
depth interviews of frontline employees, the research conceptualised the FLE empowerment
model (Chapter 4) and proposed a conceptual model for the investigation (Figure 5.2) to
address the research questions outlined in Chapter 1. The previous Chapter 7 confirmed FLE
empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions. Progressing from
these findings, this chapter assesses the conceptual model employing PLS-SEM.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 8.1 presents additional analysis performed to
ensure the data collection is free from the issues of common method bias or endogeneity.
Section 8.3 summarises the overall results of the investigation and presents the estimated
conceptual model. It discusses the reliability, convergent and discriminant validities of all the
constructs in the path model and establishes the validity of the measurement (or outer) model,
then attempts to assess the structural or inner model, direct and indirect effects, and mediation
effects, correlates results from the perspective of the proposed hypotheses and establishes the
satisfactory outcomes of the investigation. Section 8.4 provides a summary of the chapter and
paves way for the last chapter on interpreting the results and reflecting on the theoretical,
practical, and methodological implications of the research and conclude the investigation.
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Common Method Bias and Endogeneity Test
The survey instrument development considered the recommendations of various scholars to
alleviate common method biases (CMB) resulting from consistency motif and implicit social
desirability (MacKenzie et al. 2011; Podsakoff et al. 2003; Podsakoff et al. 2012). The
measurement method of PLS-SEM may also contribute to CMB (Kock 2015). To minimise
these biases, certain procedural remedies were employed (Hulland et al. 2018; Podsakoff et al.
2012). The data collection used the Qualtrics online platform, which forced response for each
question before progressing to the next. This setting obviated missing data. The questionnaire
was designed to present one question at a time to the respondents. This facilitated proximal
separation between all the constructs and separated dependent and independent variables
(Weijters et al. 2009). The questionnaire did not seek any personal information and assured
confidentiality to the respondents. Two independent academic scholars reviewed the
questionnaire for any ambiguous wording and provided some suggestions. Based on these
inputs, questions were reworded to make them simple (MacKenzie et al. 2011). After
subsequent pre-tests, and pre-pilot validation by the panel administrators, the questions were
further refined, eliminating any repeated or similarly sounding items, and all the ratings were
also numerically labelled (1-7). To address common method variance, the doctoral student
used “company size” under the marker variable technique (Lindell & Whitney 2001; Williams
et al. 2010), which is theoretically unrelated to our substantive latent variable (Williams &
O'Boyle 2015). It clearly showed an insignificant relationship (r=0.02, p>0.047) between the
original research model and the revised marker variable based research model.
The Qualtrics platform quota feature was used to achieve equal participation from both male
and female respondents (Appendix D). The respondents were from 16 different service
providers (Appendix D) belonging to six structures of business (public, private, government,
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cooperatives and not-for-profit) to eliminate any information bias (Kumar et al. 1993). These
steps assured that CMB was not an issue with the collected data.
To ascertain endogeneity is not an issue with the model prediction, the structural model was
also tested with control variables, age, education, experience, and gender as shown in Table
8.8 and Table 10.1 (Hult et al. 2018). There was a minor variation in the value of R2 of the
ultimate dependent variable, firm performance. The value increased from 0.607 to 0.624
(0.017) with the control variables. The impact of these demographic variables was insignificant
as their respective t-stat values are well below the recommended thresholds. These analyses
further ascertained that CMB and endogeneity had no issues with the predictive relevance of
FLE empowerment, confirming the main hypothesis of this research that FLE empowerment
contributed to a better understanding of the markets and adaptive linking with the customers.

Validation of the Conceptual Model
Chapter 7 by validating the FLE empowerment construct, addressed the first research question
proposed in Chapter 1. However, the nomological validity of the FLE empowerment model
(Step 11, Figure 7.1) is yet to be established to understand its predictive relevance. Coherent
with this need, the second research question proposed in Chapter 1, relates to assessing the
impact of FLE empowerment on dynamic capabilities and firm performance. Relying on the
extant literature of internal market orientation (Ahmed & Rafiq 2003; Fang et al. 2014) and
dynamic capabilities (Felin et al. 2012; Teece 2007), a conceptual model was proposed to test
the relevance of FLE empowerment (Figure 5.2). The following sections assess the conceptual
model utilising the main data set collected as part of this research. The demographic analysis
of the sample was presented in Table 7.8. As noted in Chapter 6, the methodological choice
for the analysis was PLS-SEM (Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019; Shmueli et al. 2019).
Besides FLE empowerment, the conceptual model contained additional constructs, namely
market sensing, customer linking, market seizing, and the ultimate dependent variable, firm
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performance. Firm performance is conceived as a reflective second-order construct consisting
of two subdimensions: financial performance and market performance. Items for market
sensing and customer linking constructs were derived from the works of Fang et al. (2014) and
Teece and Leih (2016), and that of market seizing were adapted from Wilden et al. (2013). The
measures for firm performance consisting of financial and market performance were adapted
from Ji-fan Ren et al. (2017) and Akter et al. (2016). Table 8.1 presents the operationalisation
of these constructs and their related items. All items were measured using a 7-point Likert
scale. The online survey collected control variables consisting of demographic factors, age,
gender, education, experience, and contextual factors, company size, company type, customer
type, and service portfolio to understand any influence of demographics on the sample. The
demographic analysis presented in Table 7.8 details the nature and classification of all these
control variables. The following sections detail the estimation and validation of the model.
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Table 8.1 Operationalisation of Dynamic Capabilities and Firm Performance Constructs
Dimension
Item

Item Description

Source

Market Sensing
DC_MS1

My organisation is able to gauge competitor’s strategies and tactics.

DC_MS2

My organisation is able to identify and understand market trends.
My organisation regularly informs me about changes happening in the
DC_MS3
market.
Market Seizing
DC_MZ1
My organisation encourages me to find solutions for customers.
DC_MZ2
My organisation adopts the best practices in our sector.
DC_MZ3
My organisation responds to defects that we point out.
DC_MZ4
My organisation changes our practices in response to customer feedback.
Customer Linking
My organisation is good at maintaining and enhancing relationships with
DC_CL1
customers.
My organisation is good at understanding what customers need and
DC_CL2
require.
DC_CL3
My organisation is good establishing relationships with customers.
By understanding the market trends, my organisation reconfigures service
DC_CL4
offerings to satisfy customer needs.
Firm Performance
Due to big data-driven empowerment during the last 3 years, relative to competitors:
Financial Performance
FP_FN1
My organisation has improved customer retention.
FP_FN2
My organisation has witnessed sales growth.
FP_FN3

My organisation has improved its profitability.

Market Performance
FP_MP1
My organisation has entered new markets more quickly.
FP_MP2
My organisation has introduced new products or services.
FP_MP3
My organisation has witnessed higher success rate with its new offerings.
FP_MP4
My organisation has gained market share.

(Fang et al.
2014)

(Wilden et al.
2013)

(Fang et al.
2014; Teece &
Leih 2016)

(Akter et al.
2016; Ji-fan
Ren et al.
2017; Tippins
& Sohi 2003;
Wamba et al.
2017)

Estimation Procedure
The measurement and structural models were assessed through the application of PLS-SEM
using the SmartPLS software (Ringle et al. 2015). The conceptual model (Figure 5.2) was first
assessed without any demographic variables using a path weighing scheme. The assessment
results were consolidated, and the resulting final output of the structural model is shown in
Figure 8.1. The analysis employed non-parametric bootstrapping (Efron et al. 2015; Streukens
& Leroi-Werelds 2016; Tenenhaus et al. 2005) with 5,000 samples to estimate standard errors,
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confidence intervals, and t-statistics (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017). The diagram also
includes these statistical significance estimates with their respective p-values depicted along
with the path coefficients (β). The second-order constructs, empowerment, and firm
performance were reflectively formed with their respective underlying first-order dimensions.
The measurement model for these second-order endogenous reflective-reflective constructs
was specified using a repeated indicator approach with Mode-A formation (Becker et al. 2012).
The structural model estimated the relationship between empowerment and firm performance,
with market sensing, customer linking, and market seizing comprising the dynamic capabilities
as the mediators. PLS-SEM provides systematic guidelines to validate structural models as
described in the process flow (Figure 6.5). Following this procedure, the various outputs from
the PLS-SEM runs were consolidated as shown in Table 8.2 to Table 8.10 which present all
the quality assessment criteria for PLS-SEM models laid down in the literature (Hair et al.
2020; Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019). In summary, all these
assessments confirm the stability, validity, and predictive power of the conceptual model
proposed in Chapter 5, and the following sections elaborate on this model confirmation.
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Figure 8.1 FLE Empowerment, Mediation Effects of Dynamic Capabilities on Firm Performance
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Constructs Reliability, Convergent and Discriminant Validities
The first and foremost part of the PLS-SEM model analysis is to ensure the indicators are
reliable, and constructs meet the requisite reliability, convergent and discriminant validity
criteria (Figure 6.5). For all the constructs in the conceptual model, these metrics have been
tabulated in Table 8.2 for empowerment subdimensions and Table 8.3 for all other constructs.
Statistical significance (t-stat and p-values) are obtained from bootstrapping run of 5,000
samples. Review of these tables indicated that all the indicators met the reliability criteria as
the item-loadings were all above 0.7. For all the constructs in the path model, the average
variance extracted was equal or higher than 0.5. The composite reliability statistics for all the
constructs was above the requisite 0.7 thresholds. And again, all the item loadings were
statistically significant as the p-values were below <0.001.
Discriminant validity of the constructs is traditionally established through the Fornell-Larcker
Criteria (Fornell & Larcker 1981). Table 8.4 tabulates the inter-construct correlations and
square root of AVE for each construct. The criteria imply that the inter-construct correlations
must be lower than the construct’s correlation to itself. An examination of the table confirmed
that all the constructs met the Fornell-Larcker criteria. The table also documents the constructs’
mean and standard deviations estimated using SPSS software. Henseler et al. (2015) have
recommended new criteria to test discriminant validity, heterotrait-monotrait ratio (HTMT
ratio). Table 8.5 presents the HTMT matrix, and the examination of the matrix revealed that
all the ratios were below the threshold of 0.9. Hair et al. (2019) also recommend examining
cross-loadings to ensure that the discriminant validity of the constructs meets all the requisite
conditions. To aid in this process, Table 8.6 tabulated indicator cross-loadings. The matrix
indicated that all the indicators exhibited the highest correlation to its native construct than
others, confirming cross-loading was not an issue.
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FLE empowerment and firm performance were conceptualised as second-order reflectivereflective constructs (Becker et al. 2012). To examine their stability, first, the subdimensions
must meet the reliability, convergent, and discriminant validity criteria. Then, the path
coefficients leading from the second-order construct to the subdimensions must be significant.
Table 8.7 revealed that FLE empowerment and firm performance met the criteria for the
second-order constructs.
Thus, all these checks assured that the constructs in the path model met the reliability,
convergent and discriminant validity constraints. Thus, following the PLS-SEM procedure
(Figure 6.5), the analysis can progress to the next stage of assessing inner or structural model
as the outer or measurement model met all the quality criteria for PLS-SEM path models (Hair,
Risher, et al. 2019).
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Table 8.2 Conceptual Model - Constructs Reliability/ Validity – FLE Empowerment
Construct / Indicators
Decision Making
EM_DM1
EM_DM2
EM_DM3
Discretionary Skills
EM_DS1
EM_DS2
EM_DS3
EM_DS4
Information Access
EM_IA1
EM_IA2
EM_IA3
Knowledge & Skills
EM_KS1
EM_KS2
EM_KS3
EM_KS4
Tools & Technologies
EM_TT1
EM_TT2
EM_TT3
Training & Development
EM_TD1
EM_TD2
EM_TD3

Mean

SD

Loading

t-stat

p-value

5.42
5.28
5.33

1.386
1.409
1.380

0.875
0.879
0.885

51.317
34.506
50.484

0.000
0.000
0.000

5.90
6.02
5.80
5.63

0.981
1.150
1.276
1.264

0.804
0.748
0.754
0.770

25.293
14.319
16.499
21.729

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.80
5.72
5.70

1.150
1.156
1.098

0.844
0.871
0.786

33.071
40.895
20.124

0.000
0.000
0.000

5.94
6.07
5.89
6.00

1.269
1.124
1.092
1.193

0.807
0.901
0.874
0.890

19.409
44.969
37.466
50.392

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.57
5.19
5.01

1.277
1.424
1.500

0.879
0.934
0.904

47.753
105.058
71.471

0.000
0.000
0.000

5.11
5.06
4.90

1.565
1.530
1.694

0.937
0.950
0.906

103.490
117.533
59.227

0.000
0.000
0.000

CR
0.911

AVE
0.774

β
0.732

t-stat
p-value
23.820
0.000

R2
0.536

Q2
0.405

0.853

0.592

0.760

19.711

0.000

0.578

0.333

0.873

0.696

0.759

25.709

0.000

0.576

0.395

0.925

0.755

0.680

11.284

0.000

0.463

0.342

0.932

0.821

0.800

35.844

0.000

0.640

0.521

0.952

0.867

0.661

13.843

0.000

0.437

0.375

Legend:
Mean/SD relates to indicator mean and standard deviation; β path-coefficient for the second-order construct to its subdimension.
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Table 8.3 Conceptual Model - Constructs Reliability/ Validity – Dynamic Capabilities and Firm Performance
Construct / Indicators
Market Sensing
DC_MS1
DC_MS2
DC_MS3
Customer Linking
DC_CL1
DC_CL2
DC_CL3
DC_CL4
Market Seizing
DC_MZ1
DC_MZ2
DC_MZ3
DC_MZ4
Financial Performance
FP_FN1
FP_FN2
FP_FN3
Market Performance
FP_MP1
FP_MP2
FP_MP3
FP_MP4

Mean

SD

Loading

t-stat

p-value

5.08
5.34
4.90

1.324
1.290
1.511

0.873
0.912
0.823

43.373
73.234
27.769

0.000
0.000
0.000

5.48
5.56
5.50
5.19

1.305
1.291
1.308
1.457

0.888
0.877
0.904
0.854

53.452
37.432
60.016
41.583

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.82
5.40
5.13
5.11

1.180
1.329
1.519
1.446

0.700
0.862
0.886
0.846

15.096
49.206
51.112
32.273

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.21
5.19
5.24

1.331
1.352
1.379

0.882
0.925
0.903

55.580
95.080
55.795

0.000
0.000
0.000

4.71
5.20
4.88
4.87

1.405
1.359
1.407
1.406

0.844
0.826
0.881
0.842

39.679
35.420
53.982
42.786

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

CR
0.903

AVE
0.757

β

0.933

0.776

0.895

0.683

0.930

0.816

0.920

0.911

0.720

0.941

t-stat
NA

p-value
0.000

R2
0.329

Q2
0.244

NA

0.000

0.523

0.401

NA

0.000

0.701

0.472

103.839

0.000

0.847

0.686

130.244

0.000

0.885

0.626

Legend:
Mean/SD relates to indicator mean and standard deviation; β path-coefficient for the second-order construct to its subdimension.
NA: Not applicable for market sensing, customer linking, market seizing.
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Table 8.4 Descriptive Statistics, Correlations, AVE (square root on diagonal)
Fornell-Larcker
Criterion

Mean

SD

CV-C

CV-D

CL

DM

DS

FN

IA

KS

MP

MZ

MS

TT

CV-C

Contextual Factors

CV-D

Demographic Factors

CL

Customer Linking

5.435

1.180

-0.185

0.037

0.881

DM

Decision Making

5.346

0.919

-0.142

0.107

0.515

0.880

DS

Discretionary Skills

5.836

0.899

-0.073

0.084

0.470

0.509

0.769

FN

Financial Performance

5.216

1.233

-0.236

-0.124

0.645

0.441

0.353

0.904

IA

Information Access

5.742

0.710

-0.077

0.043

0.471

0.475

0.544

0.311

0.834

KA

Knowledge and Skills

5.976

1.014

-0.083

0.100

0.331

0.387

0.548

0.147

0.479

0.869

MF

Market Performance

4.916

1.183

-0.191

-0.187

0.538

0.415

0.321

0.734

0.325

0.146

0.848

MZ

Market Seizing

5.365

1.136

-0.178

0.040

0.774

0.562

0.500

0.628

0.468

0.317

0.617

0.827

MS

Market Sensing

5.107

1.194

-0.225

-0.110

0.636

0.407

0.365

0.701

0.372

0.177

0.685

0.696

0.870

TT

Tools and Technologies

5.258

0.953

-0.088

0.010

0.552

0.506

0.428

0.492

0.527

0.394

0.458

0.597

0.525

0.906

TD

Training and
Development

5.023

1.114

-0.142

-0.123

0.496

0.359

0.337

0.479

0.374

0.191

0.493

0.565

0.649

0.604

Not applicable

TD

0.063

0.931

Legend: AVE: average variance extracts; SD: standard deviation
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Table 8.5 Discriminant Validity: HTMT Criteria
Construct

CL

DM

DS

FP

IA

KS

MP

MZ

MS

CL

Customer Linking

DM

Decision Making

0.586

DS

Discretionary Skills

0.562

0.623

FP

Financial Performance

0.719

0.507

0.425

IA

Information Access

0.562

0.580

0.698

0.375

KS

Knowledge and Skills

0.369

0.441

0.661

0.165

0.573

MP

Market Performance

0.599

0.480

0.388

0.827

0.396

0.163

MZ

Market Seizing

0.888

0.656

0.628

0.723

0.580

0.367

0.712

MS

Market Sensing

0.727

0.477

0.451

0.811

0.459

0.202

0.797

0.824

TT

Tools and Technologies

0.614

0.576

0.515

0.555

0.633

0.442

0.519

0.678

0.607

TD

Training and Development

0.539

0.399

0.397

0.528

0.440

0.210

0.547

0.635

0.741

TT

TD

0.666
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Table 8.6 Cross Loadings of Indicators
Indicator

CL

DM

DS

FN

IA

KS

MP

MZ

MS

TT

TD

DC_CL1
DC_CL2
DC_CL3
DC_CL4
DC_MS1
DC_MS2
DC_MS3
DC_MZ1
DC_MZ2
DC_MZ3
DC_MZ4
EM_DM1
EM_DM2
EM_DM3
EM_DS1
EM_DS2
EM_DS3
EM_DS4
EM_IA1
EM_IA2
EM_IA3
EM_KS1
EM_KS2
EM_KS3
EM_KS4
EM_TD1
EM_TD2
EM_TD3
EM_TT1
EM_TT2
EM_TT3
FP_FN1
FP_FN2
FP_FN3
FP_MP1
FP_MP2
FP_MP3
FP_MP4

0.888
0.877
0.904
0.854
0.534
0.595
0.529
0.585
0.675
0.672
0.624
0.470
0.464
0.425
0.393
0.383
0.323
0.341
0.364
0.428
0.385
0.284
0.304
0.247
0.311
0.417
0.427
0.538
0.454
0.508
0.538
0.632
0.554
0.565
0.411
0.374
0.541
0.484

0.440
0.438
0.499
0.441
0.342
0.401
0.314
0.382
0.497
0.531
0.433
0.875
0.879
0.885
0.405
0.326
0.325
0.512
0.391
0.422
0.375
0.299
0.309
0.340
0.392
0.297
0.300
0.403
0.397
0.470
0.507
0.461
0.381
0.357
0.339
0.345
0.388
0.333

0.419
0.421
0.449
0.368
0.334
0.359
0.253
0.501
0.412
0.421
0.339
0.511
0.376
0.446
0.804
0.748
0.754
0.770
0.429
0.472
0.460
0.458
0.474
0.435
0.532
0.334
0.300
0.307
0.401
0.391
0.372
0.332
0.331
0.294
0.195
0.275
0.340
0.271

0.588
0.516
0.548
0.614
0.640
0.670
0.513
0.403
0.567
0.570
0.519
0.424
0.425
0.312
0.287
0.329
0.204
0.261
0.205
0.296
0.276
0.103
0.134
0.118
0.152
0.414
0.386
0.535
0.376
0.440
0.520
0.882
0.925
0.903
0.578
0.487
0.711
0.692

0.381
0.455
0.464
0.365
0.283
0.357
0.330
0.405
0.402
0.413
0.331
0.442
0.403
0.405
0.502
0.456
0.367
0.337
0.844
0.871
0.786
0.397
0.448
0.347
0.463
0.339
0.353
0.351
0.533
0.466
0.435
0.341
0.247
0.258
0.256
0.307
0.283
0.260

0.243
0.328
0.350
0.249
0.157
0.200
0.100
0.269
0.268
0.296
0.217
0.362
0.311
0.344
0.428
0.404
0.475
0.380
0.453
0.299
0.448
0.807
0.901
0.874
0.890
0.186
0.181
0.166
0.438
0.348
0.286
0.172
0.113
0.116
0.087
0.109
0.171
0.122

0.463
0.433
0.459
0.533
0.605
0.641
0.539
0.398
0.535
0.571
0.519
0.380
0.402
0.313
0.245
0.315
0.175
0.248
0.211
0.319
0.282
0.127
0.144
0.090
0.143
0.429
0.425
0.521
0.334
0.434
0.475
0.625
0.697
0.665
0.844
0.826
0.881
0.842

0.693
0.690
0.655
0.687
0.582
0.639
0.594
0.700
0.862
0.886
0.846
0.543
0.491
0.441
0.428
0.365
0.365
0.376
0.332
0.454
0.382
0.282
0.277
0.240
0.301
0.472
0.483
0.619
0.484
0.564
0.575
0.603
0.559
0.542
0.478
0.468
0.621
0.513

0.545
0.521
0.516
0.651
0.873
0.912
0.823
0.472
0.618
0.642
0.552
0.396
0.372
0.301
0.278
0.339
0.251
0.253
0.239
0.398
0.292
0.164
0.190
0.112
0.147
0.567
0.570
0.674
0.378
0.506
0.541
0.634
0.627
0.642
0.564
0.499
0.638
0.613

0.456
0.497
0.473
0.517
0.468
0.470
0.432
0.293
0.599
0.565
0.481
0.504
0.410
0.413
0.370
0.362
0.307
0.272
0.449
0.448
0.422
0.320
0.374
0.323
0.350
0.526
0.584
0.577
0.879
0.934
0.904
0.515
0.414
0.408
0.419
0.339
0.418
0.375

0.396
0.390
0.436
0.518
0.558
0.526
0.619
0.360
0.484
0.547
0.458
0.379
0.265
0.292
0.289
0.295
0.214
0.233
0.274
0.362
0.298
0.165
0.198
0.127
0.169
0.937
0.950
0.906
0.466
0.578
0.597
0.426
0.431
0.441
0.444
0.361
0.443
0.420

Legend: CL customer linking; DM decision making; DS discretionary skills; FN financial performance; IA
information access; KS knowledge and skills; MP market performance; MZ market seizing; MS
market sensing; TT tools and technologies; TD training and development
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Table 8.7 Higher-Order Reflective Model for Empowerment/Firm Performance
Second-Order
Construct
Empowerment

AVE

CR

0.538

0.874

Firm Performance 0.866

Dimension

β

SD

t-stat

p-Value

R2

Decision Making
Discretionary Skills
Information Access
Knowledge & Skills
Tools & Technologies
Training & Development

0.732
0.760
0.759
0.680
0.800
0.661

0.030
0.039
0.031
0.059
0.022
0.047

23.820
19.711
24.709
11.284
35.844
13.843

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.536
0.578
0.576
0.463
0.640
0.437

Financial Performance
Market Performance

0.920
0.941

0.009 103.839
0.007 130.244

0.000
0.000

0.847
0.885

0.928

Assessment of the Structural or Inner Model
Structural model or inner model assessment relies on the assessment of the path coefficients
and their statistical significance. In complex models with multiple paths from the predictor to
the ultimate dependent variable, the assessment shall also examine both direct and indirect
effects of the predictor constructs on the dependent variables (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt
2017; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019). The structural model assessment also includes an estimation
of any applicable mediation effects (Hayes et al. 2011). The predictive power of the model is
assessed via the R2 of the endogenous construct and other quality measures such as f2 and Q2.
There have been advancements in PLS-SEM algorithms, PLSpredict, to estimate the out-ofsample predictive power of the conceptualised model (Shmueli et al. 2019). All these apply to
the conceptual model this research was investigating.
The estimated model was shown in Figure 8.1, and this section discusses the assessment
criteria detailed in Figure 6.5 for the inner model. Table 8.8 represents the structural
components depicted in the model. FLE empowerment is the main predictor in this model and
based on the theoretical deductions it was conceptualised that FLE empowerment influences
dynamic capabilities, i.e., market sensing, customer linking, and market seizing. In the model,
dynamic capabilities were modelled as a predictor of firm performance. Thus, as dynamic
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capabilities were both dependent variable as well as a predictor in nature, they were considered
as mediators in this model. The statistical significance of the interaction effects was obtained
via the bootstrapping feature of PLS-SEM with 5,000 samples (Streukens & Leroi-Werelds
2016).
Observation of the path coefficients in Table 8.8 confirmed that all links emanating from
empowerment to sensing, linking, and seizing (β = 0.574, 0.421. 0.426 respectively) were all
positive and statistically significant (p-value), thus confirming the positive influence of
empowerment on dynamic capabilities. The paths going from sensing to linking and seizing (β
= 0.395, 0.275 respectively) were all positive and significant. The path from linking to seizing
(β = 0.440) was also positive and significant. This confirmed the model’s conceptions that
sensing influences, linking and seizing, and linking influences seizing. Coming to the last part
of the model, the influence of sensing, linking, and seizing on firm performance (β = 0.511,
0.160. 0.189 respectively) were all positive and significant. All these interactions constitute as
direct effects, but there were also indirect effects, for example, empowerment’s effect on
linking via sensing. PLS-SEM provides a mechanism to estimate these indirect effects.
Combining the direct and indirect effects works out to be total effects as tabulated in Table 8.8.
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Table 8.8 Results of Structural Model: Path Coefficients
Main Model
Empowerment ->

Direct
β
0.574
0.421
0.246
0.395
0.275
0.511

Market Sensing
Customer Linking
Market Seizing
Market Sensing -> Customer Linking
Market Seizing
Firm Performance
Customer Linking
Market Seizing
0.440
->
Firm Performance
0.160
Market Seizing -> Firm Performance
0.189
Indirect Effects
Firm Performance
Empowerment
Financial Performance
Market Performance
Financial Performance
Market Sensing
Market Performance
Financial Performance
Customer Linking
Market Performance
Financial Performance
Market Seizing
Market Performance
Control Variables on Firm
Performance
Contextual
Firm Performance
-0.052
Demographic
Firm Performance
-0.132

p-value

Total
Effects

0.056 10.172
0.068 6.254
0.061 4.115
0.083 4.937
0.056 4.942
0.064 8.198

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.574
0.647
0.688
0.395
0.448
0.659

0.065

6.686

0.000

0.440

0.071
0.068

2.228
2.719

0.026
0.007

0.243
0.189

0.042
0.040
0.040
0.044
0.045
0.057
0.058
0.063
0.064

12.592
12.236
12.385
13.879
14.557
3.906
3.921
2.771
2.771

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.006

0.527
0.485
0.495
0.606
0.620
0.224
0.229
0.174
0.177

0.076
0.041

0.691
3.160

0.490
0.002

SD

t-stat

Mediation Effects
The mediation between empowerment and firm performance via dynamic capabilities
(sensing, linking and seizing) was estimated using the procedures recommended by Preacher
and Hayes (2008) and Hayes, Preacher and Myers (2011). The research model conforms to the
multiple-step multiple-mediator model. Figure 8.1 assists in depicting the mediation paths,
which consist of direct as well as indirect components. c1, c2, and c3 respectively belong to
the mediation effects of sensing, linking, and seizing. b1 and b2 represent the effect of sensing
on linking and seizing while b3 is the effect of linking on seizing. Table 8.9 summarises the
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direct as well as indirect paths from sensing, linking, and seizing to firm performance. Paths
c1, c2 and c3 are all significant at p<0.05. Indirect effects of sensing on FPER via paths b1c2,
b2c3 and b1b3c3 are also significant at p<0.01. Similarly, direct and indirect effects of linking
on FPER via the paths c2 and b3c3 are also significant at p<0.05 and p<0.01, respectively. As
direct as well as indirect effects of sensing, linking, and seizing on FPER were significant,
Table 8.9 confirms the hypotheses that dynamic capabilities were the full mediators between
empowerment and FPER (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt 2017; Preacher & Hayes 2008).
Table 8.9 Results of Mediation Testing
Path

Direct Effect
β

t-stat

Indirect Effect

From

To

Components

p-value

MS

FPER

c1

0.511

8.029

0.000

MZ

FPER

c3

0.189

2.772

0.006

CL

FPER

c2

0.160

2.220

0.026

β

t-stat

p-value

0.145

3.497

0.000

0.083

2.603

0.009

Legend: EM: empowerment; MS: market sensing; MZ: market seizing; CL: customer linking; FPER: firm performance

Out-of-Sample Predictive Assessment of the Model - PLSpredict
PLS-SEM by its casual-predictive nature overcomes the dichotomy of explanation and
prediction. The final step of assessing the predictive power of a construct is examining the
model’s out-of-sample predictive ability. Shmueli et al., (2019) have recently proposed
PLSpredict analysis as a step forward to strengthen the assessment of the PLS-SEM results by
providing a mechanism to sub-divide a sample into multiple segments and run the analysis like
the hold-out approach. Shmueli et al., suggest that PLSpredict assessment be performed on an
outcome construct specified in the model. The PLSpredict procedure was run for a sub-division
of the sample into 10 with 10 repetitions. The output of the analysis is summarised in Table
8.10. The assessment involves first examination of Q2predict values for the indicators of the
outcome variable, and they all need to be above zero for assuring the predictive power of the
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model. As the Q2predict values for all the indicators were above zero, indicates that the model
has out-of-sample predictive power.
Table 8.10 PLSpredict: Out-of-sample predictive ability of Empowerment
Construct

Indicator

Firm Performance

FP_FN1
FP_FN2
FP_FN3
FP_MP1
FP_MP2
FP_MP3
FP_MP4

PLS-SEM
RMSE
Q2predict
1.152
0.253
1.219
0.190
1.250
0.181
1.293
0.157
1.254
0.152
1.248
0.215
1.290
0.162

LM
RMSE
1.091
1.162
1.215
1.274
1.262
1.216
1.303

PLS-LM
RMSE
0.055
0.060
0.040
0.019
-0.008
0.032
-0.013

Hypotheses Tests and Total Effects Analysis
The results of the inner model were summarised in Table 8.8. The path coefficients between
empowerment and sensing, linking, and seizing were all positive and significant at p<0.001.
This supported hypotheses H1a-H1c that empowerment positively impacts dynamic
capabilities. The path coefficients from sensing to linking and seizing were positive and
significant at p<0.001. This confirmed hypotheses H2a and H2b. The path coefficient from
linking to seizing was positive and significant at p<0.001 giving support to hypothesis H2c.
The path coefficients from sensing, linking, and seizing to firm performance were all positive
and were significant at p<0.05 or lower. This supported hypotheses H3a-H3c. As the
discussion on mediation effects shows that all paths were positive and significant, this
confirmed hypotheses H4a-H4c.
The R2 value for firm performance was estimated as 0.607. The R2 value was positive and
significant and confirmed the underlying core premise of the investigation that empowerment
has a positive influence on firm performance via DCs, and that the model explained 60.7% of
the variance in firm performance. The FPER was conceived as a second-order reflective
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construct consisting of financial and market performance, and their respective R2 values were
estimated to be 0.847 and 0.885.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter focused on summarising the analytical output of PLS-SEM analysis of the
conceptual model with the main data obtained through an online survey. The results confirmed
the stability of the FLE empowerment construct in the nomological network (Step 11 Figure
7.1). The chapter detailed analysis and measures taken to address common method bias and
endogeneity. By confirming the stability of the measurement or outer model the chapter
confirmed the reliability, convergent, and discriminant validities of all the conceptualised
constructs. The discussion assessed the structural model, i.e., the effects of FLE empowerment
on dynamic capabilities and firm performance. The estimations confirmed direct, indirect, and
total effects of empowerment on the dependent constructs. Thus, this paved the way for the
next Chapter 9 to reflect on the outcomes and assess the contributions of this research
investigation to theory, practice, methodology and Chapter 10 concludes the research
investigation.
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Chapter 9
Discussion and Implications
Overview
This research investigation was set forth with two research questions stated in Chapter 1, and
associated hypotheses were formulated in Chapter 5, based on the literature review (Chapter
2) and qualitative study (Chapter 4). The objective of this chapter is comprehending the results
of the quantitative analyses presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. The contributions of this
research are examined from theoretical, practical, and methodological perspectives.
The chapter explains how this research bridges gaps in the existing literature about FLE
empowerment and its linkages to dynamic capabilities and firm performance in an analyticsdriven services context. To the theory, the research contributes to conceptualisation and
validation of FLE empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions. It
extends dynamic capabilities to services marketing. It estimates the impact of empowerment
on DCs and firm performance. For the practice, the study advocates organisations to cascade
analytics insights to FLEs and orient them to apply in solving customer problems. To the
methodology, the study uniquely contributes a scale development procedure using CCA. The
chapter also reviews the limitations of the study and potential opportunities for future research.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 9.1 provides a high-level summary how the
identified research gaps were addressed in this research. Section 9.2 discusses the theoretical
contributions of the research. Section 9.3 analyses the implication for managers or practice.
Section 9.4 presents methodological contributions. Section 9.5 discusses the limitations of this
research and identifies directions for future research. Finally, Section 9.6 provides a summary
of the chapter.
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Bridging of the Research Gaps
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 identified six major gaps at confluence of
literature streams FLEs, empowerment, dynamic capabilities and organisational performance
(Section 2.10). Table 9.1 summarises the identified gaps in the literature and how this doctoral
research has addressed them. The rest of the chapter goes into the details of these outcomes as
theoretical contributions, managerial implications, and methodological contributions. The
discussion also highlights limitations of this research and opportunities for future research.
Table 9.1 Research Gaps vs. Results
Id
1

Research Gaps
Lack of conceptualisations of FLE
empowerment in analytics-driven
services.

2

Lack of empirical evidence on the
need for tools, training, and access to
information for FLEs.

3

The need for IMO programs to focus
on FLE capability development to
manage analytics-driven
environments.
The need of capability development to
manage environmental dynamism.
Lack of empirical evidence on the
impact of FLE empowerment on
dynamic capabilities.

4
5

6

Lack of evidence of DCs on frontline
service performance.

Results
Chapter 7 was dedicated to testing FLE
empowerment scale derived based on
literature (Section 2.6.9) and confirmed
through a qualitative study (Section
4.7.2). The scale validation has confirmed
six dimensions of FLE empowerment in
analytics-driven services.
Chapter 7 FLE empowerment scale
validation ascertained that the importance
of subscales access to information, tools
& technologies, and training &
development.
Structural model assessment presented in
Chapter 8 confirm the significant role
played by FLE empowerment and its
constituent dimensions to sense the
customer/ market needs, link with the
customers, and dynamically ensemble
services to meet the customer needs.
Thus, the results stress that the IMO
programs need to focus on the challenges
brought forth by the analytics-driven
services.
Structural model assessment presented in
Chapter 8 estimates the impact of FLE
empowerment on firm performance via.
dynamic capabilities.
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Theoretical Contributions
This investigation makes several contributions to the theories of empowerment, internal market
orientation, and dynamic capabilities. The search of extant literature revealed that no major
empowerment scale development work was pursued since the work of Spreitzer (Maynard et
al. 2012; Morgado et al. 2017; Spreitzer 1995, 2008). The literature abounded with studies
referring to a single scale, but only using a partial set of indicators (Maynard et al. 2012;
Peterson 2014). Thus, this research not only contributes to the frontline employee
empowerment literature but also extends its realm to analytics-driven service context by
developing and validating relevant scales. This is the first study to build an FLE empowerment
scale for analytics-driven services context.
Prior empowerment studies were founded on the concepts of self-efficacy, total quality
management, and intrinsic motivation (see Table 2.6) (Bandura 1977; Conger & Kanungo
1988; Thomas & Velthouse 1990). For the first time, this research examined FLE
empowerment from the theoretical lens of dynamic capabilities. DCs were advocated for
organisations to cope with the current day’s massive uncertainty and environmental dynamism
(Teece 2007; Teece & Leih 2016). Empowerment, as an enabler to DCs, translates into
effective delivery of services by FLEs (Bowen 2016; Larivière et al. 2017; Psoinos et al. 2000).
The investigation confirmed that FLE empowerment in analytics-driven services is an integral
of six dimensions, reflectively operationalised by 22 indicators (see Figure 7.2). In clear
contrast to previous studies, the empowerment measure considers analytically distinguishable
dimensions like tools & technologies, and information access to assist decision making with
the knowledge being imparted via training & development. This conceptual development is
distinct from studies that use one-dimensional or single-item measures and contributes to
showing how FLEs adapt their abilities and service delivery in diverse ways (Kim et al. 2017;
Maynard et al. 2012; Wilder et al. 2014).
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In analytics-driven environments, information is vital and efficient, and effective delivery of
that information through appropriate tools makes a significant impact on the service delivery
process (Psoinos et al. 2000). An observation of the path coefficients for the empowerment
dimensions (Figure 8.1) reveal that FLEs are most likely to engage in the employment of Tools
& Technologies, Discretionary Skills, Information Access, and Decision Making Skills to
complement their Knowledge of the organisational processes in sensing the customers’ needs
and link with them for sustainable performance.
This extended empowerment scale was tested for its impact on dynamic capabilities and firm
performance (Fang et al. 2014; Felin et al. 2015; Teece 2007). Empowerment has a strong
impact on dynamic capabilities and firm performance, explained variance of 32.9% in sensing,
52.3% in linking, and 70.1% in seizing. In all, the model explained 60.7% of the variance in
firm performance. The research also supports the theme that individual dynamic capabilities
as a manifestation of empowerment (Felin et al. 2012) contribute to a firm’s organisational
abilities to sense, link with its customers, and seize the opportunity in dynamically adapting
their solutions during service encounters and contribute to organisational performance.
This research uniquely contributes to empowerment literature and scale development works.
Extant literature has emphasised the need to test different configurations of empowerment with
different outcome variables, mediators, and in different contextual settings (Maynard et al.
2012; Seibert et al. 2011; Spreitzer 2008). This FLE empowerment model tests an alternate
configuration, different outcome variables, and extends its role to analytics-driven services.
Thus, the research expands the envelope of empowerment scale development, with empirical
outcomes from the Australian analytics-driven services sector.
In summary, this research extends empowerment, DCs, and IMO theories in the context of
analytics-driven services marketing. First, extant literature of services marketing talked about
granting autonomy to FLEs, but there are very few studies that attempted to link FLE
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empowerment in analytics-driven markets and firm performance (Table 2.6). Second,
synthesising empowerment, micro-foundations of dynamic capabilities and firm performance
in the big data environment, the study identified dimensions of FLE empowerment as decision
making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies,
and training & development, which have extended past findings by (Melhem 2004; Spreitzer
1995; Wilder et al. 2014). Third, proponents of big data analytics have suggested that
deployment of big data would imply promoting discretionary skills among FLEs and
encourage decision making in (near) real-time based on data (Kiron et al. 2014; Ransbotham
et al. 2015a, 2015b). However, empirical studies on this linkage are scarce, and this research
fills that significant gap. Fourth, an organisation cannot successfully leverage its dynamic
capabilities unless its customer-facing employees can leverage those processes during service
encounters (Felin et al. 2012; Rothaermel & Hess 2007; Sprafke 2013; Sprafke et al. 2012).
This study makes a unique contribution to this end by articulating that for the success of DCs,
its customer-facing staff must also exhibit adaptive abilities to serve the customer in datadriven environments. Fifth, scholars have investigated the role of DCs in enhancing firm
performance. Prior research conceptualised DCs at an aggregate and strategic level and as a
principal explanator of organisational performance (Fang et al. 2014; Kachouie et al. 2018;
Wilden & Gudergan 2015). This research extends prior work in the following way, i) identifies
the individual role of each DCs (sensing, linking and seizing); ii) identifies DCs as mediators
between FLE empowerment and FPER; iii) highlights the interactions among sensing, linking,
and seizing; iv) positions DCs as the intervening processes and routines to dynamically
facilitate firms to adapt service offerings to the needs of customers in (near) real-time.
On a different front, this research on empowerment has implications to the realms of intrinsic
motivation, self-efficacy, and socio-technical systems. There is a need to re-examine these
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foundations given the information revolution and the possibility of humans working hand-inhand with intelligent systems (Bowen 2016; Larivière et al. 2017; Ostrom et al. 2015).
In summary, this research made significant contributions towards understanding frontline
employee empowerment in an analytics-driven services context and empowerment’s enabling
role on dynamic capabilities.

Managerial Implications
Lack of insight into the future, ability to sense the market and competition, and lack of
willingness to alter service offerings and business processes resulted in the shutting down of
many large corporations (Rohrbeck & Kum 2018). Scholars have been advocating for the
importance of decentralised and analytics-driven decision making over intuition and granting
access to information where it is needed the most (Bowen & Lawler 1992; Day 1994; Teece
2007). Amid global economic shifts from manufacturing to services and the onslaught of
technology, there are not only opportunities but also a gamut of challenges to be managed
(Huang & Rust 2017; Ostrom et al. 2015). A focus on the workforce and enabling them with
the necessary information, tools & technologies that help customer-facing employees manage
the ambiguities within the time constraints placed by today’s services climate, has no precedent
in the human history and organisations must respond to these forces and carve their path to
sustenance and performance (Nelson 2003; Ransbotham et al. 2015b).
The response to these challenges is myriad and complex. This research nails that organisations
first need to have a robust program to gain insight into their competition and thereby develop
their competitive strategy. Then, senior management needs to cascade down these insights to
their customer-facing resources and equip them to manage customer expectations in (near)
real-time. The current research urges senior management to focus on data-driven decision
making and encourage their staff to make decisions by breaking the hierarchical shackles that
impede informational flows and stifle decision making at the point of service delivery (Brown
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et al. 2014). The doctoral student anticipates that this research motivates marketing
departments to orient their service processes and develop winning business strategies to
enhance not only the disciplinary knowledge but also the performance of their respective
corporations towards long term viability.
An organisation might do everything structurally possible to empower FLEs through
autonomy, discretion power, tools, and training, but if an FLE fails to leverage that
empowerment in delivering value to customers, then the empowerment program becomes
ineffective in producing value to customers and firms. Thus, organisations moving beyond
empowerment must allay any behavioural or psychological impediments to FLEs, so that
empowerment initiatives make an impact on a firm’s bottom line (Argyris, 1998).
Analytics can deliver value not only in strategy but also at the frontline, provided organisations
recognise the importance of the different dimensions of FLE empowerment (Brown et al.
2014). The FLE empowerment scale provides a tool for senior managers to sense the
hindrances faced by their frontlines in serving customers and the level and intensity of these
barriers. Managers need to design empowerment initiatives that have a direct bearing on the
capabilities of FLEs, i.e., decision making, discretionary power, knowledge, information
access, and tools. Managers need to concentrate on the important dimension of tools &
technologies to perform effectively in the analytics-driven context (Psoinos et al. 2000). The
lower mean ratings for training also indicate that organisations are not focusing on the
necessary training of their frontlines. Moving beyond the introduction of tools, managers also
need to invest in the training & development of FLEs to harvest the benefits of data and
analytics revolution (Brown et al. 2014; Ransbotham et al. 2015a, 2015b).
Empowerment augments individual FLE dynamic abilities to sense customer and market
needs, and competitor actions. The results indicate a positive relationship between
empowerment, market sensing customer linking and seizing. These results support prior
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literature that asserted that IS enables empowerment and also contributes across service quality
dimensions (Berkley & Gupta 1994; Psoinos et al. 2000). Empowerment has explained
variance of 60.7% in firm performance. These results advocate that managers need to provide
the necessary information, autonomy, tools, and training to FLEs to ensemble service elements
effectively and provide solutions to customers. Services are undergoing rapid transformation
with the advent of omnichannel delivery and its ability to capture ‘digital footprints’ of
prospective customers (Econsultancy & Google 2017). To fully leverage the value of these
insights, firms have to encourage their frontlines to rely on analytics to make decisions as they
construct solutions for customer needs during service encounters (Kiron et al. 2014; Psoinos
et al. 2000). Managers, by shifting organisational power downwards to frontlines, can impact
their dynamic capabilities of sensing and linking (Felin et al. 2012; Kiron et al. 2014).
While organisations are investing in technology and analytics, there is also a growing concern
that analytics are not delivering the anticipated value to the firms (Brown et al. 2014; HBR
2014). The findings of this study suggest that to overcome these hurdles, senior management
needs to focus on simplifying the information delivery while developing the capabilities of
FLEs and promoting service analytics culture (Kiron et al. 2014; Psoinos et al. 2000).
Managers need to internally orient FLEs to serve customers effectively (Rafiq & Ahmed 1998,
2000; Wirtz & Jerger 2016).

Methodological Contributions 9
The investigation provided a fresh perspective to scale development methodology. Straub
(1989 p.147) observes that “Only a few researchers have devoted serious attention to
measurement issues over the last few decades… the primary and prior value of instrument
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validation has yet to be widely recognized.” Despite this observation, the literature on scale
development was limited and especially concerning empowerment (see Table 2.6 and Table
10.2) (Maynard et al. 2012; Morgado et al. 2017; Spreitzer 2008). Possible reasons for this
could be scale development is complex, laborious, requires theoretical and methodological
rigour, robust procedures, and of all, substantial resources (DeVellis 2003; Morgado et al.
2017). Recent advances in PLS-SEM, methodological advances in the confirmatory composite
analysis (Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Page, et al. 2019) were a step ahead in assisting the researchers
in scale development efforts. Apart from relying on CCA, this doctoral investigation reviewed
valuable insights from the existing guidelines suggested by several scholars (Bagozzi 2011;
Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Page, et al. 2019; MacKenzie et al. 2011; Wetzels et al. 2009). On top
of these procedural and analytical approaches, the scale development also relied on common
method bias and endogeneity guidelines suggested in the literature (Hulland et al. 2018; Hult
et al. 2018; Podsakoff et al. 2012).
Thus, on the methodological front, this doctoral thesis presented a scale development research
adapted based on the evolving confirmatory composite analysis (CCA) technique which has
several advantages over factor-based approaches (Hair et al. 2020; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019;
Henseler 2017; Rigdon et al. 2017). The investigation contributed to not only empowerment
scale development but also provided a case for the CCA approach. This shall provide an
impetus for future research on extending the empowerment scale to different geographies,
organisational contexts. This procedure can also be adopted in other scales development
endeavours in management and social sciences research.

Limitations and Future Research Directions
This research has certain limitations. First, the data pertains to frontline employees working in
the services sector in Australia. Additional studies in different geographical settings may help
in identifying any specific influence of geographic factors and help to generalise the findings
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of this research. Second, the investigation is at an individual frontline employee level. The
results could be different if empowerment is assessed at team or organisational levels. Third,
the study respondents are frontline service employees. To understand whether there exists any
stratification among the layers of management on the role of empowerment in analytics-driven
environments and its impact on firm performance, concurrent sampling of frontlines, middle
management, and top management is needed. Fourth, the research relied on self-reporting by
FLEs both of empowerment levels as well as outcome measures. Future research shall consider
data collection at multiple levels i.e., matching empowerment ratings by employees with
organisational outcomes by senior management.
Fifth, it is also worth testing whether the maturity of a firm’s big data analytics program
(distinct from services climate and analytics culture) has any influence on the model variables.
Sixth, the research adopted a cross-sectional approach, i.e., it reflects perceptions at a point in
time. It may be worthwhile to carry out a longitudinal survey to assess temporal variations and
endogeneity (Hult et al. 2018). Seventh, the study has not analysed any antecedents to FLE
empowerment, like the analytics maturity of an organisation. Such an analysis may also shed
some light on how analytics maturity impacts empowerment and outcome variables. Eighth,
the model is built around empowerment at an individual level, it has not considered any
influence of team or organisational level empowerment on FLE empowerment. Ninth, the
model has not considered whether incentives and rewards have any influence on
empowerment. Tenth, it is ideal to have an additional dataset to further test the FLE
empowerment scale. However, as the project is closed, there is no possibility to collect any
additional data. However, PLSpredict bridged this gap with its ability to estimate the out-ofsample predictive ability of the model (Shmueli et al. 2019). Eleventh, the sample is drawn
across multiple services industries. It is interesting to draw specific samples from multiple
industries and test whether there are any industry-specific similarities or differences.
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The testing of the model with control variables has some insights. It is noticed that contextual
factors have no significant impact on firm performance. However, demographic variables,
especially age and education, have a positive impact on firm performance. With demographic
variables included, there is a marginal increase in the R2 value for firm performance, from
60.7% to 62.4%. The importance of demographic variables education and age seem to indicate
the changing work environment and the demands for age-wise maturity to comprehend the
technology and employ appropriate decision-making mechanisms in serving customers. This
also calls for a multi-group analysis of the model to identify the significant role of demographic
factors.
It is anticipated that this research will motivate further studies where some or all these
limitations will be progressively addressed, and such studies enhance the know-how on FLE
empowerment and its impact on dynamic capabilities and organisational performance.
Limitations of PLS-SEM
Being a non-parametric approach, PLS lacks goodness-of-fit measures. However, this situation
is changing with several enhancements to the PLS method as well as the software, SmartPLS
(Ringle et al. 2015). Hair et al. (2020; 2019) provide a series of guidelines to ensure the PLS
model results are assessed systematically to ensure their statistical power. SmartPLS facilitates
the creation of thousands of subsamples, estimate the model parameters and compute tstatistics and p-values to arrive at the statistical validity of the estimates (Nevitt & Hancock
2001; Streukens & Leroi-Werelds 2016). To these enhancements, Shmueli et al. (2019)
provided procedures to test out-of-sample predictive relevance by subdividing the sample into
subsets and retaining one subset to predict and repeat for all the subsets. SmartPLS includes
both bootstrapping and PLSpredict algorithms to enable the researcher to test the model quality
in all respects. In summary, there is general agreement that PLS-SEM is capable of explaining
and predicting path models consisting of composites and facilitates innovative modelling of
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data-rich situations and contributes to the testing and evolution of new theories (Hair, Risher,
et al. 2019; Petter 2018; Rigdon 2016; Rigdon et al. 2017).
Future Research
The research focused on frontline employees working in analytics-driven services in Australia.
The data collected pertains to employees from multiple service industries consisting of both
B2B and B2C services. The sample consisted of employees from multiple industries. Future
research shall explore to assess whether there exists any sectorial (say banking and finance,
insurance, ICT, healthcare etc.,) differences in perceived levels of empowerment. These
outcomes may also vary according to the interactional mode, i.e., B2B or B2C.
It is anticipated that a collective work from the research community from different geographies
will provide ample comparative portrayal of empowerment in the combinatorial space of
services sectors vs. B2B or B2C. The outcomes can further ascertain how analytics contribute
to employee empowerment, a less traversed area in information systems and marketing
literature (Kiron et al. 2014; Maynard et al. 2012; Psoinos et al. 2000). These future studies
can test the impact of empowerment on dynamic capabilities and firm performance to grow
the knowledge on important areas for services research where significant gaps exist (Ostrom
et al. 2015). The doctoral student looks forward to similar studies in other geographies to draw
a comparative picture on the scale characteristics.
Service researchers can also investigate possible influences of empowerment on the adaptive
abilities of FLEs (Gwinner et al. 2005; Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a, 2017b). There is also a
possibility to test the influence of FLEs typology (Bowen 2016; Di Mascio 2010) and service
typology on empowerment (Motamarri, Akter, et al. 2017a), dynamic capabilities and their
respective influence on organisational performance.
The analysis of the conceptual model did not show any specific influence of contextual factors,
however, there is some statistical significance from demographic variables. Further studies are
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required to understand why demographic variables showing an influence on empowerment.
Future investigations in different geographies and different service settings may provide a
deeper understanding of these aspects as well.
The main sample consisted of frontline staff at a point in time. Collecting data on multiple
levels in an organisation and by drawing comparative analysis across hierarchical levels, it is
possible to establish the perceptual differences in empowerment and the role of analytics. A
longitudinal study complements these findings to observe any temporal variations on
empowerment.
The model envisaged empowerment as a collective second-order construct. However, it is also
worth establishing whether the individual dimensions have any direct bearing on the outcome
variables (Maynard et al. 2012; Spreitzer 2008).
The study considered empowerment primarily at the frontline level in the services industry. It
is worth studying the empowerment model at different levels of organisations and in multiple
sectors of the economy. Such a study will enhance our understanding of empowerment in the
changing context of analytics. These studies by collecting multiple samples can test the FLE
empowerment scale by following scale development procedure developed in this research.
Such investigations help expand the scope of FLE empowerment to analytics-driven services.
These insights are to be assimilated to the body of empowerment theory that tools &
technologies and granting access to information are vital to the perceived levels of
empowerment.
The scale development procedure can be employed in other management and social science
contexts. The confirmatory composite analysis is an emerging technique, and it is foreseen that
newer procedures for robustness checks and predictive assessment features will continue to be
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added to the PLS-SEM. It is hoped that this investigation will motivate researchers to pursue
scale development research and this will have a positive impact on scale development efforts.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the outcomes of the research investigation vis-à-vis the identified
research gaps and contributions of this research. Section 9.1 presented a summary on how the
identified research gaps were bridged through this research. Section 9.2 focused on the
theoretical contributions of the research i.e., extending the FLE empowerment to analyticsdriven services context. Section 9.3 analysed managerial or practical implications of the
assessment of FLE empowerment scale, and structural model results. Section 9.4 investigated
the methodological contributions of this research to scale development employing CCA.
Finally, Section 9.5 reviewed limitations of this research and explored opportunities for future
research. The next Chapter 10 comprehends the entire investigation and provides a summary
and concludes the doctoral investigation.
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Chapter 10
Summary and Conclusions

Overview
The previous chapter mainly discussed the contributions. It had also identified limitations of
this research and provided directions for future research. This chapter summarises the entire
research investigation from investigation all the way through the significant contributions to
the theory, practice, and methods.
Section 10.1 presents the research in perspective, i.e., research questions and how they have
been addressed in the research. Section 10.2 summarises the findings of the analysis presented
in prior chapters vis-à-vis research questions and outcomes of the hypotheses testing, and how
this research extends FLE empowerment and its conceptualisation. Section 10.3 concludes the
entire doctoral research investigation.
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Research in Perspective
The investigation was set out with an objective to answer two research questions to fill
significant gaps in the literature and contribute new knowledge about frontline employee
empowerment in analytics-driven services marketing (Chapter 1):
RQ1) What are the dimensions of FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven services
context?
RQ2) What is the influence of FLE empowerment on dynamic capabilities and firm
performance?
To address these research questions, the investigation relied on empowerment, internal market
orientation, and dynamic capabilities theories. It looked into the disciplinary knowledge and
associated elements, psychological empowerment, services marketing, strategic management,
and big data analytics. In addition to an extensive review of the extant literature, it
complimented the findings with in-depth interviews. A synthesis of these understanding led to
the formulation of a conceptual model to test and validate the hypothesised relationships
among constructs. The study developed a survey instrument to collect the perceptions of FLEs
working in Australian services industry recruited through an online survey. The investigation
adopted PLS-SEM or confirmatory composite analysis as the methodological choice for its
versatility discussed in Section 6.10. The analysis of the data and the model validation
produced interesting results (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). This is a unique study in the context of
analytics-driven services marketing. The study pursued conceptualising validating the FLE
empowerment scale and its impact on outcome variables using an emerging technique,
confirmatory composite analysis. The following sections discuss the empirical findings of the
study that ascertain the structure of the empowerment construct and hypothesised theoretical
relationships as shown in Figure 5.2.
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Summary of Findings
The investigation addressed two research questions that were neither answered nor addressed
in the literature streams of empowerment, services marketing, internal market orientation, and
dynamic capabilities. With this research exploration, significant contributions were made and
bridged major gaps in the literature. First, this research conceptualised, developed, and
validated the FLE empowerment construct in an analytics-driven services context, as a secondorder hierarchical construct. FLE empowerment model consisted of six dimensions namely,
decision making, discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools &
technologies, and training & development. Second, this investigation tested and validated the
conceptual model that empowerment positively impacts dynamic capabilities and firm
performance. Third, the estimated structural model (Figure 8.1) consisted of several
hypotheses. Table 10.1 presents a summary of these hypotheses, and all were supported.
Fourth, the investigation made significant advancements in devising a scale development
procedure based on the confirmatory composite analysis. Probably, this is the first scaledevelopment case employing CCA. Table 10.2 is an update of Table 2.5 with the inclusion of
the FLE empowerment scale this investigation contributed to empowerment literature. Fifth,
the investigation established the positive relationship between empowerment, dynamic
capabilities, and firm performance. For the first time, in literature, it also analysed the
interactions among the micro-elements of dynamic capabilities, sensing, linking, and seizing.
The following sections elaborate these findings and analyse the overall contributions of this
doctoral investigation from theoretical, managerial, and methodological perspectives.
Research Question 1: What are the dimensions of FLE empowerment in an
analytics-driven services context?
In pursuit of answering this question, the existing literature on empowerment and specific
reference to frontline employees was searched, screened, and consolidated (Section 2.6, Table
2.6). The literature search also helped to identify the existing formulations of the psychological
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empowerment construct (Table 10.2), the earliest empirically validated scale dates back to the
1990s (Spreitzer 1995). The organisational work contexts, and dependence on technology
radically altered service delivery, and big data analytics was said to have an impact on frontline
employee autonomy (Deloitte 2019; Kiron et al. 2014; Wirtz & Jerger 2016). These insights
have led to formulating the conceptual structure of empowerment as consisting of six
dimensions. To confirm these deductions, a qualitative study was conducted, and 30-depth
interviews were performed, which helped to firm up the dimensions and definition of
empowerment as depicted in Figure 5.1.
Progressing forward basing on prior literature on scale development approaches, the study
conceptualised FLE empowerment as a second-order hierarchical reflective-reflective
construct consisting of six dimensions was operationalised with 22-indicators. The higherorder construct was formulated with repeated indicators approach, as shown in Figure 7.2
(Becker et al. 2012; Wetzels et al. 2009). To test and validate this model with empirical data a
survey instrument was devised, data were collected in two phases, pilot and main to validate
the model using PLS-SEM or confirmatory composite analysis approach (Hair et al. 2020;
Hair, Page, et al. 2019) as detailed in Chapter 7. The study confirmed FLE empowerment
structure as a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions, namely decision making,
discretionary skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies, and training
& development. The analysis of the pilot and main sample confirmed the second-order
empowerment structure consisting of six dimensions, as the constructs met all the quality
criteria for reliability, convergent and discriminant validity. Also, a bootstrapping run of 5,000
samples ascertained the statistical significance of the model (Hair, Risher, et al. 2019) as
summarised in Figure 7.3. Tools & technologies, with a link weight of (β=0.789) and training
& development, with a link weight of (β=0.637) had the highest and lowest influence on FLE
empowerment, respectively. The rest of the dimensions had their influence ranging in between.
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Research Question 2: What is the influence of FLE empowerment on dynamic
capabilities and firm performance?
The path laid out in answering research question 1, helped carve the approach for finding an
answer to the second and the last research question of this investigation. Existing literature on
internal market orientation and dynamic capabilities was systematically reviewed in the
contexts of frontline service delivery (Section 2.7, Table 2.7; Section 2.8, Table 2.8). The
insights from these reviews yielded interesting insights as well as enabled this doctoral student
to understand significant gaps in the literature. Assimilating these revelations, Chapter 5
formulated a conceptual model (Figure 5.2) to estimate the impact of FLE empowerment on
dynamic capabilities and firm performance. Relating the theoretical links among
empowerment, internal market orientation, and dynamic capabilities, a set of hypotheses were
presented in Chapter 5 as consolidated in Table 10.1. Operationalisation of all the constructs
in the path model was presented in Table 7.1 and Table 8.1. Chapter 6 was devoted to the
methodological aspects to quantitatively assess these propositions. The online survey
instrument (Appendix F) devised for FLE empowerment was expanded with relevant questions
to capture the perceptions of the FLEs on DCs.
Chapter 7 confirmed the structure of FLE empowerment, except the nomological validity (Step
11 of the Scale Development Procedure, Figure 7.1). The nomological validity i.e., the test of
the conceptual model was presented in Chapter 8. It documented the results of the PLS-SEM
estimation for the complete conceptual model, as shown in Figure 8.1. To arrive at the
statistical validity of the results a bootstrap run performed in PLS-SEM using 5,000 samples
and the estimates of t-stat and p-values were summarised in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.
10.2.2.1 Impact of FLE Empowerment on Dynamic Capabilities
The study hypothesised that FLE empowerment positively impacts market sensing, customer
linking and market seizing (H1a, H1b, H1c). As depicted in Figure 8.1 and Table 10.1 the path
coefficients from empowerment to each of these constructs were 0.574, 0.421 and 0.246. All
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these values have t-stat > 2.56 and p-value <0.001 confirming their statistical validity of the
estimates. As the β-coefficients were positive and significant, hypotheses H1a, H1b and H1c
were supported, implying that the FLE empowerment positively impacts sensing, linking and
seizing abilities in the context of analytics-driven services context.
The table also provided R2 values of sensing, linking and seizing constructs and indicated the
model explained variance of 32.9%, 52.3% and 70.1% respectively. Hair et al. (2019) advise
that R2 values 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 are considered as weak, moderate and substantial. The
values demonstrate that the model explains from weak to close to a substantial explanation of
the variance. f2 values typically echo the size of the β-coefficients.
The observation of the β-coefficients revealed that FLE empowerment has the highest
influence on sensing, followed by linking and seizing. This implied that empowerment
contributes to substantial abilities to FLEs to sense their customer needs, market conditions
and competitive position of their services. As implied in the conceptual model, market-sensing
to drive customer-linking and market-seizing, was evident from the relative sizes of the
respective path coefficients.
10.2.2.2 Interaction Among Dynamic Capabilities
The study hypothesized that sensing has a positive impact on linking and seizing and linking
has a positive impact on seizing (H2a, H2b, H2c). As depicted in Figure 8.1 and Table 10.1
the path coefficients from sensing to linking and seizing were 0.395 and 0.275, from linking
to seizing was 0.440. All these interactions were significant as their respective t-stats > 2.56
and p-values < 0.001. As the β-coefficients were positive and significant, hypotheses H2a, H2b
and H2c were supported, implying that market-sensing positively influences customer-linking
and market-seizing, and customer-linking positively influences market-seizing. The
percentage of variance explained by these variables was described above. The observation of
the β-coefficients revealed that sensing had a bigger influence on linking (β = 0.395) than
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seizing (β = 0.275). Customer-linking had even more influence on market-seizing (β = 0.440).
Table 8.9 documents the mediating effects of dynamic capabilities and identifies the direct and
indirect effects of explanatory constructs on dependent constructs. This indicated that marketsensing had both a direct and indirect impact on market-seizing, customer-linking had a direct
impact on market-seizing.
10.2.2.3 Impact of Dynamic Capabilities on Firm Performance
The study hypothesized that sensing, linking, and seizing to have a positive impact on firm
performance (H3a, H3b, H3c). As depicted in Figure 8.1 and Table 10.1 the path coefficients
from sensing, linking and seizing were 0.511, 0.160, and 0.189, respectively. The path from
sensing to FPER was significant at p-value < 0.001, linking to FPER was significant at p-value
< 0.05, and finally, seizing was significant at p-value < 0.01. Thus, the analysis of the structural
model supported the hypotheses H3a, H3b and H3c, implying the positive impact of dynamic
capabilities on firm performance.
The model explained variance (R2) of 32.9%, 52.3%, and 70.1% of sensing, linking and seizing
respectively. Overall, the model explained variance in firm performance, the ultimate
dependent variable of the model, R2 = 60.7%. As FLE empowerment and FPER were secondorder constructs, R2 values for the underlying constructs were also summarised in Table 8.2
and Table 8.3. Based on the guidelines for model quality assessment, this demonstrates an
explanation power of moderate to substantial (Chin 2010; Hair, Risher, et al. 2019).
Hair et al. (2019) have also recommended examining the predictive relevance (Q2) of the
constructs. Q2 values were also listed in Table 8.2, and Table 8.3, were relisted in Table 10.1
for the relevant constructs. All these values were positive, which indicated the predictive
relevance of the constructs and results. As FLE empowerment and FPER were second-order
constructs, these tables also show the underlying dimensions predictive relevance thus,
confirming the overall stability and quality of the model.
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The relative effect of sensing, linking and seizing on FPER was worked out to be 0.511, 01.60,
and 0.189. This indicated the substantial role played by market-sensing on FPER, followed by
seizing and linking.
10.2.2.4 Dynamic Capabilities as Mediators between FLE empowerment and Firm
Performance
The study hypothesized that dynamic capabilities, market-sensing, customer-linking and
market-seizing as the mediating variables between FLE empowerment and firm performance
(H4a, H4b, H4c). Table 8.9 also showed the mediating effects of dynamic capabilities and
identified the direct and indirect effects of explanatory constructs on dependent constructs.
Figure 8.1 and Table 10.1 enumerated FLE empowerment impact on the dependent construct
FPER via. sensing (a1 * c1), linking (a2 * c2), seizing (a3 * c3). These effects, as computed in
Table 10.1 worked to be 0.293, 0.067, and 0.046, respectively. H4a was significant at p-value
< 0.001, and H4b and H4c were significant at p-value < 0.05. These results convey medium to
low effects respectively. The support of Hypotheses for H4a, H4b, and H4c indicated that
dynamic capabilities play a mediating role between empowerment and firm performance. The
path coefficients also distinguished market-sensing as far more influential mediator over
customer-linking and market-seizing. Probably, this was understandable, as depicted in the
conceptual model. The foremost need for FLEs was to sense the needs of the customers before
engaging in linking with them and fine-tune service delivery in influencing their organisational
performance.
10.2.2.5 Influence of Demographic and Contextual Variables
The conceptual model was also tested with control variables. The investigation considered age,
education, experience and gender of FLEs as the demographic variables, and business type,
company size, customer type and service portfolio as contextual variables. The results of this
computation were shown in Table 10.1. The influence of demographic variables was worked
to be significant at p-value < 0.01 whereas the contextual variables had no influence on the
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model. Inclusion of demographic and contextual variables did not produce any significant
change in the value of variance explained (R2).
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Table 10.1 Summary of Hypotheses and Outcomes
Hypothesis
H1a 
H1b 
H1c 
H2a 
H2b 
H2c 
0.472
H3a 
H3b 
H3c 
H4a 
H4b 
H4c 

Demographic
Contextual

Description
FLE empowerment positively impacts market sensing
capabilities.
FLE empowerment positively impacts customer linking
capabilities.
FLE empowerment positively impacts market seizing
capabilities.

DV

β

t-stat

p-value

R2

f2

Q2

Market Sensing

0.574

10.172

0.000

0.329

0.490

0.244

Customer
Linking

0.421

6.254

0.000

0.523

0.249

0.401

Market Seizing

0.246

4.115

0.000

0.701

0.108

0.472

0.395

4.937

0.000

0.523

0.219

0.401

0.275

4.942

0.000

0.701

0.139

0.472

Market sensing positively impacts customer-linking
capabilities.
Market sensing positively impacts market seizing capabilities.
Customer linking positively impacts market seizing
capabilities.

Customer
Linking
Market Seizing
Market Seizing

0.440

6.686

0.000

0.701

0.309

0.472

Market sensing positively impacts firm performance.
Customer linking positively impacts firm performance.
Market seizing positively impacts firm performance.

FPER
FPER
FPER

0.511
0.160
0.189

8.198
2.228
2.719

0.000
0.026
0.007

0.607
0.607
0.607

0.327
0.025
0.030

0.391
0.391
0.391

FPER

0.293

7.001

0.000

FPER

0.067

2.207

0.027

FPER

0.046

2.270

0.023

Control Variables
Age, Education, Experience, Gender
FPER
Business Type, Company Size, Customer Type, Portfolio
FPER

-0.132
-0.052

3.160
0.691

0.002
0.490

0.624
0.610

0.044
0.007

Market sensing positively mediates the relationship between
FLE empowerment and firm performance.
Customer linking positively mediates the relationship between
FLE empowerment and firm performance.
Market seizing positively mediates the relationship between
FLE empowerment and firm performance.
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Table 10.2 Empowerment Dimensions, Antecedents and Outcomes: Seminal Studies - Updated
Investigation /
Comparative
Element
Dimensions

(Bowen &
Lawler 1992)

(Spreitzer 1996)

Meaning
Competence
Self-determination
Impact

Meaning
Competence
Self-determination
Impact

Antecedents/

Access to Information

Organisational

Locus of Control

Access to
Information
Access to Resources

Context

Rewards
Self-Esteem

Outcome Variables

Power
Information
Knowledge
Rewards

(Spreitzer 1995)

Not applicable

Performance

Role ambiguity
Socio-political
Support
Span of Control
Work Climate

(Menon 2001)

This Study

Perceived Control
Perceived Competence
Goal Internalization

Decision Making
Discretionary Skills
Information Access
Knowledge and Skills
Tools and Technologies
Training & Development

Organisational
Commitment
Job Involvement
Citizenship Behaviour
PCA, CFA

Market Sensing, Customer Linking,
Market Seizing,
Firm Performance
CCA using PLS-SEM

Analytical
Methodology
Study domain

Conceptual

2nd Order, CFA

EFA

Service workers

Managers from Fortune 50
Industrial Organisations;
and
lower-level employees in
insurance industry

Managers
Fortune 50 Industrial
Organisations

Part-time business
students
Validation: Employees
from Financial Services

Frontline Service Employees

Sample Location/
Size

Not applicable

USA

USA

Canada

Australia

Not applicable

Primary n=393
Validation n=128

n=393

Test n=94
Primary n=311
Validation n=66

Pre-test n=35
Pilot n=50
Validation n=304

Legend: CCA: Confirmatory composite analysis; EFA: Exploratory factor analysis; CFA: Confirmatory factor analysis; PCA: Principal component analysis; PLS-SEM: Partial least squares –
structural equation modelling.
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Conclusions
Frontline employees play a vital role in services marketing and their abilities to serve informed
customers is placing additional demands besides the inherent complexities in their roles. In
high-contact analytics-driven services (banking/finance, healthcare, ICT, insurance,
professional services etc.,) customers are demanding (near) real-time solutions. The extant
literature as well as industry experts argue that technology is enabling the customers with
competitive information and an FLE serving such a customer base needs even greater insights
to seize the opportunity. FLEs need dynamic capabilities to sense the customer needs, establish
a relationship with the customer and dynamically (re)bundle service-offering to suit the
specific requirements of that customer. FLEs shall seamlessly access the necessary information
about customers, the service offerings, execute the organisational routines and recognise the
discretionary levels to make decisions as they serve the customers, fine-tune the solution, and
achieve customer satisfaction and thereby organisational performance.
Driven by these insights, it is conceptualised that empowerment is a critical enabler for
dynamic capabilities in enhancing the market and financial performance of a company. The
investigation collected qualitative and quantitative data from FLEs working in various
Australian services organisations aided with the specific instruments developed as part of this
investigation. This research conducted a systematic literature search to identify the dimensions
of empowerment and complemented by semi-structured interviews (n=30) to confirm the
conceptualisation. These insights helped in formulating FLE empowerment model and a
conceptual model of the investigation interlinking FLE empowerment to dynamic capabilities
(market sensing, customer linking and market seizing) and firm performance. Firm
performance was specified as a second-order construct consisting of two subdimensions
financial performance and market performance. With the detailed survey instrument
developed, conducted a quantitative survey to gather perceptions of FLEs working in the
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Australian services sector. Through the online survey, the investigation obtained two sets of
samples (Pilot n=50; Main n=304).
The data were analysed using Partial Least Squares – Structural Equation Modelling (PLSSEM) or Confirmatory Composite Analysis (CCA). The investigation devised a scale
development procedure following the established instrument development principles and CCA
guidelines. In the first stage, the data were used to examine the FLE empowerment structure.
The results confirmed the FLE empowerment as a second-order construct consisting of six
dimensions. In the second stage, the nomological and predictive validity of the empowerment
construct was examined using the conceptual model devised. The results of our PLS-SEM
analysis confirmed that FLE empowerment positively influences market sensing, customer
linking, and market seizing. And the analysis confirmed that market sensing, customer linking,
and market seizing positively influence firm performance. PLSpredict analysis was conducted
in assessing the out-of-sample predictive ability of the empowerment construct (Shmueli et al.
2019). Empowerment was found to have a strong impact on market-sensing, customer-linking,
and market-seizing as it explained variance of 32.9%, 52.3% and 70.1% per cent, respectively.
Overall, the conceptual model confirmed the positive impact of empowerment and dynamic
capabilities on firm-performance, as it explained 60.7% variance (moderate to substantial) of
firm-performance. These insights imply that armed by the dynamic abilities in utilising big
data analytic insights, FLEs can tailor win-win solutions and thereby contribute to the firm
performance.
The investigation makes several contributions to theory, practice, and methodology. On the
theoretical front, the investigation extends the empowerment concept to analytics-driven
services context. It confirms that FLE empowerment in an analytics-driven services context as
a second-order construct consisting of six dimensions namely decision making, discretionary
skills, information access, knowledge & skills, tools & technologies, and training &
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development. This is a significant contribution as there has been no empowerment scale
developments in the last two decades.
The investigation extends dynamic capabilities and its micro-foundations to services
marketing. It establishes that FLE empowerment, internal market orientation and dynamic
capabilities contribute to organisational performance. This is being advocated by both microfoundation theorists as well as big data analytics advocates, but this investigation provides
empirical evidence of these propositions.
The study advises managers that organisations need to focus not just on investing in technology
and deriving critical insights from big data analytics. Organisations will only benefit from such
investments when managers devise mechanisms to cascade information and grant autonomy
to frontlines. As frontlines directly deal with customers effective decision making in (near)
real-time enhances customer experience, retain them and thus contribute to organisational
vitality.
On the methodological front, the investigation contributes to a scale development procedure
that combines existing know-how and methodological advances from CCA (Motamarri et al.
2020). CCA has several advantages and over factor-based approaches.
Empowerment plays a critical role in structurally enabling an FLE (Kanter 1993) to apply
his/her discretion (Kelley 1993) to dynamically meet the customer needs (Gwinner et al. 2005)
and even design their own work patterns (Felin & Powell 2016) in analytics-driven services.
For achieving effective results from analytics, firms need to empower their frontlines and
leverage their internal market orientation programs to communicate their empowerment
initiatives. Finally, managers recognising FLEs as the linchpins to service delivery is not
adequate, they need to move forward and train and equip their FLEs to serve their firms and
customers.
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Appendix F. Survey Questionnaire
Q1 The Empowerment of Frontline Employees' to Adapt Their Service in a Big Data Environment
The objective of this study is to understand the empowerment of front-line employees (FLEs) in adapting their
services in high contact big data driven service environments.
FLEs are those who directly interact and serve customers on behalf of their organisation, including project
managers, and professional consultants.
Click here to download participant information

Q2 Do you currently or have in the past 6 months served as a front-line service staff, front-line manager or in a
capacity supporting front-line teams in Australia?

o

Yes (1)

o

No (2)

Q3 Does the services you deliver rely on data and require: - customisation; or - long customer-contact
time?

o

Yes (1)

o

No (2)

Q30 Gender

o

Male (1)

o

Female (2)

o

Prefer not to answer (3)

Q4 You will be presented a sequence of questions relating to your experience as a front-line service employee,
manager or in a capacity supporting front-line teams. Please rate your responses on a scale 1 to 7 where '1'
means 'Strongly disagree' and '7' means 'Strongly agree'. If you are not sure about a question, select '4',
meaning 'Neither agree nor disagree'.
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Q5 Please answer the questions about your knowledge and skills with regards to the services you deliver.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

I have the necessary
skills to best serve
my customer. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I have the necessary
knowledge to do my
job. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I have mastered the
skills necessary for
my job. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I am confident about
my abilities to do
my job. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q9 Please answer the questions about the tools and technologies provided by your organisation.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

My organisation
provides me
relevant tools to
perform my job. (1)

o

o

o

My firm regularly
invests in tools and
technologies that
help performing my
job (2)

o

o

My organisation
provides me tools
that are equal or
better than
competition. (3)

o

o

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q6 Please answer the questions on how you make decisions about customer needs within your organisational
context.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

I have the
authority to
correct problems
when they occur.
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I am allowed to
be creative when
I deal with
problems at
work. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I have a lot of
control over how
I solve problems
at work. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
values data over
experience in
decision making.
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q7 Please answer the questions on access to information about your organisation, market, competition,
service portfolio and customer feedback.

Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree
nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

I have access to
information about the
services offered by
my organisation. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I have access to the
related business
processes/procedures.
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I have access to the
information about
what customers are
looking for. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I have access to the
information about
customers' feedback
on our services. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q8 Please answer the questions about how you manage customer requests with your delegated
responsibilities.
Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

I am aware of the
boundaries within
which I can adapt
the service I offer.
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I know when I need
to consult my
supervisor for
approval or
clarification. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I follow the
guidelines and
serve customers
without
unnecessary
consultation with
my peers or
supervisors. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I can exercise
discretionary power
to serve my
customers. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)
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Q10 Please answer the questions about the training and development opportunities provided by your
organisation.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation
provides regular
training on our
products/services.
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
provides regular
training on the
tools I am expected
to use to serve the
customer. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My firm invests in
my skill
development (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q11 Please answer the questions about how your organisation identifies service opportunities in relation to
customer needs.
Strongly
disagree
1 (3)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (1)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation
is able to gauge
competitors’
strategies and
tactics. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
is able to identify
and understand
market trends. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
regularly informs
me about changes
happening in the
market. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q12 Please answer the questions about how your organisation enables you to meet customer needs.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation
encourages me to
find solutions for
customers. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
adopts the best
practices in our
sector. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
responds to
defects that we
point out. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
changes our
practices in
response to
customer
feedback. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q13 Please answer the questions about how your organisation establishes and maintains relationship with
customers.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation is
good at
maintaining and
enhancing
relationships with
customers. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation is
good at
understanding
what customers
need and require.
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation is
good at
establishing
relationships with
customers. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

By understanding
the market trends, I
reconfigure my
service offerings
within my firm
norms and address
customer needs.
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q14 Please answer the questions about how you customise/adapt service based on customer needs.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (4)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

I usually adapt
the type of
service to meet
the unique needs
of each
customer. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I use a wide
variety of
strategies in
attempting to
satisfy the
customer. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I can easily
suggest a wide
variety of
services to meet
each customer’s
needs. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I vary the actual
service offering
in a number of
ways depending
on the needs of
the customer. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q15 Please answer the questions about how you adapt your service style to suit to individual customers.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

I often adjust my
personality from
one customer to
the next. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I typically adjust
the tone of my
voice to fit the
type of customer
I am dealing
with. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I try to match the
level of my
vocabulary to
that of the
customer. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q16 Please answer the following two questions about your organisation's/market's performance due to big
data driven empowerment relative to competitors.

Q17 Please answer the questions about the performance of your organisation over the last 3 years:
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation
has improved on
customer
retention. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
has witnessed
sales growth. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

- We have
improved our
profitability (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q18 Please answer the questions about the performance of the market over the last 3 years:
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation
has entered new
markets more
quickly. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
has introduced
new products or
services. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
has witnessed
higher success
rate with its new
offerings. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
has gained
market share. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q19 Please answer the questions on how you perceive your organization's service environment.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (3)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree (7)

My work
environment
encourages to
provide customers
an excellent
service
experience. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Where I work, we
set clear
performance
standards for
service quality (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Management
rewards
employees for
their contributions
to service quality
improvement. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q20 Please answer the questions on how big data and analytics is enhancing your organisation's service
culture.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

My organisation
relies on data in
preparing
marketing
strategy. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My organisation
promotes best
practices and
collaborative use
of data among
business lines and
departments. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Insights from data
making us more
autonomous as
more decisions
are made locally
than before (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q21 Please answer the questions on the characteristics of the services you deliver.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

I work
collaboratively
with in creating
solutions for
them. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My services
require deeper
knowledge of
the subject
areas. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

My services
utilise lots of
technology to
interact, design
and deliver. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Somewhat
agree
5 (5)

Agree
6 (6)

Strongly
agree
7 (7)

Q22 Please answer the questions on your approach to managing customers.
Strongly
disagree
1 (1)

Disagree
2 (2)

Somewhat
disagree
3 (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
4 (4)

I am a resource
for customers to
use in their
problem solving.
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I do not consider
customers as our
collaborators. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I categorise
customers based
on my sales quota
targets. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q23 What is your job title?
________________________________________________________________
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Q24 What is the structure of your business? (Select ONE option)

o

Private company (Not listed on stock exchange) (1)

o

Public company (Listed on stock exchange) (2)

o

Cooperative or trust (3)

o

Not-for-profit (4)

o

Federal Government (5)

o

State or local government (6)

o

Others (7) ________________________________________________

Q25 What service does your organisation offer to its customers? (Select ONE option)

o

Art, Entertainment and Recreation (1)

o

Automobiles (2)

o

Banking (3)

o

Education and Training (4)

o

Engineering and Construction (5)

o

Facility Services (Real Estate, Security, Airports) (6)

o

Finance / Insurance (7)

o

Government Services (8)

o

Healthcare and Social assistance (9)

o

Information Technology Services (10)

o

Media, Information & Communication and Broadcasting (11)

o

Professional Services (Accounting/Audting, Architecture, Legal, Project Management (12)

o

Travel/ Transport/ Logistics/ Warehousing (13)

o

Technical Services (Assistance, Maintenance, Repairs) (14)

o

Telecommunications, Internet Service Providers (15)

o

Utilities (Electricity, Gas, Water) (16)

o

Other (17) ________________________________________________

Q26 The customers that I serve are ___

o

Individual Consumers (1)

o

Corporate customers (2)

o

Both (3)
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Q27 Total how many people are employed by your company?

o

1 - 10 (1)

o

11 - 50 (2)

o

51 - 10 (3)

o

101 - 500 (4)

o

501 - 1,000 (5)

o

1,001 - 5,000 (6)

o

5,001 or more (7)

Q28 How many years of experience do you have as a front-line service employee/manager or in capacity
supporting front-line teams?

o

Less than 1 year (1)

o

Click to write Choice 3 (2)

o

3 to less than 5 years (3)

o

5 to less than 10 years (4)

o

10 or more years (5)

Q29 What is the highest educational qualification you have completed?

o

Year-10 or Less (1)

o

High School Certificate (HSC) (2)

o

Professional Certificate (3)

o

Bachelor's degree (4)

o

Master's degree (5)

o

Doctorate degree (6)

o

Others, please specify (7) ________________________________________________

Q31 What is your age?

o

18 - 25 (1)

o

25 - 34 years (2)

o

35 - 44 years (3)

o

45 - 54 years (4)

o

56 - 64 years (5)

o

65 years or more (6)
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Appendix-G. Respondents Qualifications or Screening Questions
Screening Question 1:
Do you currently or have in the past 6 months served as a front-line service staff, front-line manager
or in a capacity supporting front-line teams in Australia?
o Yes
o No
Screening Question 2:
Do the services you deliver rely on data and require: customisation or long customer-contact time?
o
o

Yes
No

Appendix-H. Sample Size
Sta
ge

Data Collection

Pilot
Count

1

Attempted

2

Main
Final

Cou
nt

392

2,10
3

Met the screening criteria

60

358

3

Completed Questionnaire

60

358

4

Speeders

4

35

5

Straight liners

3

6

6

Invalid input

3

13

7

Useable Sample n=

50

Fin
al

304
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Appendix-I. G*Power Sample Size Estimation
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Appendix-J. Permissions and Rights to Reuse Publications
J.1 International Journal of Information Management

J.2 Journal of Business Research
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J.3 CENTERIS_2017
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J.4 Business Process Management Journal
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